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BELLINI’S NORMA: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF
SIGNIFICANT LEADING LADIES FROM PASTA TO CALLAS
Meghan J. Walsh
Dr. Michael Budds, Thesis Advisor
ABSTRACT
In the rich tradition of bel canto opera the surviving details surrounding the performances
of the leading role from Norma (1831) of Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835) provide ample
basis for a comparison of seven celebrated divas: Giuditta Pasta (1797-1865), Maria
Malibran (1808-1836), Giulia Grisi (1811-1869), Thérèse Tietjens (1831-1877), Lilli
Lehmann (1848-1929), Rosa Ponselle (1897-1981), and Maria Callas (1923-1977). The
bel canto style is considered by many scholars and performers to be one of the most
difficult to perfect, with this opera recognized as the zenith of any soprano’s repertory,
and yet all seven of these women reigned as the consummate Norma in their time. This
study comprises of a chronological comparison of the interpretations of each new generation in order to determine if and how the role of Norma has varied over time. Many
singers took on the part prior to Callas, and yet few were praised as frequently and
regarded as highly as these leading ladies. Various criticisms have been brought together
in this discussion in an effort to create a concrete idea of what these women would have
looked and sounded like when singing Norma. The omission of certain bel canto
characteristics in the renditions of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
supports the assertion that Maria Callas was instrumental in reviving this operatic
tradition in the 1950s.

viii

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
Introduction
In the rich tradition of bel canto opera the surviving details surrounding the performances of the leading role from Norma (1831) of Vincenzo Bellini (1801-1835)
provide ample basis for a comparison of seven celebrated divas: Giuditta Pasta (17971865), Maria Malibran (1808-1836), Giulia Grisi (1811-1869), Thérèse Tietjens1 (18311877), Lilli Lehmann (1848-1929), Rosa Ponselle (1897-1981), and Maria Callas (19231977). The bel canto style is considered by many scholars and performers to be one of
the most difficult to perfect, with this opera recognized as the zenith of any soprano’s
repertory, and yet all seven of these women reigned as the consummate Norma in their
time. Because this opera has been performed fairly consistently from the time of its
conception, it is worthwhile to examine the interpretations of each new generation and to
determine if and how the role of Norma has varied over time. By comparing the performance methods of these singers as the iconic Druid priestess, answers may be provided
as to why each woman was deemed superior to her contemporaries and a role model for
her followers. Many singers took on the part prior to Callas, and yet few were praised as
frequently and regarded as highly as these leading ladies. No such study has been done.
As the creator of the role of Norma in 1831, Pasta was most attuned with the
intentions of Bellini and set the standard for how it was to be performed; therefore, the
descriptions of her vocal techniques and acting methods will form the measuring stick by
1

An alternative spelling of her name is “Titiens.” This occurred when she relocated to London and her
English audience found it difficult to pronounce her Hungarian surname.

1

which to compare the other singers and to determine the authenticity of their interpretations. Two of Pasta’s peers, Malibran and Grisi, were also prominent Normas of her
generation. The next woman to find tremendous success with the role was Tietjens, the
acclaimed “Queen of Song” for Her Majesty’s Theater in London.2 Even though she did
not enjoy comparable levels of fame achieved by the other singers in this study, Tietjens
was said to be the direct successor of Grisi.3 This designation is significant because Grisi
was the original Adalgisa in the premiere of Norma. As a result, one can speculate that
many of her interpretive choices in the title role were based on the precedent set by Pasta.
At the end of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth three singers ensured
that Norma would hold a permanent place in the repertory of the Metropolitan Opera. It
was Lehmann who brought Bellini’s opera to this New York City establishment for the
first time in 1890, performing it in her native German tongue.4 She reigned as one of the
ideal interpreters of Wagner during her time, thereby shocking the world when she
proved she could sing earlier Italian opera just as well. Ponselle was the first American
opera singer to rise to international stardom; she performed as Norma at the Metropolitan
Opera for the first time in 1927. Although Ponselle was beloved and exalted during her
career, Callas, who is considered by many to be the most famous Norma of the twentieth
century, often overshadowed her. This final singer is often credited with the restoration
of the bel canto tradition, and of Norma in particular, as a result of her historically

2

The career of Tietjens at Her Majesty’s Theater began in 1858 and ended with her death in 1877.

3

See untitled item, The Musical World XXXIX/29 (1861), 457. In this article the anonymous author
declared, “Now that Madame Grisi is about to abdicate the imperial throne of tragic Song, the public has no
one to look up to as her immediate successor but Mlle. Titiens. No two artists, in many respects, can be
more alike than the Italian cantatrice and the German songstress.”
4

Lehmann went on eventually to perform Norma with its original Italian text.

2

informed interpretations and loyalty to the musical score; after eighty-nine stage
performances worldwide it became the role most closely associated with her name.
Literature Survey
In order to understand and appreciate fully the performances of these singers, one
must acquire adequate background information on the bel canto tradition and the genesis
of Norma. Publications for documenting this particular portion of study represent both
the nineteenth and the twentieth centuries. The most valuable points of reference are the
instructional manuals on singing written by prominent eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
vocal pedagogues, Pier Francesco Tosi (1653-1732), Giovanni Battista Mancini (17141800), Manuel García (1805-1906), and Giovanni Battista Lamperti (1839-1910).5 Important explorations of the bel canto tradition published more recently were conducted by
Rodolfo Celletti, James Stark, and Robert Toft.6 Information collected on the history of
Norma is found in various publications—containing either plot synopsis or scholarly
analysis—and encyclopedia articles.7 When studying Norma and its context within the
bel canto tradition, the essay by David Littlejohn titled “Norma: The Case for Bel Canto”

5

See Pier Francesco Tosi, Observations on the Florid Song (Bologna, 1723), 2nd ed., trans. Johann Ernest
Galliard (London: J. Wilcox, 1743); Giovanni Battista Mancini, Practical Reflections on the Art of Singing
(Milan, 1776), trans. Pietro Buzzi (Boston: R. G. Badger, 1912); Manuel García, Hints on Singing (1841),
2nd ed., ed. Hermann Klein, trans. Beata García (London: E. Ascherberg, 1894); and Giovanni Battista
Lamperti, The Technics of Bel Canto (Berlin: Albert Stahl, 1905), trans. Theodore Baker (New York: G.
Schirmer, 1905).
6

See Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto (1983), trans. Frederick Fuller (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1991); James Stark, Bel Canto: A History of Vocal Pedagogy (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1999); and Robert Toft, Bel Canto: A Performer’s Guide (New York: Oxford University
Press, 2013).
7

For the most detailed synopsis and analysis of Norma, see David Kimbell, Vincenzo Bellini: Norma
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); and David Kimbell, “Bellini’s Norma,” Italian Opera
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 514-32.
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and Geoffrey Riggs’s book The Assoluta Voice in Opera provide illuminating insight.8
Arguably one of the most valuable sources to any study of Norma is the facsimile score
edited by Philip Gossett.9 Two collections of Bellini’s letters were consulted for this
research, one compiled by his close friend Francesco Florimo and the other set edited by
Luisa Cambi.10 The most extensive and authoritative biography of Bellini was written by
Herbert Weinstock.11
Existing information on the nineteenth-century singers—Pasta, Grisi, Malibran,
Tietjens, and Lehmann—is scarce and more sporadic in comparison to the twentiethcentury divas Ponselle and Callas. Sources detailing the life and career of Pasta range
from memoirs recalling her performances,12 newspaper reviews written by various music
critics,13 scholarly articles, and surveys of famous singers from the past. Two sources
providing valuable insight into Pasta’s dramatic acting method are essays by Susan
Rutherford and Mary Ann Smart.14 In recent years a full-length biography of Pasta by

8

See David Littlejohn, “Norma: The Case for Bel Canto,” The Ultimate Art: Essays around and about
Opera (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1992), 156-71; and Geoffrey S. Riggs, The Assoluta
Voice in Opera, 1797-1847 (Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2003).
9

Vincenzo Bellini, Norma: Tragedia lirica in Two Acts, 2 vols., ed. Philip Gossett (New York: Garland
Publishing, 1983).
10

See Francesco Florimo, Bellini: Memorie e lettere (Florence: G. Barbèra, 1882); and Luisa Cambi, ed.,
Vincenzo Bellini: Epistolario (Milan: A. Mondadori, 1943).
11

Herbert Weinstock, Vincenzo Bellini: His Life and His Operas (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1971).

12

The most valuable eyewitness testimonies are those from the memoirs of Henry F. Chorley, “Madame
Pasta,” Thirty Years’ Musical Recollections, Vol. 1 (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1862), 371-86; and
Stendhal [Henri Beyle], “Madame Pasta,” Vie de Rossini (1824), trans. Richard N. Coe (New York, The
Orion Press, 1970), 371-86.
13

Several newspaper reviews were reprinted in Isabelle Emerson, “Giuditta Pasta,” Five Centuries of
Women Singers (Westport, CT: Praeger Publishers, 2005), 113-36.
14

See Susan Rutherford, “’La Cantante delle passioni’: Giuditta Pasta and the Idea of Operatic Performance,” Cambridge Opera Journal XIX/2 (2007), 107-38; and Mary Ann Smart, “Bellini’s Unseen

4

Kenneth Stern was published and has proven invaluable to this study.15 Malibran’s
legacy is documented in three books providing detailed descriptions of her performances
and personality, as well as biographical information.16 The English critic Henry Chorley,
who wrote about Pasta, also penned essays in memory of Malibran as well as her
contemporary Grisi.17 Richard Somerset-Ward also provided juxtaposed commentary on
Pasta, Malibran, and Grisi in his book Angels and Monsters, creating a valuable point of
comparison.18 No full-length book has ever been written about Grisi; one does exist,
however, about both her and her tenor husband, Giovanni Matteo Mario—more commonly known as “Mario.”19 An extensive number of reviews about Grisi’s performances
exist in newspapers, especially from London, such as The Musical World and The New
Monthly Magazine and Literary Journal. Most articles discovered about this singer were
located in the electronic database C19: The Nineteenth Century Index.20

Voices,” Mimomania: Music and Gesture in Nineteenth- Century Opera (Berkeley: University of
California Press, 2004), 69-100.
15

Kenneth Stern, Giuditta Pasta: A Life on the Lyric Stage (Palm Springs, CA: Operaphile Press, 2011).
This book stemmed from research conducted by Stern for his dissertation on the same singer published in
1983. See Kenneth Stern, A Documentary Study of Giuditta Pasta on the Opera Stage (Ph.D. dissertation,
University of New York, 1983).
16

See Arthur Pougin, Marie Malibran: The Story of a Great Singer (London: Eveleigh Nash, 1911);
Howard Bushnell, Maria Malibran: A Biography of the Singer (University Park: The Pennsylvania State
University Press, 1979); and April Fitzlyon, Maria Malibran: Diva of the Romantic Age (London: Souvenir
Press, 1987).
17

Henry F. Chorley, “Maria Malibran,” and “Madame Grisi,” Thirty Years’ Musical Recollections, 6-13,
75-85.
18

Richard Somerset-Ward, Angels and Monsters: Male and Female Sopranos in the Story of Opera, 16001900 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2004).
19

Elizabeth Forbes, Mario and Grisi: A Biography (London: Victor Gollancz, 1985).

20

This index was an invaluable resource for collecting newspaper and journal articles about the nineteenthcentury singers of this study. It can be accessed through the ProQuest Publishing Company’s website using
the following address: www.proquest.com.

5

The majority of the sources concerning Tietjens were written in the nineteenth
century: the only major recent publication about this singer is the biography written by
her distant descendant Susie Timms.21 In addition to Timms’s work, the English music
critic Herman Klein provided valuable insight into Tietjens’s career in his profuse
amount of writings that were published after her death.22 Like with Grisi, many newspaper and journal reviews were collected independently of the few books and essays
concerning Tietjens, which lacked details necessary to describe her as an operatic performer, especially as Norma. Because she spent the overwhelming majority of her career
there, many of the articles were found in London periodicals, such as The Musical Times,
The Musical World, The Athenœm, The Albion, Theatrical Journal, The London Journal,
London Times, and The Illustrated London News. A common practice of the nineteenth
century was for individuals to record and publish their memoirs, many of which describe
their experiences at the theater; there is no shortage of recollections about Tietjens.23 The
most informative narratives recorded about her, perhaps, were authored by her two London stage managers and agents, Benjamin Lumley and James Mapleson.24

21

See Susie Timms, Titiens: Her Majesty’s Prima Donna (London: Bezazzy Publishing, 2005).

22

The observations of Hermann Klein can be located in four volumes: Thirty Years of Musical Life in
London: 1870-1900 (New York: The Century Co., 1903); “Some Great Artists in Liverpool,” Musicians
and Mummers (London: Cassell, 1925), 42-59; “Therese Tietjens: True Successor to Jenny Lind,” Great
Women Singers of My Time (Freeport, NY: Books for Libraries, 1931), 15-30; and The Golden Age of
Opera (London: George Routledge & Sons, 1933).
23

For examples, see Ellen Creathorne Clayton, Queens of Song: Being Memoirs of Some of the Most
Celebrated Female Vocalists Who Have Appeared on the Lyric Stage from the Earliest Days of Opera to
the Present, 2 vols. (London: Smith and Elder, 1863); John Edmund Cox, Musical Recollections of the Last
Half Century, 2 vols. (London: Tinsley Brothers, 1872); Wilhelm Kuhe, My Musical Recollections
(London: R. Bently, 1896); Charles Santley, Student and Singer: The Reminiscences of Charles Santley
(London: Macmillan, 1892); and Blanche Marchesi, Singer’s Pilgrimage (1923), 2nd ed. (New York: Arno
Press, 1977).
24

See Benjamin Lumley, Reminiscences of the Opera (London: Hurst and Blackett, 1864); and James H.
Mapleson, Mapleson Memoirs, 2 vols. (New York: Belford and Clark, 1888).

6

Similar to the sources concerning Tietjens, Lehmann’s career has not been
addressed much in recent years either, with the exception of an article published by Will
Crutchfield describing her career and analyzing her recordings.25 The two most significant primary sources related to Lehmann were both authored by the singer herself—an
autobiography and a vocal pedagogy manual.26 Because he was also a contemporary of
Lehmann, in addition to Tietjens, Herman Klein also dedicated a chapter to her in his
Great Women Singers of My Time. Another critic who lived during Lehmann’s time,
Eduard Hanslick, published a revealing essay about Lehmann in his collection Music
Criticisms: 1846-99.27 Several newspaper reviews of Lehmann’s performances as Norma
exist, primarily in New York publications, such as The New York Times, The New York
Herald, and The New York Tribune. Other sources that proved to be significant to the
study of Lehmann were books and articles about Richard Wagner, with whom she had a
close personal and professional relationship, especially his prose works and multi-volume
biography authored by Ernest Newman.28 A more recent source supporting the connection between bel canto and Wagner was written by Will Crutchfield, titled “Unbroken
Line.”29 Because Lehmann was a renowned Wagnerian soprano who also excelled in the

25

Will Crutchfield, “Her Way,” Opera News LXIII/5 (1998), 54-59.

26

See Lilli Lehmann, My Path through Life (1914), trans. Alice Benedict Seligman (New York: Arno
Press, 1977); and How to Sing (1902), 4th ed., trans. Clara Willenbücher (New York: Dover Publications,
1993).
27

Eduard Hanslick, “Lilli Lehmann and Immoral Coloratura,” Music Criticisms: 1846-99, ed. and trans.
Henry Pleasants (Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books, 1950), 238-42.
28

See Richard Wagner’s Prose Works (1871), 8 vols., trans. William Ashton Ellis (London: Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner, 1898-1899); and Ernest Newman, The Life of Richard Wagner, 4 vols. (New York: Alfred
A. Knopf, 1933).
29

Will Crutchfield, “Unbroken Line,” Opera News LXVII/8 (2003), 34-41. See also Will Crutchfield,
“The Bel Canto Connection,” Opera News LXII/1 (1997), 30-36.
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operas of Bellini and other bel canto composers, sources comparing the operas from both
traditions provide significant insights into the art of this extraordinarily versatile singer.
A prolific amount of information is available concerning the two twentiethcentury prima donnas of this study: Ponselle and Callas. As the reigning expert on the
former, James Drake assisted Ponselle in the compilation of her autobiography and also
penned his own book for her centenary.30 Both contain invaluable insight and rare
photographs of the singer. Another leading scholar on Ponselle is Mary Jane PhillipsMatz; her biographical work, along with the other two previously mentioned, provide
several descriptions of Ponselle’s performances as Norma as well as the singer’s own
personal thoughts.31 In terms of other primary sources, besides her autobiography,
several newspaper reviews of New York and London publications have been collected
describing Ponselle’s performances. Many authors also included Ponselle in their
surveys of famous singers, which contain a body of short essays dedicated to a wide array
of opera stars from the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.32 She also made a small
number of recordings, for which Clyde McCants provided detailed descriptions in his
book American Opera Singers and Their Recordings.33

30

Rosa Ponselle and James A. Drake, Ponselle: A Singer’s Life (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1982); and
James Drake, Rosa Ponselle: A Centenary Biography (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1997).
31

Mary Jane Phillips-Matz, Rosa Ponselle: American Diva (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1997).

32

For examples, see Jerome Hines, “Rosa Ponselle,” Great Singers on Great Singing (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1982), 250-57; Nigel Douglas, “Rosa Ponselle,” Legendary Voices (London: André Deutsch,
1992), 197-212; and J. B. Steane, “Rosa Ponselle,” Singers of the Century (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press,
1996), 171-75.
33

Clyde T. McCants, “Rosa Ponselle (1897-1981),” American Opera Singers and Their Recordings
(Jefferson, NC: McFarland, 2004), 213-23.

8

Sources about Callas are similar to those addressing Ponselle, but because she
was one of the most famous operatic sopranos of the twentieth century, a wider variety of
publications exist, some of which hold no bearing on this study. With the exception of a
few writings from those individuals who knew the singer personally, the majority of the
sources that shaped this research only concern Callas’s professional life rather than her
personal affairs. Some of the most extensive writings on Callas were written by the
American music critic John Ardoin, who spent the better part of fifteen years compiling
information for his books; he also maintained a personal friendship with the esteemed
singer.34 This same author also compiled the transcripts from Callas’s master classes
given at Juilliard, a source that provided invaluable insight into Callas’s approach to
Norma, as well as other operatic roles.35 Of great significance to this study, especially in
devising a detailed background of Callas’s earlier training with Maria Trivella and Elvira
de Hidalgo, was Nicholas Petsalis-Diomidis’s The Unknown Callas: The Greek Years.36
Many other authors have written about Callas in biographical works, journal articles, and
scholarly surveys.37 The final notable sources are the recollections of two men who
worked closely with Callas at different points in her career—Tullio Serafin, the first

34

For biographical information see John Ardoin and Gerald Fitzgerald, Callas (New York: Holt, Reinhart,
Winston, 1974); and for a detailed study of Callas’s discography see John Ardoin, The Callas Legacy: A
Complete Guide to Her Recordings on Compact Disc, 4th ed. (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press, 1995).
35

John Ardoin, Callas at Juilliard (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1987).

36

Nicholas Petsalis-Diomidis, The Unknown Callas: The Greek Years (Portland, OR: Amadeus Press,
2001). The author reconstructed Callas’s days spent in Athens primarily through her old school records
and the memoirs, letters, and recollections of anyone who knew her personally, such as fellow students,
teachers, neighbors, and family members.
37

For examples, see Henry Wisneski, Maria Callas: The Art behind the Legend (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1975); Arianna Stassinopoulos, Maria Callas: The Woman behind the Legend (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1981); Michael Scott, Maria Meneghini Callas (London: Simon and Schuester, 1991);
and Jürgen Kesting, Maria Callas (1990), trans. John Hunt (London: Quartet Books, 1992).
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conductor under whom she performed, and Walter Legge, the producer who managed her
extensive recordings for EMI Records.38 For a comprehensive analysis of Callas’s
discography, refer to John Ardoin’s The Callas Legacy.39
Sources written by music scholars and critics who provided a broader view of
nineteenth- and twentieth-century operatic performance practices by focusing on multiple
singers involved in this study also proved crucial to my work. In addition to the aforementioned memoirs of Chorley, the twentieth-century American critic Henry Pleasants
authored a set of illuminating essays on every singer considered in this study except for
Tietjens in his book The Great Singers, originally published in 1966 and then as an
updated second edition in 1981.40 John Dizikes was another American author who
provided a unique perspective surrounding the opera scene in the United States, which is
significant to this study because every singer involved, except for Pasta, traveled or resided there.41 To contextualize this study, many sources concerning the state of bel canto
and Norma performances beyond Callas were consulted. The most beneficial articles in
shaping this knowledge were penned by Will Crutchfield, an American musicologist who
specializes in historic operatic performance practices.42 The autobiographical and

38

See Tullio Serafin, “A Triptych of Singers,” Opera Annual, 8 vols., ed. Harold Rosenthal, trans. Peggie
Cochrane (London: John Calder, 1962), VIII, 93-96; and Elisabeth Schwarzkopf, “La Divina—Callas
Remembered,” On and Off the Record: A Memoir of Walter Legge (New York: Charles Scribner’s Sons,
1982), 192-203.
39

See John Ardoin, The Callas Legacy: A Complete Guide to Her Recordings on Compact Disc.

40

Henry Pleasants, The Great Singers: From the Dawn of Opera to Our Own Time (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 1966); and The Great Singers: From Jenny Lind to Callas and Pavarotti, 2nd ed. (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1981).
41

See John Dizikes, Opera in America: A Cultural History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1993).

42 For examples, see Will Crutchfield, “The Prosodic Appoggiatura in the Music of Mozart and His
Contemporaries,” Journal of American Musicological Society XLII/2 (1989), 229-74; “Some Thoughts on
Reconstructing Singing Styles of the Past,” Journal of the Conductors’ Guild X/3-4 (1989), 111-20; “The
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biographical works of two famous post-Callas Normas—Joan Sutherland and Monserrat
Caballé—were also consulted to gain a clear picture of the potential effects of Callas’s
Norma renditions on future singers.43
Methodology
In order to put this research in context I first provide a basic history of the bel
canto tradition, starting in the Baroque Era and continuing through its evolution until the
genesis of Norma. I demonstrate how this opera exemplifies perfectly this style of
singing with the support of various scholars such as Rodolfo Celletti and David Littlejohn. It is necessary to argue that Norma requires the performer to excel in a unique style
of singing in order to be successful in the role so that I may justify why I chose this
specific opera and these particular singers. I also discuss the creative process of Bellini
when composing Norma in the interest of illuminating his intentions for performances. It
has been revealed that the composer himself conceived much of the ornamentation added
to the vocal lines; therefore, exploring that aspect is a useful tool in determining to what
degree the performances of the singers discussed in this study adhere to bel canto practices.

Well-Tempered Cut,” Opera News LXII/6 (1997), 23-27; and “The Trill is Gone . . . but It May Be Coming
Back,” Opera News LXIII/7 (1999), 26-30. Crutchfield is the Director of Opera for the Caramoor Opera
Company located in New York; his artistic direction aims to restore the historical bel canto tradition to the
modern stage; Norma was performed in concert at Caramoor in 2010. For a full review, see John Yohalem,
“Angela Meade’s Norma at Caramoor,” Opera Today (http://www.operatoday.com/content/2010/07/
norma_sasha_coo.php; accessed 14 March 2016).
43

See Robert Pullen and Stephen Taylor, Monserrat Caballé: Casta Diva (Boston: Northeastern University
Press, 1994); Norma Major, Joan Sutherland: The Authorized Biography, 2nd ed. (Boston: Little, Brown,
1994); and Joan Sutherland, A Prima Donna’s Progress: The Autobiography of Joan Sutherland
(Washington, DC: Regnery Publishing, 1997).
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Once the groundwork for understanding the bel canto tradition and the birth of
Norma is laid, a detailed account of Pasta’s performance practices, especially concerning
this opera is provided, preceded by a brief history of her early training and career prior to
achieving fame. The next two chapters contain a series of vignettes about Malibran,
Grisi, Tietjens, Lehmann, and Ponselle, with commentary on early operatic training,
breakthrough career events, as well as any other details necessary to create a wellrounded picture of the artist. Comparisons between the singers are intermittently
dispersed throughout these two chapters to illuminate how the role of Norma changed
over time. The first of these two chapters is dedicated to the first three singers because a
direct connection and lineage can be drawn between their performances of Norma with
those of Pasta. When Lehmann and Ponselle assumed the role, nuanced differences
accompanied their interpretations, due to their backgrounds and audience preferences
during their time; these facts warranted a separate chapter. The descriptions of each
woman as Norma in this study are based strictly on firsthand, eyewitness accounts
collected from newspaper articles, magazine reviews, interviews, and memoirs. Direct
quotations are provided as well as the paraphrasing of commonly used adjectives in
regards to each singer’s performance. If available, I also reference the personal thoughts
and feelings of each woman pertaining to her experiences as Norma. An appendix
addresses the recordings of Lehmann, Ponselle, and Callas, in which the opinions of
various scholars and music critics are disclosed as well as my own thoughts and
observations.
In the concluding chapter I introduce the reader to a sampling of quotations about
the seven singers from various colleagues, spectators, family members, and acquaint-
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ances. I use these recollections to demonstrate the impact these women made on the
world of opera and the lasting effects of their legacies today. While Callas is considered
one of the most famous divas of the twentieth century, each woman was indirectly
influenced by her predecessors due to the inspiration each generation found in the
previous one. Although the first four singers are now relegated to history books and the
concern of musicologists, they still comprise the lineage from whence Callas arose.
Because of the number of recordings and videotaped performances, her accomplishments
will most likely not be diminished in the same manner. A brief exploration into if and
how the role of Norma has changed since Callas’s retirement is provided to determine
whether she truly restored Bellini’s masterpiece to its original state or if her performance
practices were merely anomalous.
The Historical Background of Bel Canto
The bel canto tradition began long before Giuditta Pasta took the stage as Norma
for the opera’s premiere in 1831. Although the term was not applied to music until the
early nineteenth century, the principles behind bel canto—which translates literally as
“beautiful singing”—began to form during the late sixteenth century as the Renaissance
was slowly coming to an end.44 Across Western Europe following the Battle of
Lepanto45 a sense of euphoria expressed in self-indulgence spread throughout the nations,
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The first to use the term “bel canto” in writing was possibly Stendhal, Vie de Rossini, 341. See Edward
V. Foreman, The Art of Bel Canto in the Italian Baroque: A Study of the Original Sources (Minneapolis:
Pro Musica Press, 2006), xiv.
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The Battle of Lepanto was a historically significant event that took place on 7 October 1571 between the
Holy League—a group of southern European nations led by Spain—and the Ottoman Empire. As a result
of the victory of the Holy League, the Ottoman Empire was prevented from expanding westward along the
Mediterranean coast.
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and music became an ideal avenue through which to channel these blossoming emotions.
The aim of this new music, which came to be known eventually as the Baroque style, was
intended as a departure from reality into a world of pure fantasy.46 While composers and
performers of this era were later accused of acting overly virtuosic and hedonistic in
nature, these characteristics were ultimately necessary in order to provoke astonishment
and stir the human passions—albeit in an academic and meta-physical manner as opposed
to natural.47
The newfound virtuosity in vocal and instrumental music in the late sixteenth and
early seventeenth centuries developed in tandem with one another, often with one
medium inspiring the other. Instrumentalists used the human voice as their performance
model while singers aspired to achieve the acrobatic leaps and ornamentation heard
commonly in instrumental music. Unlike the rigidly structured contrapuntal style of
previous centuries, which left little allowance for the performer’s interpretive volition,
Baroque music was based heavily on improvisation and variation: musicians were
expected to rely much more on their own devices. Music of the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries also incorporated improvisation and variation, but the execution of these
compositional techniques was much more formulaic and structured. In opposition,
Baroque musicians were allowed more liberties in their performances because they were,
after all, attempting to express true human emotions and imitate the sounds and visions
found in nature. In the earliest decades of the Baroque Era, composers also concerned
themselves with providing clarity to the text being sung as opposed to muddling it in a
tangled web of polyphony. As singers and instrumentalists competed to outdo one
46

Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto , 2.
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Ibid., 10-11.
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another in technical display—which is, perhaps, the reason behind why performers of this
period were chided for self-promotion and excessive virtuosity—and created innovative
methods to imitate and evoke the human affects, and while composers began to eschew
the former polyphonic tradition, the precursory singing style to bel canto took shape from
the ideas of a group of prominent Italian artists known as the Florentine Camerata.
Opera began more as a musical drama formulated by this society of men led by
the Florentine aristocrat Count Giovanni de’ Bardi; their aim was to restore the singing
and drama of ancient Greece.48 Soon after the performance of these new musical dramas,
such as Jacopo Peri’s famous Euridice (1600), which was met initially with great success
due to its novelty, audiences became disinterested in the seemingly dry recitativo secco
and unadorned monodies on which the Camerata composers were so keen in order to
declaim the poetry clearly. As the operatic structure of alternating between recitative and
aria developed—a structure that was to remain intact for roughly the next two centuries—
it became common practice for singers to interpolate their own embellishments and
articulations, especially in the return of the first section of a da capo aria. Initially, the
use of ornamentation served the purpose of adding variety and emotional color to the
repetitive nature of the da capo form to intensify the emotion even though no new
information was being provided in the text. It soon became apparent that the public
favored the virtuosic displays and vocal acrobatics of the star singers of the day and, thus,
the ideals of the Camerata were ultimately deserted. 49 Historically, this period became
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The Florentine Camerata gathered for the first time at Count Bardi’s residence on 14 January 1573.
Famous figures belonging to this group included Alessandro Striggio (1537-1592), Giulio Caccini (15511618), and Jacopo Peri (1561-1633).
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See Giulio Caccini, Le Nuove musiche (Florence: Marescotti, 1601). Giulio Caccini was, perhaps, one of
the more forward-thinking members of the Camerata. He encouraged the use of sprezzatura in singing in
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known as the Golden Age of Song during which singing achieved its highest state of
perfection.50
Treatises written by prominent voice teachers of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries are the basis for most modern scholarship on bel canto, the first of which was a
work titled Observations on the Florid Song (1723) penned by Pier Francesco Tosi, a
composer and acclaimed castrato. His text served to instruct not only voice students, but
their instructors as well; the serious nature of his writing implies that the study of singing
was not taken lightly during this period and that vocal scholars were expected to strive
for the upmost perfection in their art. In each chapter of his manual Tosi discussed
different techniques that are now considered to be characteristic of the bel canto style,
such as the appoggiatura, shakes, and divisions.51 Tosi, along with Giovanni Battista
Mancini in his Practical Reflections on the Art of Singing (1776), mandated the
importance of text pronunciation and the performer’s knowledge and understanding of
the words that he or she is singing.52 The latter also placed emphasis on the singer’s
ability to act in this telling statement: “It is not the beauty and agility of the voice alone
that distinguishes the artist upon the stage, but it is also excellent acting that gives
enjoyment, distinction and lucrative engagement.”53 The treatise by Mancini is, perhaps,
order to mirror the cadence of human speech; in other words, it allowed the performer to take liberties with
the rhythmic values of the notes. Caccini also suggested that singing should be more varied and, thus, more
pleasing to the ear by adding more vocalise passages and fioriture.
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Philip A. Duey, Bel Canto in Its Golden Age (New York: King Crown’s Press, 1951), 1-2.
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one of the most extensive scholarly works on the bel canto style of his time; the techniques as well as the vocal and acting qualities he emphasized were later exemplified in
the performances of the majority of the singers considered in this study.
The first major bel canto composer of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries was Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643), with this style exemplified especially in
his later operas, such as Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria (1640) and L’incoronazione di
Poppea (1643). In his earlier operas, such as Orfeo (1607), he ascribed more to the ideals
of the Florentine Camerata with several passages of canto spianato;54 even in his later
operas Monteverdi’s primary concern always seemed to be the meaning of the text rather
than the music.55 He did breathe new life into opera by composing in the florid style for
certain characters in order to distinguish the mythical deities and larger-than-life
historical figures from mere mortals. While some accused Monteverdi of adding more
ornamentation to his melodic lines simply as a concession to the vanity of singers, he, in
fact, was employing it more as a tool to express the status, emotions, and intellectual
thoughts of his characters.56 His development of stile concitato—which reached its full
maturity in Poppea—is a strong example of this claim; this compositional technique in
which words or short phrases are uttered repeatedly demonstrates effectively that the
54

For more information on canto spianato and other styles found in Monteverdi’s works, see Rodolfo
Celletti, A History of Bel Canto, 25-38. Canto spianato translates literally as “smooth singing”; in opera it
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character is agitated, angry, or distressed. Even though star performers came to abuse
this heavily embellished manner of singing as means of self-promotion, one can appreciate that the original intentions behind this style were to express the complexities of
human emotions and desires, as well as to elevate the gods above mankind. Unfortunately, for the next two centuries, due to the wildly positive reactions from audiences to
the vocal acrobatics displayed by the singers each night on stage, opera morphed into
more of a concert with costumes with performers going so far as to substitute arias from
other operas that showcased his or her voice to the highest degree.57
Another significant phenomenon that took flight in the second half of the seventeenth century was the growing popularity of the castrato voice type, which soon became
one of the defining characteristics of the bel canto tradition.58 Baldassarre Ferri (16101680) of Perugia in central Italy was the first famous castrato to emerge on the operatic
stage, and his outstanding virtuosity—especially in his trills, range, and, arguably the
most valued trait in exceptional singers, his expansive lung capacity—set the standard to
which all future castrati aspired. Not only did the unique physical state of the castrato
cause an abnormal growth of his ribcage and lungs, but it also equipped him with a
distinctive and peculiar vocal timbre, another quality that became characteristic of and
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For further discourse on this topic, see Hilary Poriss, “Making Their Way through the World: Italian
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popular in the bel canto style. Soon the castrati became the ideal voice type for all
leading roles in bel canto operas, whether it was a male or female character; male vocal
ranges—especially baritone and bass—were viewed as common and tasteless and were
rarely called for in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century operas except in more minor
roles or in opera buffa.59 The fact that the bel canto tradition placed such a high value on
anti-realism and fantasy, which embraced sexual ambiguity, also played a role in the
popularity of the castrati.60 As the acceptance of and preference for the castrati on the
stage waned, female contraltos and, more rarely, sopranos began to play the male
characters written for their voice types. This practice, referred to as a trouser role,
remained common through the time of Rossini, fading in the early nineteenth century.61
The bel canto style reached new heights in the operas of George Frideric Handel
(1685-1759) and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791). In comparison with the
59
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operatic works of seventeenth-century composers, with Monteverdi as the exception,
there was much more depth and detail in the development of characters and situations
preferred by composers of the High Baroque and Classical Eras. Along with these newly
provided psychological insights, another common theme addressed in these operas was
the psychological battle between love and duty experienced by the leading characters.
Because these feelings can be made manifest differently by each plagued individual, the
more personalized performances among singers led to a wider range of fioritura patterns
and techniques with the hope of expressing the full palette of human emotions, especially
pathos and torment. In essence, the operas of Handel, and even his oratorios, albeit in a
much less flamboyant manner due to their sacred content, are much more ornate and
virtuosically demanding than those written in the previous century. His compositional
style allowed performers more freedom and spontaneity in their embellishments.
Mozart, with the aid of librettist Lorenzo da Ponte, expanded on the ideas of
Handel by increasing the amount of depth and realism woven into the development of his
opera’s roles and situations.62 In the opinion of Herman Klein, Mozart stood alone
among the great masters in what he contributed to music in all spheres.63 Due to the
sheer number of superior vocalists who surrounded Mozart during his time, his operas, if
performed in the proper tradition, are extremely difficult and place exorbitant demands
on the singers’ faculties. Klein noted, however, “The difficulty of his [Mozart’s] vocal
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music did not lie solely in its bravura, its daring fiorituri [sic], its flights into altissimo.
It lay even more, perhaps, in its extreme simplicity. For Mozart was one of the greatest
tune-makers that ever lived.”64 With each new melody—no matter how virtuosic—that
he devised, Mozart masterfully fit every note to match the word accents and brought the
emotional content implied by the libretto to full fruition. The result of Mozart’s meticulous attention to matching the text with the music to realize fully the heights and depths
of human emotion was the demand that singers acquire a complete control and understanding of the power of simplicity, “a purity of legato, a charm of style, a certain warmth
of expression, a depth of sentiment and even of passion, which the music of Mozart’s
contemporaries (with the exception perhaps of Gluck) had never required.”65 In a strong
sense, Mozart acted as a bridge in operatic history from the Baroque works of
Monteverdi and Handel to the nineteenth-century composers of Italian bel canto.
Certain aspects of the bel canto tradition began to fade during the career of
Gioachino Rossini (1792-1868). This claim is supported in a letter written by the
composer when he declared that “Those mutilated creatures [castrati] who could not
follow any career but singing were the founders of that ‘singing which is heard within the
soul,’ and the appalling decline of Italian bel canto began with their suppression.”66 Not
only were the castrati no longer accepted in social circles or performance practices, but
Rossini’s approach to operatic composition was, at times, contradictory to the original
principles of the bel canto style; the same physical manner of singing was still present in
64
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his operas with the florid passages and vocalises, but the reasoning behind these techniques differed for Rossini. Unlike Monteverdi and other earlier composers, such as
Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714-1787), Rossini believed that the text was subservient to
the music. To him, singing was an art so sublime that its purpose was not merely to
imitate human emotions but to determine the reactions of the audience. Because the
affects of humankind rarely remain static, even within a single situation, Rossini
determined that even though the expression of the lyrics may change, this does not mean
that the music must follow suit, thus introducing a heightened sense of realism into his
operas; the purpose of this stylistic innovation was to create more of a sense of continuity
and fluidity, especially in his arias and choruses. To ensure that the proper mood was
cast in each scene according to his intentions, Rossini retracted the responsibility—and
what he more likely considered to be a privilege—of improvisation from the singers by
notating his own fioritura.67
The bel canto tradition continued into the first half of the nineteenth century. By
mid-century, the world-renowned vocal pedagogue Manuel García (1805-1906) had
authored the primary text, Hints on Singing (1841), in which he described the proper
technique of this style, especially applicable to the performances of the operas of Mozart
and Rossini.68 García placed the same emphasis as vocal theorists of the past had done
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on utilizing a variety of timbres as a means of expressive singing and on placing importance on executing the proper ornamentation in accordance with the emotion of the
situation. Contrary to some current beliefs that bel canto applies only to a pure and sweet
tone, both García and another contemporaneous scholar, Richard Mackenzie Bacon,
argued that the very core of this Italian style of singing is drama.69 The latter described
the star performers of the day in the following observation:
All their great performers are trained for the stage . . . their conception is
directed to objects of the most intense and vivid expression; and hence
also it follows, that the means they use are of the boldest and most striking
character. They not only endeavor to raise the strongest emotions in the
auditor and the spectator (for we shall find they assail both senses), but
they aim at seeming to be (as nearly as possible) the person they suppose
to be singing, and to identify themselves with all the passions by which
that individual is represented as being influenced.70
The women described in my study demonstrated these same qualities for which adequate
testimony will be provided. Even though Rossini believed that bel canto died with the
removal of the castrati from the stage, the talents and efforts of these seven female
singers contradict his assertions.
While some scholars have theorized that the bel canto tradition is exemplified
primarily in the operas of Rossini, Bellini, and Gaetano Donizetti (1797-1848) in the
early nineteenth century, this vocal style and the principles behind it were, in fact, already
waning by the time Norma was composed in 1831. Aspects of Romanticist ideals seeped
into the works of these men that distanced their music from the bel canto operas of the
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, starting with the rise of the power of and preference
for the prima donna assoluta as opposed to the castrati. The elevation of the female
voice, as well as a higher number of leading characters written for tenors and basses,
eliminated the sexual ambiguity created by the male sopranos and trouser roles that were
so fashionable in the Baroque and Classical Eras. Complex and ornate fioritura remained
common in the operas of Bellini and Donizetti, and even in some of Verdi’s works, but
the sole purpose of excessive embellishments and vocalises in the melodies was to
express the human emotions in their most intense and rawest forms and as realistically as
possible. While a primary goal of bel canto was always to stir the passions, the earlier
generations also sought to create a fantasy, fairytale-like atmosphere on the stage with
emotions often exaggerated or presented in an ideal or stereotypical fashion; on the
contrary, in the nineteenth century the Romantics were concerned only with the dramatic
truth. This new mantra caused the replacement of the standard happy ending mandated in
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century operas with the newly favored tragic ending, of
which Norma and Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor (1835) are perfect examples.71
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CHAPTER II
NEGOTIATING THE ROLE OF NORMA
Vincenzo Bellini and the Genesis of Norma
Even though certain details of Norma are characteristically Romantic and it sits
on the crux of the shift in operatic style between the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, there are still several aspects that are intrinsic reflections of the bel canto style.
The split personality in Bellini’s compositional style can be attributed to the dual
environments he confronted when attending the Real Collegio di Musica in Naples in the
1820s. There he received lessons in traditional harmony and contrapuntal techniques,
and his teachers encouraged a conservative approach to writing music with a special
emphasis on clarity of text and unadorned melodies—fairly reminiscent of the ideals
valued by the Florentine Camerata. On the other hand, Bellini was also exposed to the
operas of Rossini, who was employed by the Naples theaters from 1815 until 1822 and
whom the instructors of the Conservatory opposed vehemently for his overly decorated
vocal style and extravagant orchestration. As an act of self-preservation, Bellini adhered
to the preferences of his mentors while at the same time soaking up silently several
qualities of Rossini’s operas; the influence of the elder master is evident even in Bellini’s
earliest operas composed while still a student. Even in his juvenile works, it was already
apparent that Bellini was attempting to mold his musical lines to fit the contour of speech,
which foreshadowed the most distinguishing characteristic of him as composer—his
extraordinary gift as a melodist. It became more obvious as time passed that Bellini was
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in search of a style to call his own as he strove to outshine Rossini, while at the same time
seeking the master’s praise and approval, for the rest of his short life.
In 1827, a few years after his graduation from the Conservatory, Bellini moved to
Milan with a contract as the composer-in-residence for the Teatro alla Scala. His first attempt, Il Pirata (1826), was met with great success partly because of his collaboration
with the prominent librettist Felice Romani (1788-1865), with whom he would continue
to partner for the remainder of his career.1 The seasoned poet possessed the ability to
create a powerful sense of drama wrought with emotion through his lyrics, and Bellini
was able to craft music that transcended the meaning of the words to entirely new levels.
When the two artists learned of the tremendous success of Alexander Soumet’s play
Norma, ossia l’infanticidio (1831), they agreed that this would be the perfect subject for
their next endeavor.2 Romani completed the libretto by the end of August in 1831, and
Bellini took special care in his revisions of the text; he altered several of the verses and
shortened the length of the opera by at least an hour’s worth of performance time. Both
men took the liberty of omitting scenes from the original play so that Bellini could funnel
his musical powers into the development of the three main characters—Norma, Adalgisa,

1

Bellini and Romani collaborated on all of his operas except the last one, I puritani (1835), due to a falling
out over artistic differences and Romani’s habit of taking several months to finish a libretto, sometimes
causing the premieres of certain works to be pushed back. As evidenced by some correspondences between
the two men following the premiere of I puritani, it is possible that the longtime partners could have
mended their relationship if it had not been for Bellini’s sudden death that same year at the age of thirtyfour.
2

Alexander Soumet’s Norma was given its premiere in Paris at the Théâtre Royal de L’Odéon on 25 April
1831.
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and Pollione. Norma was completed at the end of November of that same year, and
rehearsals commenced immediately for the 26 December premiere.3
The anecdotes surrounding the finalization of “Casta diva” represent the most
interesting controversy concerning the creation of Norma. Bellini’s earliest biographers
claimed that there were as many eight revisions to both the text and music of this aria; in
Romani’s original transcript, however, evidence of only four revisions exists.4 There
may be some truth behind Bellini’s difficulties in composing “Casta diva” because he
was, after all, a perfectionist and this was Pasta’s entrance aria; if it did not please her,
then there was the risk of her inserting a different selection that suited her voice better,
especially in light of her debut at La Scala. In fact, the unsubstantiated gossip that Pasta
at first refused to sing “Casta diva”—because she found it too difficult and ill suited to
her voice—and then later transposed it down a whole step from G to F was perpetuated
by several authors since the rumor was first printed in 1882.5 These stories were not
questioned or proven to be fabricated until the publication of Kenneth Stern’s dissertation
in 1983.6 Either way, it is highly unlikely that Bellini would have written an aria that did
not fit a voice of which he had intimate knowledge and understanding—he had writ-ten
another highly acclaimed opera, La Sonnambula, for Pasta earlier that same year.
Furthermore, publishers were notorious for altering popular musical scores to suit better

3

For more information on the timeline for the composition of Norma, see Herbert Weinstock, Vincenzo
Bellini, 99-108, 267-92.
4

Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta Pasta: A Life on the Lyric Stage, 338.

5

Michele Scherillo, Vincenzo Bellini: Note aneddotiche e critiche (Ancona: A. G. Morelli, 1882), 84.

6

For a full set of details, see Kenneth A. Stern, A Documentary Study of Giuditta Pasta on the Opera Stage
(Ph.D. dissertation, City University of New York, 1983), 219-23.
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the abilities of their clientele, the members of the general public. This is the possible
reason behind the transposition rumors.7
Another potential debate about Norma is whether it should be classified as a bel
canto or a Romantic opera. This disagreement among scholars stems from the different
perspectives on the definition of bel canto and when this style was most prevalent. While
the opera does lack any role for a male soprano and ends tragically,8 rather than harmoniously, with the double suicide of Norma and her secret former lover Pollione, several
aspects of the vocal melodies support the theory that this is an authentic bel canto opera,
mostly made possible because of the near limitless talents of Pasta. Even though certain
aspects of the plot and the treatment of the characters in Norma echo the Romantic ideal,
a detailed exploration of the vocal lines Bellini constructed for the main characters—
especially for his heroine—illuminates the unfaltering bel canto influences on the stylistic
decisions of the composer.

7

For an analysis on the differences between existing vocal scores for Norma, see David Kimbell, “Some
Variant Readings,” Norma, 83-87.
8

Bellini’s Norma actually ended far less tragically than Soumet’s Norma. In the original play Norma loses
her sanity entirely after learning of Pollione’s infidelities, and the final scene is a stock mad scene during
which Norma murders one of her children and then proceeds to snatch the other one and jump off of a cliff
to both of their deaths. This is far less noble than Bellini’s Norma’s suicide to atone for her sins: the
gruesome act of infanticide was removed from the opera entirely. The choice to eliminate the mad scene
may also be explained by the speculation that Bellini did not want too many similarities with his rival
Donizetti’s Anna Bolena, also written for Pasta and introduced the previous year. To explore the
differences in more detail between Bellini’s and Soumet’s Normas, refer to Alexandre Soumet, Norma:
Tragédie en cinq actes et en vers (Paris: J. N. Barba, 1831).
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The Character of Norma: High Priestess, Mother, and Scorned Lover
The role of Norma is one of the most demanding roles in opera and requires a
singer with a variety of talents in order to execute a successful performance. One must
possess a unique voice type to communicate depth of emotion and shape this character, in
that the singer must possess many different types of voices. Even Richard Wagner, an
avid opponent of the Italian school, conceded that Norma represented a special challenge:
“Despite a certain poverty, there is real passion and feeling here. It only needs to be sung
by the right singer to make a deeply moving effect.”9 In other words, the role of the
Druid priestess entails one of the widest spectrums of emotions in all opera—from a
starry-eyed ingénue to a fiercely protective leader, from a sympathetic friend to a crazed
woman scorned, and from a mother contemplating infanticide to a woman atoning for her
sins through suicide. Only the triumphant sopranos are able to manipulate their voices to
display an extensive palette of colors with an infinite number of effects. In addition to
these challenges, Norma necessitates that the leading lady demonstrate extraordinary
stamina and breath support when considering, first and foremost, the sheer amount of
time her character is onstage as well as the several continuous and spinning vocal lines
she must conquer. When taking these factors into account, it is fair to assert, perhaps,
that the female voices most suited for Norma are those that most closely resemble the
former reigning celebrities of the bel canto tradition—the castrati.
According to Weldon Whitlock, the intricate arias of bel canto operas were
“solely designed to express emotion, and not for mere vocal display,” and the composers
“under-stood that when emotion reached the level where the word was no longer able to
9

Richard Wagner, quoted in David Littlejohn, “Norma: The Case for Bel Canto,” The Ultimate Art: Essays
around and about Opera (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1992), 163.
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express the full impact of the emotion, the composer must resort to elaborate fioritura,
which were known as jubilations.”10 Several examples from Norma demonstrate this
notion about bel canto perfectly. Bellini carried out the ideas and goals of Rossini by
crafting ornamentation that expressed the characters’ emotions most appropriately and
effectively. In no other opera was he more successful in achieving these aims than in
Norma; as demonstrated in the facsimile compilation of his original score, Bellini
considered carefully the intricate delicacies and embellishments of each vocal line,
realized it on paper, always purposefully unique to each situation or circumstance in the
plot.11 Due to faulty performance practices and developing operatic trends in the century
following the premiere of Norma, it is probable that many singers added their own
fioriture, or, even more likely, omitted any notes they viewed as superfluous. Regardless
of the choices made by performers and directors, Bellini’s original score provides proof
of his original intentions. The overwhelming number of bel canto characteristics in his
vocal lines cannot be ignored.
The first appearance of Norma occurs during the fourth scene of Act 1 when she
enters with a powerful recitative, “Sediziose voci” [“Seditious voices”], an appeal to her
people, who up until this point have been preparing for impending war against the invading Romans. She warns them that the time has not yet arrived to enter into battle with
their enemies. The concluding vocal lines of this section, while they contain no significant adornments, cross over the passaggio in brief time (see Example 2.1). Within three
measures, the line travels upward by an entire octave plus a fifth; for a majority of

10

Weldon Whitlock, Bel Canto for the Twentieth Century, x.

11

See Vincenzo Bellini, Norma: Tragedia lirica in Two Acts, 2 vols., ed. Philip Gossett (New York:
Garland Publishing, 1983).
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singers, this would entail shifting from low to middle to high registers, and the more
critical listeners would expect her to do so seamlessly.12 This particular passage also
serves as an irrefutable example of one of Norma’s many facets—that of a fearless, noble
leader.
Example 2.1. “Sediziose voci,” Act 1, Scena 4, mm. 42-54.13

Following her emboldened semi-prophetic declarations that the Romans will wear
down eventually and retreat, Norma breaks away and kneels at the altar to offer up a
tender prayer in her iconic cavatina, “Casta diva,”14 which demonstrates the epitome of
the bel canto vocal style in this opera with its lush, winding, and complex melodies. It is
also the perfect example of a preghiera found in so many nineteenth-century operas. In
the opening lines of the aria, as seen in Example 2.2, one experiences the softer, more
compassionate side of Norma—as opposed to the dictatorial attitude of her preceding
recitative—as she begs the chaste Goddess of the Moon to create peace among her people
as she does in heaven. When one strips away the sixteenth- and thirty-second note

12

Thankfully Bellini provided a half rest between the D flat and the F for “Pace” in the last line to assist the
singer with the transition between registers.
13

Vincenzo Bellini, Norma [score] (Milan: G. Ricordi, 1898), 120-21.

14

The title “Casta diva” translates to English as “Chaste goddess.”
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embellishments from the first four phrases of “Casta diva,” which are repeated in the
second verse, the melody moves in a simple, stepwise motion for the most part and only
spans the interval of a fifth or a sixth. The additional ornamentations serve to convey
Norma’s desperation, sincerity, and humility.15 As her invocation proceeds, Norma’s
pleas grow more impassioned and unrestrained until her speech is reduced to wild
vocalises on a melisma at the conclusion of both verses—reminiscent of the previously
mentioned “jubilation” comment of Weldon Whitlock on bel canto arias.16 Another
display of uninhibited lyrical abandon occurs in the bridge section between the verses in
which the overwhelmed priestess utters and sighs several chromatic figures in the upper
stratosphere as the voices of the Druids and her father, Oroveso, murmur gently beneath
them. As “Casta diva” demonstrates, even in a single passage of this opera, the portrayal
of Norma requires varied shades of emotion; an especially perspicacious singer might
possibly formulate a manner in which to express the character’s private conflict and the
true reason, perhaps, behind her avoiding the declaration of war against the Romans—her
lover and the father of her children, Pollione, belongs to their army. Her appeals to the
goddess could also be pleas for her own inner peace from her impending sense of loss
caused by Pollione’s abandonment. This speculation is further supported when Norma
launches into her energetic, hopeful cabaletta, “Ah! bello a me ritorna”—“Return to me,
oh beautiful one.”

15

Another singular aspect of these opening phrases is that most of the pitches occur in the typical soprano’s
middle to low range; this is, perhaps, evidence that Bellini intended the role to be performed by a mezzosoprano.
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Example 2.2. “Casta diva,” Act 1, Scena 4, mm. 70-77.17

At the conclusion of Act 1, members of the audience witness Norma as a scorned
lover, reacting to the discovery of Pollione’s betrayal and infidelity with a younger priestess, Adalgisa. Prior to this scene, Norma and Adalgisa had performed a duet describing
the joys of being in love—each woman unaware that they are in love with the same man.
On recalling her tryst with Pollione, Norma’s melodic lines consist of sweeping chromatic scales, demonstrated in Example 2.3, as though to imitate her soaring and elated heart
and her unfulfilled lust. Once she realizes the deception of which she has been a victim,
Norma’s mood shifts instantly. At first, due to the shock of being blindsided, her vocal
line lacks any sort of ornamentation, shown in Example 2.4, as she seethingly confronts
Pollione by spitting out the barely audible words on a dark minor second interval, “Tremi
tu? E per chi?”18 In the following measures Norma explodes into a fury, demonstrated by

17

Leon Plantinga, “The Rise of Nineteenth-Century Opera,” Romantic Music: A History of Musical Style in
Nineteenth-Century Europe (New York: W. W. Norton, 1984), 143.
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The Italian translates to “Do you tremble? And for whom?”
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the agitated descending sixteenth-note figures and scales, with each repetition climbing
higher into the vocal range to represent her boiling emotions. The climactic eruption
occurs on the incredible leap from the F above middle C to the C two octaves above it
(see Example 2.5) when Norma cries, “Ah! trema, trema per me,” [“Oh tremble, tremble
for me”]. As the scene progresses, the three participants in this love triangle intertwine
their feelings in a whirling and complicated trio that serves as the finale of the first act of
the opera.
Example 2.3. “Sola, furtiva, al tempio,” Act 1, Scena 8, m. 164.19

Example 2.4. “Tremi tu?,” Act 1, Scena 9, mm. 17-29.20

Example 2.5. “Oh, non tremare, o perfido,” Act 1, Scena 9, mm. 38-46.21

19

Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, 224.

20

Ibid., 231.

21

Ibid., 233.
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The most haunting scene of the entire opera occurs at the beginning of Act 2 in
which Norma stands over her sleeping children, her illegitimate offspring conceived
during her affair with Pollione. In the chilling soliloquy, “Dormono entrambi” [“They
both sleep”], she contemplates shedding their innocent blood to pay for the sins of their
father. Norma’s psychological state in this scene for many singers is, perhaps, one of the
most difficult to convey because, while love, lust, inner conflict, heartbreak, and rage are
likely emotions to which most can relate, infanticidal thoughts are most likely completely
foreign. The melodic lines for this particular section are cast in the unadorned style, but
the mood still contrasts greatly with her entrance recitative, “Sediziose voci,” which was
a noble, controlled speech to her people. During this scene the audience witnesses the
unraveling of Norma, and this melody is her conversation with herself, unstably whispered in sotto voce. At the conclusion of her monologue she decides to spare the lives of
her children in her still surprisingly plain aria, “Teneri, teneri figli.”22
Following this psychotic episode, Norma demands that Adalgisa be brought to her
and orders the younger priestess to take the children with her to the Roman camp to be
with their father. In the stunning duet between the two women, “Mira, O Norma” [“See,
oh Norma”], shown in Example 2.6, Adalgisa attempts to appeal to Norma’s motherly
instincts by asking her to show pity on the children. Before Norma acknowledges her
forgiveness of Adalgisa, she still expresses her feelings of loss and betrayal. The identical melodies shared by each woman in “Mira, O Norma” indicate the strength of their
bond and foreshadow a reconciliation. The copying of one another’s melody and then
singing it in unison was typical of nineteenth-century love duets, although in this case it
22

This translates in English to “tender, tender children.”
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applies to an enduring friendship. When they eventually sing simultaneously, the
melodic line becomes highly melismatic in a series of ascending scales, almost as if the
music is attempting to express what the words cannot. During this duet Norma realizes
the loyalty of Adalgisa, learning that she would leave the man she loves to remain true to
her friend; her spite and anger melt away as the women join together in the forgiveness
cabaletta, “Si, fino all’ore estreme compagna m’avrai.”23
Example 2.6. “Mira, O Norma,” Act 2, Scena 2, mm. 121-141.24

The final scenes of the opera also showcase multiple dimensions of Norma’s
character, ultimately concluding with her atoning for breaking her vows of chastity
through the act of suicide by walking into the burning funeral pyre. Soon after the
restoration of Norma’s relationship with Adalgisa, the Druids capture Pollione during his

23

This translates in English to “Yes, you will have me as a friend until your last hour.”
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Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, 288-89.
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attempt to abduct the new object of his affections from the temple; this incident reignites
Norma’s rage, bringing about the moment for which her people have been waiting impatiently—the declaration of war against the Romans—in the powerful “Guerra!”
[“War!”] chorus. Norma rallies her army as she exclaims over the chorus, demanding
“sangue” and “vendetta”—blood and revenge. When given the chance to sacrifice Pollione and Adalgisa, she, however, confesses her sins to her people and offers her own life
instead. In her final lament, shown in Example 2.7, Norma implores her father to have
mercy on her children. While her melodic lines are still decorated, the note values are
more sustained, as if to indicate the eventual slowing of her heart at her impending death.
When Pollione witnesses this final noble and selfless act, he is reminded of the woman he
once loved; inspired either by the sheer guilt of his betrayal or pure grief over the inevitable loss of his beloved, he joins Norma as they walk hand-in-hand into the flames. It is
difficult to determine what each character’s true motivations are for the decision to end
their lives, but it is a compelling notion that the only way they felt that they could be
vindicated for their sins was to commit what some view as the ultimate sin.
Example 2.7. “Deh! non volerli vittime,” Act 2, Scena 11, mm. 131-139.25

25

Vincenzo Bellini, Norma, 416. The title of this aria translates to English as “Oh, do not let them be
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CHAPTER III
GIUDITTA PASTA (1797-1865):
THE ORIGINAL NORMA
M ost sweet, most rare, most beauteous, most divine,
A h! where shall Science find a voice like thine!
D ulcet and soft as zephyr’s parting sigh
A round it breathes; and then like “torrents near”,
M ounts forth in all the soul of melody,
E nchanting every heart, and on the ear
P ouring such tides of blest minstrelsy
A s Envy’s self must love.—Sing on anew
S weet Syren, for Thee alone t’is given
T o prove that Woman can be Angel too,
A nd make of Earth a Paradise—a Heaven.1
Background
At the height of her career Giuditta Pasta reigned as Europe’s prima donna
assoluta. She is arguably one of the most influential opera singers of the nineteenth
century. Like Norma, one of her signature roles, Pasta emerged during a transitional
period in opera history when bel canto ideals were fading slowly—with the pinnacle of
this tradition exemplified in the music of Rossini, Bellini, and Donizetti—and the dawn
of the Romantic Era was rising. Although she ascended eventually to sit on the throne
occupied only by the greatest sopranos, Pasta’s beginnings were modest at best. Her
musical education began in Como, the city of her birth, at the Collegio Reale in 1809 at

1

An acrostic received anonymously by Pasta prior to leaving London for Paris on 7 June 1825, reprinted in
Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta Pasta: A Life on the Lyric Stage (Palm Springs, CA: Operaphile Press, 2011),
167. Because Stern is the world’s foremost Pasta expert and his biography on the singer is the most
definitive and comprehensive one in existence and thus the most reliable source of information, the
majority of the quotations from various newspapers provided in this section of the chapter were collected
from his book.
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the age of twelve. Currently no records have been discovered that describe her academic
activities or achievements.2 She studied there for two years before she and her parents
relocated to Milan, where she was accepted as a pupil of Giuseppe Scappa, the assistant
director at La Scala. During this time she met another student of Scappa’s, Giuseppe
Pasta, who became her husband on 17 January 1816; the two aspiring singers made their
joint début that year in a world première of their teacher’s Lope de Vega at Teatro degli
Accademici Filo-Drammatici in Milan.3
In the summer of 1816 the young couple journeyed to Paris for a promised
engagement at the prestigious Théâtre Italien with the prominent composer Ferdinando
Paër. Unfortunately, Giuseppe Pasta contracted a severe throat disease that ultimately
ended his career, but this did not prevent his wife from appearing in Paër’s Il principe di
Taranto in a minor role. The Paris critics were sparing with their praise of the budding
singer, with one of them observing that “it was not inappropriate of her to make her debut
in a role where being clumsy is called for,”4 recommending that “she needs to learn to
give her figure a more pleasing expression: her mirror will, on this point, be her best
advisor. Since she is in Paris, she is at a good school for learning ease and proper bearing
in her attitudes and gestures.”5 Pasta continued receiving lukewarm reviews in regards to
her weak, veiled, and unsteady voice and mediocre stage presence until her first rendition

2

Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta Pasta, 14.

3

To avoid confusion, some sources may list this opera by its original title, Le tre Eleonore.

4

Annales politiques, morales et littéraires [Paris] (23 June 1816), quoted in Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta
Pasta, 23.
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of the title female role in Niccolò Zingarelli’s Giulietta e Romeo.6 With a newfound
confidence from her triumph as Giulietta, Pasta made her way to London where,
unfortunately, she did not receive the positive affirmation for which she had hoped. On
discovering that she was with child, she returned home to Milan to give birth to her
daughter Clelia on 27 March 1818.
Following this life-changing event Pasta limited her operatic engagements to only
Italian theaters—such as those in Venice, Padua, and Rome—in order to develop her
artistic abilities to a more refined level. Although her reviews were not overflowing with
compliments, complaints such as “weak,” “clumsy,” and “nervous” were now absent, and
it was even acknowledged that she received multiple curtain calls for a few of her performances.7 She was still denied the title of prima donna assoluta that she sought, but
even her most acerbic critics could not deny that she possessed the potential to achieve an
elevated status if she continued her training. One such reporter was so impressed that he
wrote of the lady in the following article:
She is an emerging star, whose bright but not yet searing rays will acquire
more splendor once they rise clearly over the horizon. We can also liken
her to a freshly emerging rose, that has not entirely revealed the
magnificence of its rubicund petals to diffuse its gentle fragrance.8
The turning point in her career that, perhaps, attributed to realizing the prophecy written
in this Venetian newspaper occurred in the summer of 1819, when she was presented
6

See Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta Pasta, 25-26.
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For example, see an article from the Corriere delle dame [Padua] (24 October 1818), quoted in Kenneth
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with the opportunity to work with the famed contralto Giuseppina Grassini (1773-1850)
in Brescia. This older diva soon became Pasta’s most compelling influence, and as the
two women worked together closely, Pasta was able to observe Grassini’s breath
technique, phrasing, distinct text declamation, commanding stage presence, and its effects
on the audiences’ reactions, all of which most likely played an important role in cultivating the talents of the aspiring soprano. Several of Grassini’s vocal characteristics
passed down to Pasta were inherent traits of the bel canto style; the more seasoned
spectators often com-pared her to the prominent eighteenth-century castrato, Gasparo
Pacchierotti (1740-1821), who displayed the purest and most authentic qualities of the
dying tradition. Because Pasta found inspiration in the vocal stylings formerly dominated
by the castrati, then, perhaps, this explains why she had an affinity for roles designed
specifically for them.9
The unrelenting soprano suffered from negative press for the majority of her
career, although it occurred less frequently as she progressed and persevered. When one
considers, however, which perceived flaws the critics observed, it is possible to conclude
that Pasta deliberately manipulated her voice in order to enhance her art and portray more
deeply the emotions of her character. For example, while some individuals considered
the “veiled”10 quality of her voice, with a “husky accompaniment,”11 to be detrimental to

9

As of 1821 ten of her thirty-four roles were male characters written for various castrati. See Kenneth A.
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her expression and vocal projection, it is possible that Pasta employed this technique purposefully to increase the drama and color of her expression.12 In addition to this alleged
vocal fault, especially in her lower range, Pasta was also accused of possessing three distinct registers—low, medium, and high—each with a different timbre, which is typically
an undesirable quality for any singer. Stendhal described her voice as being “not all
moulded from the same metallo” and explained to his readers that
In an untrained voice, which possesses neither the very considerable
technique, nor (more importantly still) the exquisite sensibility required to
ensure that a correct use is made of these various “registers,” the result is
simply one of roughness and inequality, and the total effect, a grating
discordance whose harshness kills every atom of musical enjoyment.13
After taking the earlier opinions of Pasta’s performances into consideration, one can
assume accurately that, as a woman who was barely twenty years old, she did, indeed,
lack the “exquisite sensibility” to which Stendhal refers. Another possibility, however, is
that at the neophytic stage in her career, no composer had yet created an opera that could
unlock the potential of her vocal powers. According to Henry Pleasants, Pasta was
forced “to make do with what was at hand, to adapt her vocal resources and dramatic
insights to music written for less imaginative singers.”14 Stendhal, who was, indeed,
among Pasta’s greatest admirers, lamented the fact that Rossini never created a role for

12
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his beloved opera star and pondered the possibilities that it could entail.15 It is a small
wonder how prophetic his words were for what the future held for Pasta.
Fortunately for the history of opera, the censures of the critics did not prevent her
from returning to the international stage. The mentoring she received from Grassini and
her unwavering dedication to honing her craft yielded results: when she resumed touring
more extensively throughout Europe, beginning with Paris in 1821, critics who had once
ridiculed Pasta decided that her blossoming strengths outweighed her deficiencies and
declared that her newfound tenacity on the stage was “the difference between a student
and a professional.”16 When Stendhal penned his poetic dedication to the lady in 1824,
he raved about “the superb assurance of Madame Pasta’s portamento, the infinite skill
and subtlety of her glides, the unparalleled artistry with which she can inflect, sustain and
smoothly control an extended vocal phrase.”17 These technical superiorities on which he
showered praise are the same qualities that eventually inspired Bellini and Donizetti,
among others, to compose operatic roles specifically for her. In addition to Stendhal’s
glorification, several critics in the mid-1820s extolled Pasta’s performances, especially
commenting on her noticeable improvements.18 During her brief absence from the main
stage she developed the ability to exploit the characteristics of her voice for which she
was once admonished—her veiled tones, obvious shifts in register, and unique timbre and
color—to allow the expressive qualities of her performances to reach new heights.
15
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The first time Pasta and Bellini’s paths crossed is currently unverifiable, but in his
biography on the composer Herbert Weinstock suggested that Bellini first laid eyes on his
future Amina, Norma, and Beatrice in Naples while she was fulfilling her engagement
with the impresario Domenico Barbaja in 1826.19 Two significant roles that Pasta
performed in this city, for which she had already been lionized elsewhere—Desdemona
of Rossini’s Otello (1816) and the title role of Simon Mayr’s Medea (1813)—showcased
her dramatic capabilities and vocal strengths more than most other operas written prior to
Bellini’s vested interest in her. Even though the Neapolitans were split in their reactions
to the singer due to pre-existing loyalty to another soprano, Josephine Fodor-Mainvielle,
few could argue with her worth as an actress. As a testament to her theatrical attributes
the prominent castrato, Girolamo Crescentini (1762-1846), who attended several of
Pasta’s Naples performances, professed the following:
No one can approach the perfection that she has developed as a singer and
tragedienne. . . . I will say only that the style of her singing, the nobility of
her attitudes, her voice itself, despite some veiled tones, forms an ensemble and elicits such enthusiasm as to render her today greater than any
other singer, and that she will never have an equal as a tragedienne.20
To Crescentini, Pasta embodied the true essence of the bel canto style; this is significant
because he was among the final group of castrati, along with Pacchiariotti, Luigi
Marchesi, and Giovanni Velluti, who were arguably the last singers to execute an
untainted version of the fading tradition on the operatic stage. To the aging castrato,
19
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Pasta’s vocal techniques were a welcomed exception compared to the newly formulating
methods favored by her contemporaries, those who treated bel canto as nothing more than
“beautiful singing.” Because of her ability to color her voice with several different
timbres and her extraordinary breath control and power, her voice type was the ideal
alternative to the castrati. She was able to replicate comfortably the long, spinning
melodic lines for which these physically mutilated opera stars were so exalted as well as
to change the tone of her voice according to each mood her character experienced.
Although it cannot be factually claimed that Bellini attended any of Pasta’s performances in Naples, one can still speculate that he at least had access to the reviews and
descriptions of her emotionally wrought and expertly executed deliveries as Desdemona
and Medea. Undoubtedly her obvious proclivity for these particular dramatic leading
roles foreshadowed the type of characters that Bellini and Donizetti created for her
eventually.
After dominating the stage for a decade, Pasta received the ultimate affirmation of
her triumphant efforts to cultivate her technique as attrice cantante—the creation of a role
inspired specifically by her histrionic voice and mastery of emotional expression that is
considered currently to be one of the most difficult and demanding roles for female opera
singers. The music composed by Bellini for his Norma, more than any critical review or
other type of correspondence, “documents vividly and more explicitly . . . the vocal and
dramatic powers of Giuditta Pasta in her prime.”21 This connection is most likely
because Bellini and Pasta forged a strong professional relationship, and he became
acquainted intimately with the details and nuances of her vocal characteristics and stage
21
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presence; because of these circumstances, he was able to provide her with a role that was
best suited to her finest qualities as a performer. At times referring to her as his “Encyclopedic Angel,”22 Bellini regarded Pasta as the ideal vehicle for creating the role of
Norma because of her ability to sing every intricate idea he conceived flawlessly, and,
more importantly, her instincts for sensing and expressing effectively—solely through the
manipulation of her voice—the emotions of one of the most complicated and multifaceted female characters in opera. Not only did Bellini admire Pasta for her talents, he
also held her opinions in high regard, often seeking her artistic judgment, especially
during the genesis of Norma. The opera was created in less than four months, and at the
outset of his compositional journey Bellini requested the approval of Pasta and urged her
to be forthcoming with her suggestions, as is shown in an excerpt from an 1831 letter:
Now I must apply myself to the opera, for which Romani gave me the scenario just yesterday. I hope that you will find this subject to your liking.
Romani believes it to be very effective, and precisely because of the allinclusive character for you, which is that of Norma. He will manipulate
the situations so that they will not resemble other subjects at all, and he
will retouch, even change, the characters to produce more effect, if need
be. By now you will have read it, [and] if any suggestion occurs in your
mind, write to me.23
There is strong evidence that Bellini considered the success of his newest opera to depend
on Pasta’s ability to deliver the performance of a lifetime.24
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Pasta as Norma
No existing documents have been discovered that detail Pasta’s preparation of
Norma, but the surviving manuscripts from her study of another role that she created—
Bellini’s title character of Beatrice di Tenda—shed some insight into the singer’s
approach when learning a new part.25 The first step in her process was to memorize the
libretto and then draft a summary, not necessarily of the plot, but of the moods to be
expressed by her character per each scene; her dissection of the text are evident in underlined and highlighted words and phrases that she considered pertinent to portraying
effectively the intentions of the composer and librettist. For instance, in the scene during
which Beatrice realizes everyone has abandoned her and that she must face alone the
daunting task of convincing her husband of her fidelity, Pasta underlined the words “mi
abbandona ciascun” [they all desert me] three times, implying that she considered this to
be the foundation of her character’s temperament. It is also a well-known fact that Pasta
never improvised any of her fioriture on stage and that any extra embellishments that she
incorporated into her performances—those not previously written into the score by the
composer—fit seamlessly into the harmonic structure and were always appropriate to the
emotions experienced by her character or the mood of the scene.26 Stendhal further
supported this contention with the following observation:
I think that I should despair of ever succeeding, were I obliged to describe
one single embellishment normally used by Madame Pasta which is not a
25
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monument of grace and style, or which is unfit to stand as a model of
unrivalled perfection. Extremely restrained in her use of fioriture, she
resorts to them only when they have a direct contribution to make the
dramatic expressiveness of the music; and it is worth noting that none of
her fioriture are retained for a single instant after they have ceased to be
useful.27
The final comment of this passage refers to the common practice of Pasta’s contemporaries and predecessors to integrate excessive ornamentations into their performances in
an ostentatious fashion rather than as an expressive device.
Stern provides sufficient evidence of the inventive process of Pasta for the
fioriture with which she decorated her vocal lines for each new role she learned.28 The
singer brainstormed possibilities for added notes in her own private rehearsals and then
recorded them on paper until she discovered the ornaments that best suited the character’s
state of mind and her voice. She must have memorized the melodic figures she created
because none of her surviving scores contain handwritten notation. Pasta adopted this
method of preparing a role prior to Norma in works by composers such as Rossini, Paër,
and Giuseppe Nicolini (1762-1842). Even though none of her sketches exist from her
study of Norma, it is highly probable that she employed this same practice that had
brought her a great deal of success in the past. In a relatively recent publication renowned opera scholar Philip Gossett revealed the existence of the unpublished notebook
of the British soprano, Adelaide Kemble (1814?-1879), with a substantial amount of
ornamentation for Norma most likely influenced or, perhaps, even dictated during her
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studies with Pasta in 1838.29 Many of the examples found in Kemble’s journal were
reproduced in an electronic format in a recently published master’s thesis and compared
to a selected version of Bellini’s score.30 Unfortunately, as the author of that thesis points
out, no factual evidence exists to support that the fioriture sketched in Kemble’s
notebook were similar to what Pasta might have performed. Because there are no living
individuals who have heard her sing nor any existing recordings, this source is one of the
most significant discoveries to date as to how Pasta may have shaped her vocal lines.
Manuel García’s Traité complet de l’art du chant, also known as The Art of
Singing, is another illuminating source for the study of Pasta’s vocal methods. In his
chapter on phrasing he provided an excerpt from Bellini’s score of Norma’s cabaletta
following “Casta diva” and then showed how Pasta ornamented this line (see Illustration
3.1). He paid particular attention to the slurs she incorporated, explaining, “when used in
tender and graceful passages, it must be slower and softer.”31 Even though the musical
number following a cavatina is typically more lively and forceful, García’s comments
indicate that in this particular scene Pasta most likely maintained some of the delicate
effect heard in “Casta diva” as Norma recalled privately her lost love with Pollione. This
notion is supported by the fact that her slurred notes were of eighth-note values between
consonant intervals, which slowed down the rhythmic flow between the sixteenth-note
figures.
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Illustration 3.1. “Ah! bello a me ritorna,” Act 1, Scena 4, Pasta’s fioriture32

Another well-documented characteristic of Pasta’s performance practice is her
astute skill as an actress, particularly her movements and gestures onstage. In her study
Susan Rutherford discussed a bitter debate that erupted in Milan in 1835 over whose
Norma was superior—Pasta’s or Malibran’s.33 Although this rivalry brought Pasta more
negative press, it also led to the genesis of many vivid descriptions of her performances
as Norma; whether written to support her or argue against her, these articles located
mainly in two major Milanese newspapers are, nonetheless, valuable aids in understanding what it would have been like to see Pasta on stage. The singer was especially fond of
adding arm gestures to accompany her singing, all of which were choreographed meticulously to fit the timing of the music. One can deduce that her movements were planned
and practiced, rather than natural or improvised, because she often repeated during each
refrain or new verse the same motions, such as lifting her arms frequently at cadences and
trills.34
Because movement and gestures were such an integral component of Pasta’s
persona on stage, Bellini and Romani took advantage of that quality when they wrote the
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music and libretto for Norma, as well as La sonnambula and Beatrice di Tenda.35
Rutherford postulated that not only can one hear Pasta’s voice in Bellini’s music, but, to a
certain extent, see something of her “bodily presence.”36 An example to support this
claim is the first scene of Act 2 from Norma when she is standing over her children and
contemplating filicide. The music often pauses briefly to indicate that Norma is pacing
and then resting her movement; this is one instance in which Bellini composed in a style
that anticipated how Pasta would treat the scene. He was most likely inspired by her
rendition of Medea in the final climactic scene during which she stabs her children after
their father abandons her for another woman. After a performance of this opera in Paris,
a critic from the Quarterly Musical Magazine reported the following observations:
The acting of Mad. Pasta in this scene was beyond all prize. Her selfabandonment, her horror at the contemplation of the deed she is about to
do, her burst of affection, were pictured with astonishing strength, yet with
such simplicity as demonstrated by her profound study of the passions.
Her folding her arms across her bosom, and contracting her whole form as
it were in order to shrink from approach of the children, was touching
beyond description—nor was her pursuit of them and her manner of
striking the blow less powerfully conceived and executed.37
In the similar scene in Norma, Pasta most likely followed the same formulaic gestures to
portray her inner conflict and turmoil, perhaps standing over her children even with a
dagger in her hand and preparing to commit the horrific act of violence against them.
Because Norma spares the lives of her children—expressed musically through the
35
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wailing and sighing descending lines in the orchestra as she embraces her figli—and
sacrifices her own life in the end, some members of the audience considered this scene in
Bellini’s work to be anticlimactic and almost unnecessary.38
The only existing piece of evidence that describes Pasta’s experience of preparing the role of Norma is an often-quoted letter to Bellini on the day of the premiere
accompanied by two gifts as a sign of her humility and appreciation for the composer’s
art. This note is most likely the basis for the unfounded tale of her struggles with learning the music, primarily with “Casta diva,” due to the self-doubt the singer expressed in
this following dedication:
Allow me to offer you that which proved some solace to me in the immense fear that persecuted me always, finding myself little suited to performing your divine harmonies: this lamp by night, and these flowers by
day were witness to my studies for Norma, and the desire I nurture to be
ever more worthy of your esteem.39
A more accurate interpretation of this letter, perhaps, is one of Pasta’s gratitude towards
Bellini for creating a masterpiece that exploited her strengths as a performer; she also
clearly admired his skills as a composer and sought graciously his approval and praise.
In addition, no newspapers or other sources report Pasta’s disdain for any aspect of the
opera; this fact further supports the assertion that these claims were fabricated and,
perhaps, perpetuated as a source of comfort for less abled future Normas.
The outcome of the Norma premiere and Pasta’s début at La Scala is welldocumented in preserved letters from Bellini to his confidant Francesco Florimo, in
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which the bewildered composer described this first performance as a “solemn fiasco.”40
This disaster could be attributed to the fact that the cast only rehearsed for three weeks,
and a grueling session had taken place on the morning of the premiere. Bellini could
have just been exaggerating to his friend, however; he was known to have a flair for the
dramatic. In spite of the somewhat negative reception, Pasta was reported to have
“showed herself, as usual, to be the distinguished tragic actress and singer that she is.”41
She went on to sing twenty-eight performances of Norma the following year at La Scala
and also paired on six occasions the popular second act with the first act from Rossini’s
Otello. The latter featured Pasta in her lauded role of Desdemona. As the season
progressed and the singers became more comfortable with their roles, the popularity of
Bellini’s new opera increased dramatically in Milan.42
After a brief hiatus for the summer of 1832 to recover from the previous strenuous season Pasta resumed tours of Italy, spending time in Bergamo, Como, and Venice,
and received acclaim wherever she travelled. For the carnival season, which commenced
on 26 December 1832, Pasta accepted a contract with the Teatro La Fenice in Venice,
where she performed as Norma on twenty-three occasions. Her audiences fell in love
especially with her “Casta diva,” illustrated by the following commentary:
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Her descending scales, the beautiful trill long and magical, the true accent
of sadness, certain swelled, diminished and sustained tones, in sum all
those qualities which distinguish that complete singing-actress, the true
standard [Norma] of whoever studies this divine art.43
Throughout her career Pasta’s sagacious sense of melodic contour and legato, with
delicately placed fioriture, became a trademark of her style; adept composers such as
Bellini had harnessed her abilities to enhance their musical ideas. Although Pasta’s voice
was often described as heavy and colored with shades of darkness, her immense success
with “Casta diva” proves that she was also capable of intricate fragility, or, as one Paris
critic observed, “flute-like sounds, an inexpressible sweetness.”44 Another powerful
attribute of Pasta’s voice was recorded by a journalist from London who declared that,
“the peculiar characteristic of this wonderful singer’s voice is a moaning sound, which
colors it throughout, deepening and intensifying its effect and beauty.”45 Due to Pasta’s
seemingly unlimited palette of emotions and colors she could produce with her instrument, it is highly probable that she infused her rendition of “Casta diva”—a simply structured aria with two identical verses—with a multitude of purposefully planned ornamenttation unique to each separate feeling she was aiming to convey to her audience in order
to illustrate each dimension of her tortured and tragic character. In the informative words
of Stendhal, “Madame Pasta may indeed sing the same note in two different scenes; but,
if the spiritual context is different, it will not be the same sound.”46 Chances are that, if
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she were as detail-oriented and meticulous as Stendhal, as well as others, claimed, the
same statement could also be applied to a single scene or passage.
Pasta possessed many other vocal qualities as well that shaped her into the superior choice for the doomed priestess. Even though Stendhal wrote his ode to her long
before Norma came into existence, he provided valuable insight with his impressions of
her approach to changing vocal registers in the following remarks:
In all such displays of virtuosity, she apparently finds as little difficulty in
securing a smooth transition between the two voices when she is employing notes in the middle of her normal chest-range, as she does when she is
using the highest notes which she can produce. As she approaches the
lower part of this falsetto register, she can smorzare il canto (diminish her
tone) to a point where the very fact of the existence of sound becomes
uncertain.47
Pasta often utilized the significant differences between her voice’s ranges to intensify the
shading of certain passages. She was able to carry her head voice lower than most
singers, as well as her chest voice higher; therefore, she had a variety of choices for how
to sing in her middle range. The thrill of her messa di voce excited her audiences and
often won her applause mid-performance. Pasta was admired also for the precision with
which she executed descending scales; Bellini provided her with several opportunities to
exploit this particular skill throughout the score of Norma. Her faculties also boasted of
an affinity for producing some of her most compelling effects during simple, unadorned
passages. The strongest examples in the opera occur in “Oh! non tremare” when Norma
is confronting Pollione (see in Example 3.1), and the melody leaps from an F above
middle C to a C above the treble staff, and also when Norma utters “Son io!” as she
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confesses to the Druids that she is the one guilty of breaking her vows of chastity and
spares the life of Adalgisa (see Example 3.2).
Example 3.1. “Oh! non tremare,” Act 1, Scena 9, mm. 17-21.48

Example 3.2. “All’ira vostra nuova vittima io svelo,” Scena Ultima, mm. 14-23.49

As Stern pointed out, a sparse amount of information exists about Pasta’s technique and preparation of her operatic roles, especially of Norma.50 What can be deduced
from the available sources is that she altered the course of operatic history permanently.
Without her sublime presentation of Bellini’s Druid heroine, there is a strong chance that
Norma would not have been added to the arsenal of bel canto operas still performed
widely today.51 Fortunately for current operagoers, Pasta’s unwavering dedication to her
work and endless reserve of talent rendered Bellini’s penultimate masterpiece immortal.
Even though she was criticized almost as much as she was exalted, Pasta was one of
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those rare artists who was able not only to subdue, but to triumph over the negativity
either by correcting her perceived flaws or transforming them into irrefutable merits. The
alleged veiled quality of her middle and lower registers never fully disappeared, but this
singular aspect created a heightened sense of passion and mystery in the opinions of some
individuals; others considered this attribute to intensify the visceral torment of her character, as if her voice were “veiled in tears.”52 Occasionally certain journalists commented
that Pasta appeared fatigued in her performances, but one must keep in mind that she
adhered to a much more demanding schedule than twentieth- and twenty-first-century
singers. In addition to near daily performances during her professional engagements, she
was also afforded the privilege denied to most opera stars today of participating in and
controlling all aspects of production for each show in which she participated.
Nonetheless, Pasta secured her place in the canon of prime donne assolute and, although
no audio recordings exist of her performances, the collection of written descriptions
preserve an adequate memory of her vocal characteristics and immense stage persona to
generate riveting points for speculation.
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CHAPTER IV
CARRYING THE TORCH FOR PASTA:
MALIBRAN, GRISI, AND TIETJENS AS NORMA
Overview
Pasta was, and forever shall remain, the original Norma, but this is not to presume
that there were no other prime donne of the nineteenth century who were able to produce
a rendition of Bellini’s Druid priestess worthy of comparable praise and reverence.
When comparing the approaches to this role of Pasta with those incorporated by Maria
Malibran, Giulia Grisi, and Thérèsa Tietjens on a macro level, these four extraordinary
singers represented the same performance tradition, for which Pasta set the precedent,
and interpreted Norma in a strikingly similar fashion. My aim in this chapter, however, is
to explore and compare the nuanced differences between their voices and methods of
dramatic expression. For instance, Pasta and Malibran were characterized as actresses of
the highest grade, sometimes at the expense of a beautiful sound quality, whereas the
successes of Grisi and Tietjens stemmed more from the power, purity, and clarity of their
flawless instruments. When Tietjens, the Teutonic artist adopted by London audiences,
died in 1877, some asserted that Norma died with her. While this claim turned out to be
false, the operatic world had to wait for over a decade before another singer was able to
produce a celebrated representation of this role.
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Maria Malibran (1808-1836)
Her voice, Love’s unseen lute,
Oh! say it is not mute;
Still, still within us is its music ringing;
Long may we hear in her
Our heart’s interpreter,
Long hoard the marvels of her matchless singing.1
-L. B.
Although Maria Malibran died at the tragically young age of twenty-eight, some
claimed that she surpassed even Madame Pasta artistically in the final years of her life,2
with her fame spreading throughout Europe and the United States like a wildfire during
the peak of her career. Maria de la Felicidad García was immersed in the operatic world
from an early age. Manuel García (1775-1832), the famous tenor, was her father as well
as her first vocal instructor; her mother was the soprano Joaquina Sitchez. While her
sister, Pauline Viardot (née García, 1821-1910), never achieved the degree of fame that
Malibran did, she enjoyed a modestly successful career as a mezzo-soprano; their older
brother, Manuel García, Jr. (1805-1906), abandoned the stage and, instead, became a
world-renowned vocal pedagogue best known for his Traité complet de l’art du chant
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(1847).3 Before Malibran became Pasta’s worthy rival, she admired strongly the older
diva, almost to the point of obsession, often sending her fan mail gushing with frilly
language, such as, “You already know that if I were near you, you would have neither
face nor body, because I would eat all of you. Love me, love me the way I love you, and
if you should have the chance, for the love of God! Write to me even though it only be
two lines.”4 At the age of sixteen, Malibran was most likely too immature to comprehend
the implications of her words, and, perhaps, expressed certain feelings unintentionally.
After receiving this particular letter, Pasta never responded to the young girl’s letters
again in spite of working closely with her father in many stage productions during the
1820s.
One significant similarity that Malibran shared with Pasta and Callas is the fact
that she was not endowed with natural talent as a singer. The instrument that she
possessed naturally was described as “small, uneven, and lacking flexibility. The lower
notes were rough, the middle ones unfocused, and the upper register limited in range and
shrill in tone . . . she sang so off key that it seemed she might be tone deaf.”5 Her vocal
powers were acquired through the strict training regimen forced on her by her father at an
incredibly young age; Malibran first appeared on stage in Naples as a five-year-old in
Ferdinando Paër’s Agnese.6 The elder García allowed his daughter to practice exercises
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that he was given when he was a student of Giovanni Ansani (1744-1826), one of the last
existent members of the old Neapolitan school of singing. These specialized vocalises
were meant to extend and smooth out Malibran’s range, while at the same time blending
her three registers. Another skill that García imparted to his daughter was his affinity for
improvisation; the young girl spent countless hours creating and practicing every
conceivable embellishment for melodic lines assigned by her father. One distinctive
technique drilled into Malibran, a trait shared by Pasta and Callas, was the ability to
produce every pitch in a scale, except for those in her most extreme ranges, in any of her
three registers; this particular quality enhanced her abilities as a dramatic singer, raising
her expressive and interpretive skills to new heights.7
After many years of dedicated labor as a child Malibran had blossomed into a
singer skilled enough to make her début at the age of seventeen as Rosina to her father’s
Almaviva in Il Barbiere di Siviglia. She was actually filling the place of Pasta, who had
to return to Paris unexpectedly.8 A few short months later García, Sr., dragged his family
to New York City as part of his opera company and helped introduce Italian opera to the
United States. Once her father realized the extent of Malibran’s talents, his abusive
behavior toward her grew increasingly more intense, treating her like a lucrative
possession that he would never let loose from his greedy grasp. Eventually the desperate
young woman seduced Eugène Malibran into marrying her, even though he was more
than twice her age. Shortly after their nuptials García took the rest of the family to
7
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Mexico, leaving Malibran for the first time in her life free from his tyranny. Her
newfound autonomy, with little to no competition from other star performers, allowed her
to develop her own original style. Unfortunately, the music scene in America was not
strong enough for Malibran to establish a steady career; she returned to France without
her husband of less than two years.
Her acclaim in Paris was fleeting, and within a short period of time her family,
friends, audiences, and even Church authorities, shunned her publically. They no longer
viewed her as the immaculate goddess she appeared to be on stage after her illicit love
affair with Charles Béroit and the birth of their illegitimate child.9 Malibran was also
infamous for cancelling performances due to illness, depression, or complications with
her pregnancy, which added to the list of reasons for the public’s adoration to dwindle
and, at times, turn to hostility. The final blow to Malibran’s reputation was the instant
popularity of a new genre, French grand opera, with the premiere of Robert le diable
(1831) of Giacomo Meyerbeer (1791-1864). The dominating middle-class audiences
were no longer interested in the operas of Rossini and other Italian composers, which
were Malibran’s specialties. According to April Fitzlyon, “La Malibran could not satisfy
the public’s wishes because she was dedicated to the twin aims of Romanticism: Art and
Love. . . . La Malibran was never able to make that choice.”10 At that time the public
had yet to realize that the greatest products of Romanticism were still in the making;
those who still considered Malibran in the highest regards viewed her as the “personifica-
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tion of Romanticism” who sacrificed everything for love.11 In 1832 the disgraced singer
abandoned her Paris home in hopes of reclaiming her prima donna status in Italy and
London.
Malibran first met Bellini in 1833 during an engagement at London’s Drury Lane,
where she performed as Amina in his La sonnambula in English; the production was an
adaptation by Henry Bishop with so many changes, even interpolations of other operatic
selections, that Bellini barely recognized his own music.12 Nonetheless, the critics were
greatly impressed with Malibran’s “intense pathos . . . grace of intellect . . . [and] perfect
elegance,”13 which contributed directly to Bellini’s blossoming reputation in London.
The composer was so hypnotized by this latest interpreter of his work that an intimate
friendship between him and his new favorite diva formed overnight. During this year
spent in England Malibran most likely studied Pasta’s renditions of Norma given at the
King’s Theater, which was the principal venue for theatrical and operatic performances in
the city.14
Within a few short years Malibran rapidly regained her prestige that she had lost
in Paris, especially in Italy where stage performers were idolized and the public
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expressed little concern over personal indiscretions. She was often referred to as
“superhuman” or “divine”;15 a publication in Venice even deemed her “the foremost
singer of the Universe.”16 Malibran truly was larger than life in Italy, and the adoration
of the public extended far beyond a normal celebrity-fan relationship; many treated her as
a religious relic or an omen of good fortune. The only challenge she faced was the fact
that, at the time, Pasta reigned as Italy’s prima donna assoluta, especially as the ideal
interpreter of Bellini’s works. This supposed obstacle did not deter Malibran from
appearing as Amina in La sonnambula for the first time on 5 February 1834 at the Teatro
di San Carlo in Naples; in fact, the young singer thrived under the added pressure. The
renowned castrato Girolamo Crescentini expressed the highest praise for Malibran’s
phenomenal performance:
Maria Malibran was the most sublime interpreter of La Sonnambula. She
can be said to have given this role a second premier . . . the impression
produced was so great and so profound that one could almost question
whether the honors of the triumph belonged to Bellini . . . or to the
exceptional artist who had interpreted it so well.17
This opinion is particularly significant coming from Crescentini, who only eight years
prior to Malibran’s arrival in Naples, declared that Pasta, whom he admired greatly,
would “never have an equal as a tragedienne.”18
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Once Malibran captured the rapt attention of Neapolitan audiences she decided to
tackle another Bellini role created for Pasta: Norma. Her first performance as the tormented priestess occurred on 23 February 1834, again at the San Carlo, during which the
audience reacted with both thunderous applause and shocked silence. A local composer,
Guillaume Cottrau (1797-1847), lauded her latest achievement: “Her definitive triumph is
in Norma, in which she has had a success of unbelievable enthusiasm. Imagine: at her
last performance day before yesterday, after having been applauded in all her arias with a
frenzy, she was called back again in the final piece ten successive times by a frantic
crowd of admirers.”19 The famous author Hans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) was so
inspired by Malibran’s abilities that he wrote the character of Annunziata of his first
novel The Improvisatore (1835) in her likeness. After witnessing her as Norma,
Andersen reflected, “Her singing and acting surpassed anything which I had hitherto
either seen or heard. . . . [She is] among my most sublime impressions in the world of
art. Hers is not one of those brilliant voices that startle you, but rather a heart dissolved
in melody.”20
In the months following her Naples performances Malibran travelled across
Europe as one of the highest paid singers in the world, with the most significant venue on
her tour being La Scala to win over the Milanese, who were rumored to be the most
intransigent of Pasta supporters.21 Even though Malibran was fully aware of the stakes
involved in entering the original Norma’s domain, she declared fiercely: “I am not afraid
19
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of Pasta. I will live or die as Norma!”22 Perhaps she spoke too soon because after
discovering that Pasta was seated in the audience the evening of her début as Norma at La
Scala, Malibran burst into tears as a result of her nerves and was visibly shaken when she
made her first stage entrance for the scena “Casta diva.” In spite of her emotional
instability she delivered a satisfying execution of the role that evening. The following
night, when she was more in her element, Malibran’s performance was received with
overwhelming exaltation; people “wept, screamed, howled with inexpressible excitement.
They screamed bis! bis!, even to the recitatives.”23 She received so many curtain calls
during the performance, with the audience on the brink of exploding into chaos, that the
chief of police was summoned to maintain order. Supposedly, she was escorted to her
hotel by roughly 20,000 adoring fans.24
Predictably so, Malibran’s instantaneous fame resulted in a grand debate in
regards to her superiority over Pasta, which initially split the Milanese into a bitter
stalemate. Essentially the arrival of the new prima donna marked a shift in the public’s
preferred characteristics of a superlative operatic performance: Pasta represented the “old
school,” classical style, and Malibran embodied the growing wave of Romantic ideals.
When the former undertook a new role, once she determined the fioriture and planned her
gestures, Pasta never deviated; each performance of any opera was identical.25 Above all,
she always maintained an awareness that she was acting before an audience. In stark
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contrast, Malibran rarely sang the same phrase twice in the same manner, which lent an
overall sense of improvisation to her melodic lines; this quality resulted undoubtedly
from the training implemented by her father when she was a young girl. Even though she
carefully studied the emotions experienced by each character she portrayed during the
rehearsal process, no proof exists that Malibran ever preconceived any of her movements
or dramatic expressions prior to a performance. Her style was often referred to as “truth
to nature,” with each nuance and vocal flourish unfolding as she felt it on stage.26 The
sense of realism captured in Malibran’s renditions of Norma, as well as other roles, set
her apart from her contemporaries, and served as a foreshadowing for the eventual
emergence of the verismo tradition in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Although
the Milanese were at first divided in their opinions of Pasta versus Malibran, according to
this illuminating description, the tides shifted quickly in favor of the latter: “The
enthusiasm suscitated by La Pasta in Norma two years earlier was changed to delirium
for La Malibran.”27 The only true threat to her prima donna assoluta status that Malibran
feared was London’s beloved favorite, Giulia Grisi.
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Giulia Grisi (1811-1869)
WHEN the rose is brightest,
Its bloom will soonest die;
When burns the meteor brightest,
‘T will vanish from the sky.
If Death but wait until delight
O’errun the heart like wine,
And break the cup when brimming quite,
I die—for thou hast pour to-night
The last drop into mine.28
-Nathaniel Parker Willis
When reflecting on the contributions of Maria Malibran, the English critic for
London’s Athenæum Henry Chorley commented, “She passed over the stage like a
meteor, as an apparition of wonder, rather than as one who, on her departure, left her
mantle behind her for others to take up and wear.”29 Giulia Grisi, on the other hand,
established one of the most enduring careers that Europe ever witnessed. After Malibran
fled from Paris in 1832 and departed from London in 1834 following her well received
English rendition of La sonnambula, Grisi entered the cities promptly, as if to take the
former’s place, and swiftly conquered both territories, typically with roles attached to
Pasta’s name, such as Rossini’s Semiramide (1823) and Donizetti’s Anna Bolena (1830).
Although it is impossible to surmise if Grisi was attempting to sabotage Malibran’s
career, she was extremely competitive and ambitious by nature and rarely allowed
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anyone or anything to obstruct her from acquiring fame and power.30 Fortunately, for
Malibran’s sake, Grisi never performed professionally in Italy after mid-1832 when she
breached her contract with La Scala to leave for Paris, the largest musical center in
Europe at that time, in search of a haven in which she could escape from the towering
shadow of Pasta.31
Prior to her exodus from Milan Grisi had created the role of Adalgisa in the 1831
premiere of Norma; during the rehearsals the young singer already expressed her desires
to star as the chief priestess that Pasta so famously rendered. Although Pasta supported
her, declaring that Grisi would soon replace her as Europe’s most prominent prima
donna, Bellini discouraged her strongly, warning her to “wait twenty years and we shall
see.”32 When the composer discovered that Grisi had ignored his wishes and had
participated as the title character on 25 June 1835 in London in a production of Norma,
which reportedly received unflattering reviews, Bellini divulged his feelings immediately
to his friend Florimo in this brutally honest letter:
Give her La sonnambula, I puritani, La Gazza [ladra], and a thousand
operas of simple and innocent style, [and] I can swear to you that she will
be second to none; but as for noble characters, she does not understand
them or feel them because she does not have that instinct or the training to
30
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bear herself with the nobility and lofty style that they require; thus, it
would be my feelings that in Norma she would be nothing, and that the
role of Adalgisa is the only one suited to her character. I hope that what
happened in London will rid her of the desire to do it in Paris, too.33
It remains unclear why exactly Bellini concluded that Grisi’s London performance was a
disaster; the scant number of reviews that exist describe the production, none of which
are definitely negative. Princess Victoria was by now enthralled completely with the new
diva,34 and a critic from The Times observed: “Strange to say there was more to criticize
in her singing than in her acting. . . . Perhaps this was occasioned by too great an eagerness to give force to the expression of the dramatic part, in order to suffer as little as
possible by any comparison with Madame Pasta.”35 This commentary testifies to the
extent that Pasta’s existence still affected Grisi, even after leaving Italy and La Scala.
In spite of Grisi’s subpar début as Norma, there is strong evidence that her future
performances of this role received great acclaim, as supported by this review in London’s
Athenœum written after the 16 April 1836 production:
Grisi did more than justify our highest expectations; if she was not equal
to Pasta in majesty of demeanor—if sometimes her attitudes were angular,
and some of her motions a little too much hurried for the dignity with tragedy demands, she approached nearer to her predecessor than any other
actress of the day could do—with the superior advantage, a voice altogether unrivalled in force, clearness and abandon of execution.36
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The last point of this commentary calls attention to the one quality Grisi possessed that
set her apart from Pasta and Malibran—no spectator of her performances ever denied that
her instrument was superior to her two rivals. While her range was narrower, spanning
only two octaves versus the two and a half to three octaves acquired by Pasta and
Malibran, Grisi’s voice was “rich, sweet, [and] equal throughout its compass . . . without
a break, or a note which had to be managed.”37 Her two contemporary prime donne, in
contrast, were often criticized for displaying a noticeable shift between registers, lack of
vocal beauty, and faulty intonation. These flaws were a result of Pasta and Malibran’s
willingness to sacrifice a beautiful sound ideal if it benefitted the dramatic effect, whereas
Grisi, although she was able to manipulate her voice seamlessly to convey a certain
mood, never sang a less than beautiful note purposefully.
Because the beginning of Grisi’s career overlapped with Pasta’s and Malibran’s,
especially after they had established themselves as the most powerful sopranos in
Europe—primarily in London, Paris, and several cities in Italy—the original Adalgisa
faced constant comparison with them as she fought her way from seconda donna status to
that of a leading lady. Many analysts of Grisi’s performances asserted that she was a
mere carbon copy of Madame Pasta, especially because so many of the roles she
attempted were either written for her predecessor or staples of her repertory; one example
of such an assessment was provided long after the fact by twentieth-century historian
Henry Pleasants: “Her best parts were forever identified with Pasta . . . from whom she
took them over, and upon whose interpretations she modeled her own. . . . Her genius—
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if that is not too strong a word—was imitative rather than creative.”38 If this opinion held
any merit, however, then it seems as though more critics would have described Grisi’s
nearly limitless powers as a dramatic actress, which was always the focus in the reviews
of Pasta’s performances.
On the contrary, when her skills as a tragedienne were discussed, Grisi typically
fell short of expectations, and the reactions echoed the details in the following passage:
Grisi is young, very pretty, and an admirable actress—three great advantages to a singer. Her voice is under absolute command, and she manages
it beautifully, but it wants the infusion of soul—the gushing, uncontrollable, passionate feeling of Malibran. You merely feel that Grisi is an
accomplished artist, while Malibran melts all your criticism into love and
admiration. I am easily moved by musick, but I came away without
much enthusiasm for the present passion of London.39
In the same year, 1835, another article concentrated on these charges against Grisi’s
acting abilities; its author provided a detailed comparison of her rendition of Anna
Bolena with Pasta’s version. The anonymous author claimed that, although Grisi demonstrated “nothing novel in mode or expression, she was, on the other hand, above all ordinary imitation.”40 According to this critic she preserved every facial expression and gesture conceived by Pasta in this role created for her by Donizetti, and, when combined
with Grisi’s flawless vocal faculties, many people forgot the original Anna Bolena
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altogether. Where Grisi faltered, however, was her inability to “sustain, in unfluctuating
continuity, a display of emotion which had not originated in her own breast.”41 In other
words, to the astute connoisseur, she would break character; for example, during the final
Mad Scene when Anna Bolena hallucinates visions of her former love Percy: Grisi turned
to face the audience and performed the aria as though she were in a concert hall.
One must keep in mind that these reports about Grisi’s deficiencies as an actress
in comparison to Malibran and Pasta were written in 1835 during the early stages of her
career. It is entirely possible that the relatively inexperienced cantatrice, only twentyfour years in age, was still refining her style and searching for her voice to claim her
performances as wholly her own and should hardly be faulted for imitating two of the
most important and beloved operatic stars of the early nineteenth century. In his memoirs, written a quarter of a century after her first London appearance, Chorley urged
readers to believe that Grisi did come into her own as an actress eventually. Even though
he did acknowledge that “Madame Grisi has been remarkable for her cleverness in
adopting the effects and ideas of others more thoughtful and originally inventive than
herself,”42 his description of her Norma supports the assertion that this role was an
exception to his statement:
Her Norma, doubtless her grandest performance, was modeled on that of
Madame Pasta—perhaps, in some points, was an improvement on the
model, because there was more of animal passion to it; and this (as in the
scene of imperious and abrupt rage which closes the first act) could be
driven to extremity without its becoming repulsive, owing to the absence
of the slightest coarseness in her personal beauty. There was in it the wild
ferocity of the tigress, but a certain frantic charm therewith which carried
41
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away the hearer—nay, which possibly belongs to the true reading of the
character of the druid priestess, unfaithful to her vows.43
This amount of praise from Chorley is rather significant, for his writings can be characterized by his harsh criticism and overall cantankerous nature. In addition to this
thoughtful reflection, he also declared that in 1836, two years after Grisi’s London début,
“In all the splendour of her beauty of voice and person, [she] mounted the throne of her
predecessor with so firm a step, that the world of the moment might be well beguiled into
doubting which of the two was the greater queen.”44 Regardless of one’s own personal
opinions on Grisi’s alleged inferior skills as an actress in comparison to Pasta and
Malibran, one fact remains: Grisi maintained a successful career in both London and
Paris that endured for approximately thirty years, with her popularity never fluctuating.
The more performances of Norma in which Grisi participated, the more favorable
the reviews appeared, and mention of Pasta and Malibran in tandem decreased
significantly. This further supports the notion that, as her career progressed Grisi was
able to appropriate roles such as Norma and Anna Bolena rather than mimicking those
who excelled as these heroines before her. Because the Druid was one of her best-loved
and favorite characters to assume, a multitude of descriptions of Grisi as Norma were
written over a span of three decades, with each seemingly more flattering than the last.
Just one year after her mediocre Norma début a critic for The Times expressed a more
positive point of view, which spoke to Grisi’s remarkable transformation in such a short
amount of time:
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From her magnificent opening, the invocation to the moon, the “Casta
Diva” in the fourth scene, to the finale of the second act, in which she
ascends the fatal pile, she bore up the composition as if it were by her own
efforts, if efforts they could be called which evidently cost her nothing,
and in some of the most striking passages communicated an effect on the
audience almost electrical. One instance which occurred in the first scene
where an ordinary performer would have thrown in a mere roulade, or
flourish, but where Grisi merely sustained a long note diminished from her
utmost force to its finest point, was one of the greatest refinements in her
art ever exhibited. The simplicity and purity of the effect amounted
almost to the sublime.45
This particular passage is highly illuminating in regards to Grisi’s unique characteristics
as a performer, the same qualities that set her apart from Pasta and Malibran. The case in
which Grisi sang a sustained, diminished pitch was an effect rarely, if ever, employed by
Malibran, especially, who was known for her extreme—and, at times, overindulgent and
flamboyant—embellishments and cadenzas. A review from the following decade suggests that the public’s adoration of Malibran as a sublime tragedienne faded eventually:
“Grisi surpassed herself. She was beautiful, sublime, even terrible. . . . No Malibran ever
went beyond the heart-rending pathos with which she sang the agitato in the mirror, when
on her knees before Oroveso.”46
In addition to capturing the hearts of audiences in London, Grisi also won the
affections of operagoers in Paris, St. Petersburg, New York, and Dublin. She fulfilled so
many engagements in Paris that she maintained a second home in that city. Following an
1845 production of Norma at the Théâtre Italien the distinguished French critic Théophile
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Gautier declared: “Grisi and Norma have become one, it is the ideal realized. . . . She
sang the ‘Casta diva’ with a serene melancholy that made the Théâtre Italien audience
shout with pleasure. In the trio that ends the first act, it was impossible for any Norma to
display greater energy or a more magnificent violence.”47 Although there were certainly
other prominent sopranos during Grisi’s time, such as Jenny Lind (1820-1887) and
Malibran’s younger sister, Pauline Viardot—the latter of whom was a bitter rival of
Grisi—this statement of Gautier establishes that, of all the singers in Europe, the role of
Norma belonged to Grisi alone.
As the end of Grisi’s career and, ultimately, her life drew near, her vocal powers
deteriorated rapidly but to compensate for this loss she increased the amount of dramatic
emotion in her performances. During one of her last years at Covent Garden before she
retired, The Musical World published a detailed description of how these changes in her
style affected Grisi’s rendition of Norma:
In the Druid Priestess she is still unapproached, unapproachable; and now
that the recollections of Pasta and Malibran have faded away, the names of
Grisi and Norma are indissolubly linked. . . . What need to recapitulate
the terrible impetuosity of the “Oh! non tremare, O perfido,” hurled like a
thunderbolt at the head of the faithless Pro-Consul; the mixed agony and
sorry in the address to Adalgisa, “Oh! di qual sei tu vittima”; the passion
and fire in the command to Pollio [sic], “Vanne, si; mi lascia, indegno”;
and the overwhelming tenderness exhibited in the last scene—a lyric and
histrionic masterpiece from beginning to end. Years ago, when Grisi’s
voice was perfect and most under her control, her acting was wanting in
the power and grandeur it now possesses. When she could sing the cavatina “Casta diva” without a flaw in the execution, she could not excite and
thrill her audiences as she does at present. . . . If the vocalist grew less
perfect, the tragic artist became more truthful, more powerful, more
striking, and more finished.48
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Once Grisi reached her pinnacle as a dramatic artist, as evidenced in the above commentary, she retired from the stage in 1861.49 The singer primed to ascend to the throne and
reign as London’s next leading lady was the German soprano by the name of Thérèse
Tietjens.
Thérèse Tietjens (1831-1877)
T heme of Appollo’s [sic] votaries. Siddons of song!
I nspired Artiste ! while I rank among
T he admiring host who idolize thy power,
I ’d still thy genius honour with a dower
E ‘en truer than Ephemereal bouquets,
N o flowers are there like those deathless bays,
S urviving chaplets of these muse’s praise!50
-E. H. Malcolm, 1858
Of the seven women addressed in this study, Johanna Thérèse Carolina Tietjens
has received the least amount of consideration from opera historians even though she
reigned as London’s most venerated dramatic soprano for nearly two decades. Born in
Hamburg on 17 July 1831 to Peter Albrecht Tietjens, a successful distiller and
shipbuilder, and Maria Friederica, she showed a tremendous affinity for performing
music even before she could speak. After her father died when Tietjens was only nine
years old, her mother was left with eight children for whom to provide, so she purchased
an inn near the harbor. Several newspaper and journal articles written during Tietjens’s
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career reported that she was a descendant of Hungarian nobility, but this claim has yet to
be proven.51 According to Tietjens’s only biographer, Susie Timms, this speculation of
royal blood was most likely generated by Benjamin Lumley, the manager of and public
relations representative for Her Majesty’s Theater in London, with the aim of sparking
the public’s interest in the newly arrived and virtually unknown prima donna.52 One of
her sisters, Auguste, also denied adamantly the humble position their mother held in
society, even after Tietjens’s death; this may have been, perhaps, because she wanted to
maintain the façade of belonging to a majestic bloodline, but either way, it surely fueled
the curiosity and mystery surrounding their familial origins.
In spite of her family’s loss of income, Tietjens’s mother was determined to
provide a proper musical education for her daughter who often sang and played the piano
at the inn to attract more business; poverty was but one of many obstacles Tietjens
overcame at the beginning of her career. Eventually, an accomplished composer by the
name of Jakob Schmidt, after recognizing the talents of the young girl, agreed to support
the formal vocal training of Tietjens financially. She studied for a few years locally and
then, in 1845, travelled to Vienna to learn from Henrietta Dellessie; Anton Babnigg, a
prominent German tenor; and Heinrich Proch, an Austrian composer. Immediately her
instructors acknowledged the histrionic qualities of the young girl’s voice and worked
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diligently to unlock her true potential.53 Although Tietjens’s lessons and early performances proved her to possess a natural ability as an operatic soprano, her relatives—with
her mother as the exception—disapproved of her aspirations to become a professional
singer. After her successful 1849 début in Donizetti’s Lucrezia Borgia (1833) at the
Hamburg Opera House at the age of eighteen, Tietjens retired due to the pressure she
received from her potential husband’s family to master a new form of artistry—housewifery. Tietjens also faced several restrictions from the male guardian assigned to her
after her father’s untimely death, against whom she rebelled eventually. It did not take
her long—a mere nine months—before she deserted her suitor for the stage, and she
departed promptly for Frankfurt-am-Main in 1850 after accepting an engagement to
perform as Agathe in Carl Maria von Weber’s Der Freischütz.54
During her three years in Frankfurt, Tietjens also performed frequently at the
Stadttheater in Brünn—known currently as Brno, the second largest city in the Czech
Republic. This is also the city where she gained international recognition. It was in
Brünn that Tietjens replaced a leading lady who had fallen ill to play the role of Valentine
in Giacomo Meyerbeer’s Les Huguenots. Her success that fateful evening turned her into
an overnight sensation so it was no surprise that, when her contract expired in 1853, her
talents were sought in Vienna, one of the preeminent centers for music in Europe during
that period. Her first role there was as Matilda in Rossini’s Guillaume Tell at the
Hofoper. She also travelled to Dresden and Leipzig. Eventually, in 1856, she performed
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at the Imperial Theater in Vienna, the Kärntnertor, as Donna Anna in Mozart’s Don
Giovanni. By this time Tietjens had established herself as a professional singer of the
highest grade with a special aptitude for portraying the tragic heroines from several of the
greatest operas ever written by composers such as Mozart, Bellini, Donizetti, and Verdi.55
When she returned to her hometown of Hamburg that same year, she stood before them
as a well-established celebrity in the operatic world.
By this point, Tietjens had piqued the interest of Lumley in London, and he began
formulating a scheme to convince her to leave Vienna, where she had acquired a substantial amount of fame and fortune, and star as the principal soprano for Her Majesty’s
Theatre.56 While it must have seemed like an incredible gamble for Lumley to import a
German singer to alleviate the financial woes of his establishment, he was, in fact, desperate to engage a singer who could eclipse the opera company of his rival, Frederick
Gye, who presented Giulia Grisi, at the Royal Opera House in Covent Garden. Why
Tietjens left a city with a culture to which she was so accustomed is unknown, but,
nonetheless, in 1858 she temporarily left Vienna to test the waters in London. She was
allowed to stay in this city only for the spring and summer seasons because, unfortunately, her non-negotiable contract with the Viennese theaters did not expire until the end of
that year, and management demanded her return. It would only be a matter of time
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before Tietjens returned to London, however, because in those few short months she had
won the hearts of the English people and taken their theater by storm.
According to Lumley’s memoirs, Tietjens’s London début took place on 13 April
1858 in Les Huguenots, an opera that, like that evening’s Valentine, was also new to Her
Majesty’s Theatre.57 With Queen Victoria and her court in attendance, the theater was
filled to maximum capacity with an audience awaiting anxiously to witness whether this
new singer, about whom they knew very little, would stand and deliver or flounder in
mediocrity. At no other point in her career was the reputation and livelihood of
Tietjens—as well as the fate of Her Majesty’s Theater—more at risk than her first performance in London. Fortunately she excelled under the pressure and, in the words of
Lumley, “The reception of Mademoiselle Tietjens was enthusiastic. Her splendid voice,
her broad and impassioned style of acting, and her fine dramatic declamation, all delighted her audience.”58 The Queen was among those who enjoyed the performance for
as she was exiting the theater she supposedly commented to Lumley that the production
was “beautiful”; she also returned for several subsequent performances of Huguenots.59
Another critic showered Tietjens with praise in the following review:
The more we become acquainted with her powers and qualities, the more
we admire them; and it seems to be universally admitted that she is a star
of a magnitude not surpassed by any of the luminaries of the stage who
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have shone before her. Her walk is tragedy . . . and this walk she treads
alone—no other present day can share it with her.60
Given her instantaneous popularity, there was no doubt, even in those first few weeks,
that Tietjens had “not only answered expectations, but . . . she will prove the most
remarkable vocalist heard at Her Majesty’s Theater for a considerable length of time.”61
The following year, 1859, once she fulfilled her contract in Vienna, Tietjens
returned to London, where she reaped the benefits of a successful career comprised of
thirty-four roles and over 600 performances,62 for which she received numerous adulatory
responses from the press. She remained there for the last eighteen years of her life. In
the wake of the untimely ending of Lumley’s management at Her Majesty’s Theatre,
Edward Tyrrell Smith, the founder of the blossoming Drury Lane Italian Opera
Company, seized this opportunity to engage Tietjens for a performance of Lucrezia
Borgia on 3 May at his theater. She was introduced to her new manager, James H.
Mapleson, to whom she remained loyal for the remainder of her career. 63 She continued
to perform at Drury Lane and at another small London theater, The Lyceum, as well as on
provincial tours throughout England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland. Finally, in 1862,
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Mapleson secured the lease for Her Majesty’s Theater after cutting ties with Smith and
reopened this historical establishment to the public for the autumn season of that same
year.
In the consequent decade Tietjens evolved into one of the most beloved figures in
London and, thanks to her, Mapleson presided over a decidedly lucrative business at Her
Majesty’s Theatre. During the mid-1860s the title of cantatrice assoluta of the lyric
stage was passed from Grisi to her new protégé, who was ready to take her rightful place
as the next descendant of the tragediennes Pasta and Malibran. The year 1866 marked
Grisi’s last performances on the stage, which actually featured Tietjens in supporting
roles, the last being Lucrezia Borgia. Unfortunately, their Norma was cancelled due to
the deteriorating health of Grisi, who died at the end of the decade. Critics agreed almost
unanimously that Tietjens was next in line, as evidenced by the following excerpt:
Now that Madame Grisi is about to abdicate the imperial throne of tragic
Song, the public has no one to look up to as her immediate successor but
Mlle. Titiens. No two artists, in many respects, can be more a like than
the Italian cantatrice and the German songstress; but in passion, feeling,
abandonment, energy, power of voice and grandeur of style, a comparison
may be established. In certain characters Grisi has left no one to fill her
place. . . . There is however, one exception—Norma, in which the
German singer may challenge comparison with the Italian, and in which
she occasionally surpasses her.64
Once Grisi distanced herself from the stage, the only true threat to Tietjens’s reign was
the new rising star, Adelina Patti (1843-1919), who arrived in London from America in
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1861, only to be scooped out from under Mapleson’s grasp by the manager of Covent
Garden.65
Fortunately for Tietjens, Patti never attempted a performance of Norma even
though a famous anecdote recalls the story of a seven-year-old Patti standing on a table
singing “Casta diva” in a remarkable imitation of her mother Caterina Barilli. Tietjens
was undisputedly the only Norma of her time.66 Those writing about her during the
nineteenth century asserted that she was the last singer of her kind, as argued in the
following remarks of the French composer Daniel François Auber:
I am the Nestor of critics as regards to opera singers; I have heard them all
for two-thirds of a century, and I remember them all. I assert that never
has a finer voice been heard than Tietjens’, never has such an actress in
tragic opera been seen. There is nothing like her now, of course, cela va
sans dire. She is of the old school, the true school.67
The prominent music critic for the Gramophone, Herman Klein, reinforced Auber’s
claim when he traced the performance history of Norma from its origins with Pasta as the
lead in 1831, to Grisi’s reign, with brief mention of Malibran, and Tietjens’s dutiful
maintenance of Bellini’s masterpiece after Grisi retired.68
The reason that London operagoers were willing to accept Tietjens so readily as
Grisi’s successor, besides her immense affinity for tragic roles, was the fact that their
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voices were astonishingly similar. Like her predecessor, Tietjens, even as a young girl,
possessed a voice of incredible power and “marvellous sweetness” with the range of a
natural soprano spanning over two octaves, characterized as “clear, resonant, and perfectly pure.”69 In an enlightening description, Ellen Creathorne Clayton captured several
qualities of Tietjens’s instrument in the following passage:
The voice of Mdlle. Tietjens is . . . fresh, penetrating, even, and powerful;
it is unusually rich in quality, extensive in compass, and of great flexibility; it has a bell-like resonance, and is capable of expressing all the passionate and tender accounts of lyric tragedy. Teresa Tietjens is, in the
truest, fullest sense of the word, a lyric artist, and she possesses every
requisite needed by a cantatrice of the highest order—personal beauty,
physical strength, originality in conception, a superb voice, and
inexhaustible spirit and energy.70
In no accounts of Clayton or anyone else is Tietjens faulted with displaying the same
vocal flaws as Pasta and Malibran, such as the shift between registers, uneven scales, and
shaky intonation. Because she trained and started her career in Hamburg and Vienna, far
removed from Pasta and Malibran’s territory, Tietjens never suffered from the harsh
comparisons that Grisi did, nor did she ever feel pressured to prove her originality or
skills as a dramatic actress.
The one difference between Tietjens and Grisi on which the hypercritical, purist
individuals chose to fixate was the former’s German training versus the latter’s education
in the Italian school of singing.71 One quality in particular, according to Herman Klein,
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was her tendency to jump or leap, rather than “scoop,” over an ascending interval from
the medium into the head register, causing an acciaccatura.72 In spite of the peculiarity
of this practice, no one ever thought to object to it as a negative technical error because it
did not affect the neatness and clarity of Tietjens’s melodic lines. Another trait regarded
as strictly German was Tietjens’s treatment of fioriture as “merely an agreeable adjunct
in vocalization.”73 In other words, she never ventured to add her own embellishments
and only performed what the composer designated in the score. Although this method
does not reflect an inventive nature, it was also quite rare for a singer to not incorporate
any ornamentations of his or her own creation; by that standard, Tietjens’s operatic
renditions probably seemed novel because the average listener was not accustomed to
hearing these works delivered as they were originally conceived.74
With unanimous agreement, the London critics considered Tietjens’s representation of Norma to be her most praiseworthy work. Already in 1863, when she was still
relatively new to the city, one reviewer declared: “The royal priestess was a character so
exactly adapted to the genius, to the superb organ, and to the commanding genius of
Titiens, that some of her more discriminating admirers have not shrunk from regarding it
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as, in some respects, her loftiest and grandest embodiment.”75 To understand why
exactly audiences deemed Grisi’s and Tietjens’s interpretations of Norma as ideal,
consider why Jenny Lind (1820-1887) as the Druid priestess was a failure by popular
opinion. Norma had always been portrayed as fierce, majestic, elegant, and independent,
yet the “Swedish Nightingale” disregarded the precedent set by her predecessors and
delivered a “gentle womanly reading” in which Pollione’s faithlessness was met with
sorrow rather than scorn; in essence, Lind’s Norma embodied “too much of the Juliet and
not enough of the Lady Macbeth.”76 To operagoers Norma was a woman who exuded
immense power and strength, and Lind’s interpretation was a little too milquetoast for
their preferences.
With her fame and talent increasing each year, Tietjens—endowed with “tragic
power, intensity, [and] impulsiveness”77—continued to reach new heights as Norma, with
her “commanding figure and graceful bearing [giving] weight to her acting, while in the
more tender scenes she was exquisitely pathetic and displayed great depth of feelings.”78
As her career and life were coming to an end, she journeyed to America for the first time
on 17 September 1875 with the Strakosch Company of Maurice Strakosch, the brotherin-law of Patti. At this point, she was already feeling the early effects of the cancer that
would eventually take her life, but out of loyalty to Mapleson she carried out her obligations in spite of her increasing pain. The company first performed on 24 January 1876 at
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the Academy of Music in New York City—the famous Metropolitan Opera was not yet
established—with Tietjens starring as Norma. She delivered a performance “full of
dignity, passion and pathos, and marked by a breadth which the younger generation of
prima donnas does not appear likely to ever emulate.”79 For the next few months the
group travelled to Boston and Philadelphia, then circled back to New York for their
farewell concerts in April.80 Although Tietjens did not achieve quite as much acclaim as
she did in London, her tour in America was still triumphant as described by the following
reporter after a performance of Norma in Boston:
Praise could no further go than to state the simple truth, that great as the
expectations were, they were more than realized. The traces of wear
which critical people seemed to enjoy seeking out in Mdlle. Titiens’ magnificent voice in concert, and her occasional lapses in the control of it,
were, in the action and movement of opera, all swept aside as the trivialties they are, compared with the grand results attained. . . . Her voice, indeed, is still wonderfully rich, broad, melodious, and sympathetic, and fit
to keep the admiration of the opera house, but so great is her dramatic
power that the acting shares this admiration almost equally with the
singing. . . . Her “grand” style, and faultless facility in execution restore
to the well-worn airs their original force and intrinsic beauty.81
The perceived vocal flaws to which this author referred were, perhaps, due to Tietjens’s
deteriorating health and the extra strain placed on her from travelling across the ocean.
Even though his business venture to build his own theater had proven to be
fruitless, Mapleson was still working tirelessly with contractors to rebuild Her Majesty’s
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Theatre when Tietjens returned to London.82 Fortunately, renovations were completed in
the early part of 1877, and the grand opening performance took place on 28 April of that
same year with Tietjens’s rendition of Norma. She was able to end her career in the same
theater where the Londoners had welcomed her with open arms for the first time almost
twenty years earlier. Most fittingly, her last known performance was also her first taste
of success as a nineteen-year-old novice in Hamburg—Lucrezia Borgia.83 Throughout
the evening Tietjens was rumored to have fainted several times offstage; she had to be
carried from the stage at the conclusion of the opera. After several unsuccessful surgeries
that summer, Tietjens eventually died on 3 October 1877, leaving the city of London
devastated by the loss of their beloved diva. Her death also held larger implications for
opera in general as demonstrated by the following statements:
The lyric stage has suffered a loss by the death of the gifted artist . . . from
which it will not easily recover. For many years Mdlle. Titiens . . . has
been associated with some of the grandest creations in operatic tragedy in
a manner that made them peculiarly her own, and it will be a long time
before we shall find a Norma, or Lucrezia, Donna Anna, or Fidelio, so
thoroughly in accordance with our ideas of what the great masters
intended those characters to be.84
Because Tietjens died at a point in operatic history when so many of the roles most
closely associated with her name were disappearing from the operatic canon in light of
the rise of verismo and Wagner, her memory and legacy were seemingly forgotten. The
most provocative fact about Tietjens is that, in spite of her immense popularity during her
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London career, her existence has been widely ignored by twentieth- and twenty-firstcentury scholars.
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CHAPTER V
THE WAGNERIAN AND THE VAUDEVILLE STAR:
LEHMANN AND PONSELLE AS NORMA
Overview
The tradition of dramatic bel canto performances in the purest sense, as established by Pasta, met its demise with the death of Tietjens in 1877. While the operas from
this tradition still received sporadic attention, by the time Lilli Lehmann took the stage as
Norma for the first time in Vienna in 1885, not only was Bellini’s entire oeuvre considered old-fashioned, but so, too, was the entire body of works showcasing the florid
singing that had so enthralled the audiences first in the late works of Monteverdi. A new
style of vocal expression called verismo had achieved legitimacy in the late works of
Giuseppe Verdi, and was to prevail in the creations of Giacomo Puccini and Pietro
Mascagni. It rendered the bel canto style nearly impossible for singers to attempt in light
of the shifting philosophies in their training methods. In writing for a tradition concerned
with the realistic portrayal of characters and events, verismo composers stripped their
melodic lines of the fioriture commonly associated with bel canto in order to mimic the
human speaking voice more effectively. The plots of their operas no longer incorporated
mythical creatures or deities set in faraway lands, such as the sacred grove of the Druids
in Norma. The monumental influence of Richard Wagner also played a significant role,
not only in the transformation of vocal style but also in the history of opera in general.
This chapter serves to explore how the changing climate in the operatic arena affected the
Norma renditions of Lilli Lehmann and Rosa Ponselle.
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Lilli Lehmann (1848-1929)
A blur of sunset red was in her tone
That sank in beauty where the waves were sheen—
An ever twilit sea whose pallors shone
Strangely along red ridden wash of green.1
-Arthur Upson, 1902
Lilli Lehmann was the preeminent Wagnerian soprano in Europe and the United
States during her time. She also triumphed as Norma, a fact that shocked the opera world
because many have ascribed vastly different vocal methods for these two composers’
works.2 In fact, one German critic’s assertions suggested that Lehmann’s voice may have
been better suited for the Italian bel canto: “Her far from heroic voice is no match for the
merciless surf of the Wagnerian orchestra. Such parts demand not only passionate expression and dramatic talent, but also uncommon vocal strength.”3 Many of the standard
components of Italian opera, such as simple recitative and dialogue, as well as the distinction between cavatina and cabaletta, were eliminated completely by Wagner. As a
staunch critic and opponent of the bel canto style for most of his career—although he
admired Bellini greatly4—Wagner abstained from the use of elaborate fioriture, lest these
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lavish embellishments obscure the immediacy of the drama.5 In the words of Rodolfo
Celletti, Wagner’s compositional style “spread a sort of aversion to everything in vocal
expression suggesting the search for sophisticated colouring, profound dynamic and
chiaroscuro effects, soft and legato singing, subtlety of scansion, and a sense of
intimacy.”6 One attribute, however, required by both composers is extraordinary breath
control and support in order to execute their seemingly endless, blooming vocal lines
successfully; Lehmann most likely understood the similarity and transferred this skill
when she applied herself to learning Norma.
Like Thérèse Tietjens, Lehmann was also born in a small German town, but
unlike her predecessor, she belonged to a family endowed with exceptional musical
talent. Her father Karl-August Lehmann (1805-1867) was a successful Heldentenor, and
her mother Maria Theresia Löw7 (1807-1885) was a prominent prima donna who worked
under Louis Spohr (1784-1859) at the court of Kassel for most of her career. Lehmann’s
lesser-known sister, Marie Lehmann (1851-1931), was also a successful soprano who
performed throughout Europe, notably with Lilli at Bayreuth and as Adalgisa to her
Norma.8 Several sources reported that both Lilli and Marie were singing pupils of their

5
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6

Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto (1983), trans. Frederick Fuller (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1991), 203.
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autobiography, is “Löw.” See Lilli Lehmann, My Path through Life (1914), trans. Alice Benedict Seligman
(New York: Arno Press, 1977), 1.
8

For a brief biography of Marie Lehmann, see Elizabeth Forbes, “Lehmann, Marie,” The Grove Book of
Opera Singers, ed. Laura Macy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2008), 275-76.
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mother as young girls,9 but in the most likely source to describe her training, her autobiography My Path through Life, Lehmann does not confirm this fact in any explicit terms.10
In the pedagogical manual she compiled later in life, however, Lehmann announced: “I,
with my sister Marie, received very careful musical education, and later a notable course
of instruction in singing from [my mother]. . . . As long as my mother lived she was my
severest critic, never satisfied.”11 When the family settled in Prague in 1853, Lehmann’s
mother acquired several private voice students, and the young girl observed every lesson,
which added another valuable dimension to her early music studies. Because she was
exposed to such a variety of repertoire, Lehmann became proficient in French, Italian,
German, and even Czech; this was an incredibly rare talent for a professional singer
during this time.12 At the age of nine she served as the piano accompanist to her mother’s
students, often memorizing entire operas in the process.13 When she was a teenager,
Lehmann sometimes taught in place of her mother but, in her own words, she was “less
indulgent towards laziness, stupidity, and arrogance.”14 This characterization of

9

See Hermann Klein, Great Women Singers of My Time (Freeport, NY: Books for Libraries, 1931;
reprinted Freeport, NY: Books for Libraries, 1968), 215; and Henry Pleasants, The Great Singers: From the
Dawn of Opera to Our Own Time (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1966), 238.
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See footnote 7 of this chapter.
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Lilli Lehmann, How to Sing (1902), 4th ed., trans. Clara Willenbürcher (New York: Dover Publications,
1993), 2-3.
12

Ibid., 3.
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Lilli Lehmann, My Path through Life, 52-53. Although this seems like an extraordinary feat for a nineyear-old, Lehmann’s personality did not imply that she was one to exaggerate. She began accompanying
her mother’s lessons at such an early age because her mother did not want to risk ruining the sensitivity of
her fingertips, a quality needed for playing the harp.
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Ibid. Lehmann made no mention of the repertoire that her mother’s pupils studied. The most
illuminating testament to Lehmann’s early vocal studies, perhaps, is her teaching manual, How to Sing,
which covers a wide variety of topics, such as breath technique, proper diction, and tips on interpretation.
See footnote 11 of this chapter for the citation.
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Lehmann’s nature is a true testament to the disciplined work ethic and stringent personality for which she became known.
Although Lehmann did not provide much detail in regards to her childhood
training as a vocalist, she did recount her memories of her mother singing all of the
famous Norma arias hundreds of times in salon settings and during her teaching lessons.15
Based on her known repertoire—which, in addition to Norma, extended to the works of
Spohr, Beethoven’s Fidelio, Rossini’s Desdemona, and Mozart’s Queen of the Night and
Constanze—it is reasonable for one to assert that her mother was a highly proficient
coloratura soprano who possessed an intimate knowledge of the bel canto style, which
she most likely passed on to her daughters.16 Lehmann’s own comments on the Italian art
of singing indicate her familiarity with the tradition; one strong example is taken from her
autobiography where she declared her disdain for the absence of the appoggiatura from
operas of the later German composers, such as Weber, Wagner, and even Spohr:
And does one believe that he [Wagner], who was such a fine artist in
language, was so devoid of taste, or so unfamiliar with expressive speech
that he would have written none? In every instance when the accent of
syllables at the end of a spoken or musical phrase requires the appoggiatura. . . . Mozart and Beethoven, according to the manners of their time,
15

Ibid., 60. One source claimed that Lehmann also studied with Herman Laube in Leipzig, but the author
of this article was most likely referring to Heinrich Laube, a German playwright and the director of the
city’s Stadttheater, who offered her an engagement after her contract in Danzig—modern-day Gdańsk of
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described any training with him vocally or theatrically in her writings, it is reasonable for one to conclude
that she was never his student. See John Fiske and James Grant Wilson, eds., “Lehmann, Lilli,” Appletons’
Cyclopœdia of American Biography (New York: D. Appleton, 1900. https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/
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Among Marie Löw’s most successful roles were Valentine of Les Huguenots, Romeo by an unspecified
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have indicated it by means of two notes of equal value and pitch, thereby
signifying the correct rendering. What would be the state of mind of these
two masters if they heard to-day their wonderful recitatives that precede
arias, and the dialogue-recitatives, rendered with a total absence of the
appoggiatura, that is to say, with a total loss of expression.17
She continued by declaring that every disciple of the classical Italian school of singing
was aware of the importance of the appoggiatura at the end of a phrase when one must
place the accent on the penultimate syllable of a final word, even if the composer did not
notate this specific gesture. To neglect this longstanding practice resulted in faulty word
accents and meaningless dramatic expression. With Lehmann’s proclaimed loyalty to the
former singing tradition against which Wagner and his contemporaries revolted, as well
as her accusations against “the master of Bayreuth,” charging him with singlehandedly
“being the unconscious cause of a decline in the art of singing,” it is worth pondering
why exactly she participated in so many productions of his works.18
The relationship between Lehmann and Wagner began when she was still a young
girl; her mother and the prominent German composer were childhood friends, meeting
for the first time in Leipzig; Wagner even referred to Marie Löw as his “first flame.”19
Before she gave up her stage career in 1848—the year of Lehmann’s birth—Löw sang
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under Wagner in Magdeburg, Königsberg, and Dresden. After moving to Prague, she
also obtained the prestigious position of harpist for the National Orchestra; Wagner often
sent the harp parts from his opera scores to Lehmann’s mother prior to publication,
seeking her advice and corrections.20 In her account of events that took place in Prague
in the year 1863, Lehmann provided excerpts from her mother’s letters that describe the
family’s association with Wagner. According to Löw, the German composer offered to
adopt Lilli, but he was “not old enough to play father to such a big daughter.”21 In
addition to Wagner’s inappropriate youthfulness, he also caused the fifteen-year-old
Lehmann to be “uneasy and frightened” with his overly affectionate behavior towards
her.22 Fortunately, as Lehmann matured, she and Wagner forged an intimate professional
relationship and friendship.
In order to appreciate and understand fully how and why Lehmann was able to
transition effortlessly between Wagnerian and bel canto operas, one must consider the
possibility that he was connected closely with this art form, in spite of his fervid
opposition to its “hackneyed librettos, obsession with spectacle, and showcases for
singers”23 in his later writings, as evidenced by the following attack on Italian composers
in an 1860 essay titled “Zukunftsmusik [Music of the Future]”:
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In Italy, where the operatic genre first took its rise, no other task has ever
been set before the musician than writing a number of arias for definite
singing individuals, with whom dramatic talent was quite a secondary
matter; and these arias were simply meant to give those virtuosi the opportunity of shewing [sic] off their quite specific vocal skill. . . . Italian
Opera thus became an art-genre quite apart, and, having nothing in common with genuine Drama, it virtually remained a stranger to Music too;
for the rise of Opera in Italy marks the downfall of Italian music.24
While the overwhelming majority of Wagner scholars cling to the idea that the composer
campaigned ruthlessly against the Italian operatic tradition, often citing this famous
essay, the staunch German nationalist, at least in the early stages of his career, exalted bel
canto attributes, especially in the works of Bellini. Because this fact contradicts Wagner’s self-ascribed identity as the “savior of German opera,”25 many of the written works
about him only mention his admiration of “the gentle Sicilian”26 in a footnote, if it has
not been omitted altogether. For some of the early Wagnerians who opposed bel canto
vehemently, the false denial that their champion of German music once possessed a
predilection for Italian opera and singers also served to further their own agendas.
An essay by Wagner himself in 1835 titled “Bellini: A Word in Season” is the
most powerful piece of evidence to support his pedestalization of the Italian art of song.27
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In this illuminating work of prose, Wagner urged his fellow Germans to surrender to the
beauty and wonder of the melodies created by Bellini, admonishing his countrymen for
resisting their magical pull and for stubbornly denying their admiration of the operas of
the Italian and French, often a result of their fierce nationalistic pride. His persuasive
efforts to appeal to the Germans on Bellini’s behalf encouraged them to concede:
Let us drop for once the jest, let us spare ourselves for once the sermon,
and ponder what it was that so enchanted us; we then shall find, especially
with Bellini, that it was the limpid Melody, the simple, noble, beauteous
Song. To confess this and believe in it, is surely not a sin; ‘twere no sin,
perchance if before we fell asleep we breathed a prayer that Heaven would
one day give German composers such melodies and such a mode of
handling Song.28
In an effort to practice what he preached, the following year, 1836, Wagner completed
his first and only opera with obvious bel canto influence. Das Liebesverbot, inspired by
William Shakespeare’s Measure for Measure, also communicated French and German
elements. This work, which still adheres to the strict recitative-aria formula, is considered Wagner’s forgotten comedy—the more famous being Die Meistersinger von
Nürnberg (1868)—particularly because the premiere was an utter failure.29 Prior to his
pivotal experience with Norma in 1837 in Königsberg, Wagner’s first significant encounter with Bellini’s work occurred in the spring of 1834 in Leipzig with a performance of I
28

Richard Wagner, “Bellini: A Word in Season,” 68.
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For a complete account of the premiere of Das Liebesverbot [A Ban on Love], which took place on 29
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(1 January 2015) (http://www.operatoday.com/content/2015/01/das_liebes-verbo.php; accessed 15 March
2016). After only three people attended the second performance and a fistfight broke out among the cast,
the young Wagner—he was only twenty-three years old at the time—renounced Das Liebesverbot and later
mandated that it never be performed in the Bayreuth Festspielhaus.
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Capuleti e i Montecchi (1830) with Wilhelmine Schröder-Devrient, a singer whom he
had admired greatly since his youth, as Romeo. This experience left such an impression
on Wagner that over three decades later, he confided to his second wife Cosima that he
believed that the “rapture of the second act of Tristan und Isolde was due entirely to
Schröder-Devrient’s performance in 1834.”30
Wagner was not the only individual to compare his operas to those of his Italian
idol. Carolyn Abbate and Roger Parker, the authors of A History of Opera, drew
connections between Tannhäuser (1845) and Lohengrin (1850) and bel canto, primarily
in the “beautiful, big-curve melodies that emerge within the conventional numbers in
both operas.”31 An especially compelling argument was made for the similarities
between the Act II duet between Elsa and Ortrud and The Balcony Scene in I Capuleti e i
Montecchi, in particular with the ornamentation symbols that Wagner notated in the score
above the apices of the several phrases in this scene, a common occurrence in Italian
operatic notation.32 The bel canto influence in Lohengrin is exemplified also in Elsa’s
entrance aria, “Einsam in trüben Tagen,” for which Wagner composed a simple, yet
beautiful, melody adorned with acciacccature, which represent Elsa’s purity and,
perhaps, naiveté (see Example 5.1).33 This particular aria supports the assertions of the
Irish playwright, critic, and overall polemicist George Bernard Shaw: “Wagner means his
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music to be sung with the most exquisite sensitiveness in point of quality of tone and
precision of pitch, exactly as Mozart did. . . . I am really tired of going to the theater to
hear the best music associated with the worst singing, and the best singing in the worst
music.”34 The latter half of Shaw’s comments express his belief in the need for better
vocalists, perhaps those trained in the Italian tradition, to perform Wagner’s music in
order for it to achieve its fullest effects. In many of his comments, Wagner agreed with
Shaw’s observations of the superiority of singers of the Italian opera tradition.35
Example 5.1. “Einsam in trüben Tagen,” Act 1, Scene 2, mm. 61-85.36

34

George Bernard Shaw, quoted in Paul Thomason, “Wagner’s Lohengrin—A Bel Canto Work in
Disguise?” (http://paulthomasonwriter.com/category/composer/wagner/; accessed 23 February 2016).
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Many agreed with Shaw and Wagner, at least in terms of the latter’s operas
requiring singers to approach the melodic phrases with sensitivity and a technique rooted
in the Italian “school” of vocal training rather than the stentorian and unadorned style
associated so commonly with the latter’s works. Lehmann was one of these individuals,
most likely because of the bel canto training she received from her mother. In an article
printed in a London periodical, Lehmann insisted that “Wagner’s music requires quite as
perfect singing as does Mozart’s. . . . If all the piano and pianissimo indications were
observed by conductors and singers the public would be astonished to hear how very
vocal is much of the music of [Wagner].”37 The author of this news column also made
the distinction between Wagnerian singers and “great vocal artists”—with Lehmann
qualifying as the latter.38 Even though Wagner himself may have desired his operas to be
approached with the vocal art possessed by the Italians, it can be deduced that, in
composing such massive orchestral parts, he acted as his own worst enemy. In an effort
by many singers to project his or her voice over the instruments, oftentimes the extra
fioriture and beauty of tone as intended by Wagner are the first characteristics of his
opera to be abandoned,39 resulting in the overwhelming opinion that he “treats the voice
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merely as an additional wind instrument.”40 This accusation contradicts directly
Wagner’s own criticism of German composers in the following statement:
Yet most of our modern vocal composers in Germany appear to regard the
human voice as a mere portion of the instrumental mass, and misconceive
the distinctive properties of Song. The instruments should form a guard of
honour to the voice: with us they have become the singer’s catchpolls,
gagging him and casting him into chains at his first sign of free expression
of feeling.41
In spite of the modern stereotypes of Wagnerian singers, in which volume dominates all
other vocal qualities, Lehmann, as well as others, demonstrated on stage and expressed in
writing that, in order to perform the music of this prominent German composer properly,
one must still adhere to proper vocal technique and not “play hide and seek with the bel
canto.”42
In all of his praise for the Italian signing tradition, it is significant to note that
Bellini was the only composer of that nationality whom Wagner exalted specifically. Not
only did he author the dedication “Bellini: A Word in Season” to the Italian master, he
chose Norma for his first benefit concert in Riga on 11 December 1837 (see Illustration
40
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5.1 for an image of a poster advertising this event). According to one source, Wagner
also conducted this opera on six occasions between 1834 and 1836 in Bad Lauchstädt,
Rudolstadt, and Magdeburg collectively; in Riga, where he served as the Kapellmeister
from 1837 until 1839, Wagner directed seven more performances in addition to his
benefit.43 Wagner’s initial performance of Norma was a success, one that relieved him
and his wife, Minna, of their overwhelming debt, at least for a short period of time. A
more interesting fact was that Wagner composed an insertion aria for the character
Oroveso titled “Norma il predisse, O Druidi,” which he intended for a Paris production of
Norma in 1839 at the Théâtre Italien; his hopes were dashed when the renowned bass
Luigi Lablache refused to perform it due to the fame that the opera had already
acquired.44 Presumably surrounding the dates during which he conducted Norma,
Wagner also made several alterations to the score; this evidence is located in the
Zentralbibliothek in Zürich.45
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Illustration 5.1. Poster Advertising the 1837 Benefit Performance of Norma in Riga
under Richard Wagner.46

Although Lehmann was acquainted with Wagner through her mother as a young
girl, it was not until 1876 that she fulfilled her first major engagement with him at the
first annual Bayreuth Festival that took place in August of that year. This represented the
first full performance of Der Ring des Nibelungen; Lehmann sang as Woglinde, the First
Rhine-maiden, in Das Rheingold and Die Götterdämmerung; Helmwige in Die Walküre;
and Waldvogel, the Forest Bird, in Siegfried. Although she achieved moderate success as
the principal soprano of the Preußisches Staatstheater in Berlin, a contract that began in
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1870, her participation in the first Bayreuth Festival secured her place as a reigning prima
donna of the late nineteenth century.47 In spite of growing fame, especially after her
triumphant portrayal of Elsa in Lohengrin in 1878, Lehmann admitted in her memoirs
that, at that time, she still felt unworthy to attempt the role of Norma.48 She repeated the
same sentiments in 1880 in London when James Mapleson, who considered her “the only
person predestined to follow in the footprints of Tietjens,” encouraged her to assume the
role after charming Londoners with her Violetta in La traviata.49 Of the 170 roles that
she sang in 119 operas, the only three parts that Lehmann ever expressed doubt in herself
to undertake were Donna Anna, Valentine, and Norma.50
Finally, in 1885 in Vienna Lehmann found the courage to begin her studies of
Norma. This newfound bravery was, perhaps, a result of her achievements as Fidelio—a
role to which she had aspired for most of her life—and Donna Anna, first in Berlin and
then in Vienna. In a later reflection Lehmann remembered her first Normas in Vienna
fondly:
When I think back to that beautiful time, and then consider with what lack
of knowledge and affection this great opera has been subsequently treated,
I must pity the artists who permit such great and rewarding tasks to escape
47
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them, as well as the public that thereby loses the lofty enjoyment of a
work so rich in melody, the passionate action of which has more human
grandeur than many a bungled modern composition that receives great applause. Norma, which bears so much love within it, may not be treated indifferently or just polished off. It should be sung and acted with fanatical
consecration, rendered by the chorus and orchestra, especially, with artistic reverence, led with authority by the conductor; and to every single
quaver should be given the musical tribute that is its due.51
Her first comment undoubtedly referred to the disintegration of the bel canto tradition, to
which Norma belonged, in favor of the new style of singing that most singers had begun
to adopt.52 With the unprecedented aversion to coloratura singing in the wake of the
popularity of Wagner’s operas and the philosophies surrounding them, Hanslick
attempted to explain that the fioriture of Norma should not be viewed as “criminal” but
merely as “obsolete.”53 Other critics were not so forgiving: the German author Bruno
Schrader renounced bel canto as “immoral,” charging that this type of singing damaged
the “popularization and further development of Wagner’s works of art. . . . The time for
feasting our ears is past.”54 Barring this clearly biased point of view, which others surely
shared with Schrader, Europe had not witnessed a truly sublime Norma since Tietjens
died in 1877, and, even then, she had confined herself to England and the surrounding
provinces. When Lehmann reintroduced the opera to the stage, one obstacle she faced
was the irritation of certain critics for the resurfacing of an already forgotten work; to
them, the simplicity and monotony of Bellini’s compositional style dulled in comparison
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to the colorfully orchestrated and harmonically complex works of Wagner, Verdi, and
their contemporaries.
Because Lehmann had received intense bel canto training—a necessity for performing Bellini’s works successfully—and had studied the masterful art of portraying a
character dramatically with the authority of that day on the matter, Wagner himself, she
possessed a set of unique qualities that enabled her to convince the critics of her art.
Albeit on a much smaller scale than the Callas revival of Norma in the 1950s, Lehmann
reacquainted her audiences with the antiquated style of singing and the pure magic that
can occur when this virtuosic technique is combined with a dramatic force of expression.55 After her first Norma performances in Vienna, Hanslick authored the most vivid
description of his experiences in the following passage:
Her Norma was characterized in the slow cantilenas by the most beautiful
portamento and the securest and finest intonation and swelling of the high
notes, in the florid passages by a pure and fluent coloratura. The later was
never a coquettish intrusion; it remained noble, serious, subordinate to the
situation.56
In spite of this overflowing fount of praise of Lehmann’s sound quality and flawless
vocal technique, he did continue his analysis of her performance by admitting that “one
may conceive of a thunder of passion more imposing, of lightning flashes of jealousy and
anger more incendiary.”57 Hanslick attributed Lehmann’s lukewarm acting to vocal
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limitations, surprisingly, in light of his previous comments, rather than to her “want of
temperament.”58 One could assume reasonably that these latter comments of Hanslick
were a response to the fact that Lehmann was still growing into the role, just as Grisi had
to do when she followed Pasta’s rendition. Another more likely scenario, for Lehmann
would have never performed a role that she did not know inside and out, both vocally and
dramatically, was that Hanslick noticed those qualities of her acting abilities that mirrored her personality most closely—noble, refined, and practical.
The next major Norma triumph for Lehmann took place at the Metropolitan Opera
in New York City on 27 February 1890 for her benefit.59 Although she did not introduce
this opera to the United States—Tietjens sang the first Norma at the Academy of Music
in 1876—Lehmann delivered its premier performance at this newly established opera
venue in her native German tongue.60 The performance was described as being rendered
with “devotion and earnestness which mark Teutonic labors in dramatic art.”61 While the
critics deemed her rendition to be a moderate success, Lehmann’s motivations for
choosing Bellini’s opera for her benefit were called into question. In the following statement a critic for The New York Times accused Lehmann of selecting Norma solely as a
vehicle for showcasing her voice’s virtuosic capabilities. He also lended some insight
into the general attitudes of that time toward Italian bel canto:
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The time has gone by when the serious music lovers of this community
can be induced to accept “the worn-out elementary rhythms” of the Italian
stage. . . . The old-fashioned Italian opera can only maintain its hold as an
excuse for exhibitions of vocal technique, and it is pretty safe to say that
Lilli Lehmann chose Norma for that very purpose. She was probably
anxious to score a success in a style of singing with which her name and
fame have not been associated.62
As evidenced by these comments toward the “old-fashioned” Italian opera tradition, the
feelings in America reflected strongly those expressed in Vienna when Lehmann
performed as Norma in 1885. The same author of this article continued by commending
Lehmann for her “sincerity and forcefulness” in the scenes during which her “tragic
power was of more value than the lamented Bellini’s lyric lace work.”63
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Illustration 5.2. Poster Advertising Lehmann’s First Performance as Norma at the
Metropolitan Opera.64

Even though she received a decent amount of praise for her first New York performance as Norma, one significant piece of criticism arose that separates Lehmann’s
interpretation from those of Pasta, Malibran, Grisi, and Tietjens. While she did surprise
the audience with her degree of vocal flexibility, the quality of her fioriture still received
the following disapproval:
Fräu Lehmann took many of the elaborate ornamental passages at a very
moderate tempo and sang them with very evident labor, thus depriving
them of much of that brilliancy which the smooth, mellow, pliable Italian
64
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voices impart to them. Fiorituri [sic] without brilliancy have no raison
d’être, and no Italian diva of standing would have received half the
applause that Fräu Lehmann did for singing these passages as she did.
The audience was excited by astonishment at the fact that she could do it
at all. . . . We have heard a number of singers on the Italian stage whose
rendering of the ornamental passages would have caused us much less
anxiety.65
The opinions expressed in this review of Lehmann’s first Norma in America are not
surprising because Bellini’s opera was the first Italian bel canto work in which she had
starred at the Met. An even more interesting fact remains: every opera in which she sang
at this venue was performed in German, regardless of the original language of its libretto.66 Because the German language must be treated differently than Italian when composing vocal lines, perhaps the awkwardness of Lehmann’s coloratura passages was the
result of the adjustments she put in place to adapt Bellini’s melodies to fit the new
translation of the text.67 Until her first appearance as Norma, the Met audiences were
most familiar with her as Brünnhilde in Der Ring des Nibelungen, a role for which she
received great acclaim. Lehmann, along with fellow German colleagues, delivered the
first full performance Ring Cycle to American audiences; this milestone popularized
Wagner’s operas in the United States. When one considers the preferences of operagoers
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries for Wagner, Verdi, and Puccini over
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the seemingly outdated works of the Old Italian School, the resistance to her performing
repertoire from this tradition is understandable.68
In spite of Lehmann’s inability to emulate the Normas of her predecessors,
perhaps due to the overwhelming influence of her experiences as a Wagnerian soprano,
this fact does not detract from the overall beauty and power of her voice. William James
Henderson, a music critic for The New York Times, who described Lehmann as being “of
a heroic mold” whose art was “founded on the old bel canto . . . [and] sang with noble
suavity and aristocratic elegance of finish,”69 provided an illuminating description of her
voice in his book The Art of Singing:
Mme. Lehmann’s voice was a full-toned dramatic soprano, immense in
volume and resonance, and of voluptuous quality. The range was actually
three octaves, but her dramatic repertory compelled her to sing with in the
two-octave scale from C to C. But she could always reach the high F. . . .
Her attack was not flawless in some of her tragic rôles where she sacrificed it often to declamatory effects. But her tone production was that of a
consummate singer.70
It is interesting to note the differences in the opinions between Henderson and the German critic Hanslick in regards to Lehmann’s voice. While the former considers her to be
a dramatic soprano with “immense volume and resonance,” the latter concluded that her
instrument was not a worthy opponent of Wagnerian orchestration.71
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Henderson’s observations about Lehmann’s sacrifice of tonal quality for a dramatic effect echoed the descriptions of the preceding iconic Normas of the nineteenth
century. Because his comments were published in a book versus a review following a
performance, it is difficult to surmise when Henderson reached these conclusions about
Lehmann as an artist. Another critique written by Herman Klein in 1899, which possibly
indicates that Lehmann did improve as Norma as the decade progressed, corroborated
Henderson’s claims about her as an actress; again, however, Klein reported some
principal differences in her rendition:
She presents a wonderfully dignified yet pathetic embodiment of the erring priestess, and rises in the fullest degree to the tragic situation of the
last act. Her rendering of “Casta diva” was in many ways quite untraditional, being sung for the greater part in a delicate mezza voce that suggested in a striking degree the idea of mystery and awe; while the sudden
change to a broader tempo at the climax, if not what Bellini intended, was
at least very imposing in effect.72
In spite of or, perhaps, because of Lehmann’s personalized interpretations of Bellini’s
heroine, the prima donna assoluta of the late nineteenth century secured her place
permanently in the canon of consummate Normas. After Lehmann’s final performance
as Norma in New York City on 3 February 1892, the Metropolitan Opera did not host
another soprano worthy of the role for thirty-five years with the discovery of Rosa
Ponselle.
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Rosa Ponselle (1897-1981)
A mia figlia diletta
a Rachel chérie
a Rosa Ponselle
nominate Ponsella
auguro per lunga vita carriera bella.73
-Enrico Caruso (Eleazer)
When Herman Klein learned that Rosa Ponselle was coming to London to perform as Norma, after invoking the renditions of Lehmann and Tietjens that he witnessed,
as well as the memories of Pasta, Malibran, and Grisi, he admitted that “It will therefore
be doubly interesting to me . . . to note the precise line adopted in this respect by Mme.
Rosa Ponselle when she gives us her view of the character.”74 Similar to the situation at
the Metropolitan Opera, London’s Covent Garden experienced a thirty-year gap between
Norma productions; Lehmann’s was the last to be heard in that city before she retired
from the stage shortly after the turn of the century. Bellini’s masterpiece had more or
less disappeared from the popular canon entirely.75 In spite of this three-decade hiatus of
Norma, Ponselle, a woman with no previous operatic ties, was able to thrive in a role that
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had been considered one of the most difficult in operatic history from its time of
conception—and still is today.
Born in the small town of Meridian, Connecticut, Rosa Ponzillo is the first singer
considered in this study to be of an American nationality, and, unlike Callas, she
remained in the United States for the majority of her life. The only semi-formal vocal
training that Ponselle received was in tandem with her piano lessons from the neighborhood music teacher whom she called Miss [Anna] Ryan in her autobiography.76 As a
young girl Ponselle already possessed a voice of remarkable volume and strength; her
first encounter with opera occurred when she saw Emma Calvé in concert, followed by
attending performances of Luisa Tetrazzini and Dame Nellie Melba. According to
Ponselle, however, interestingly enough in light of her future repertoire, the singer that
made the most powerful impression on her was “one of the grandest of all Wagnerian
sopranos,” Ernestine Schumann-Heink.77 Ponselle acknowledged the peculiarity of her
preference for this Teutonic artist, but her explanation and description of what caused her
admiration of this singer’s voice and role interpretations provides one with insight into
who and what influenced her future development as an opera star. She believed simply
that, “Mme. Schumann-Heink embodied the highest ideals of musical art” and continued
with this vivid recollection:
There was an understated elegance about her that made it unnecessary for
her to rely on anything but her perfect technique. Her voice was marvelous—a true contralto, Teutonic in timbre but large, ringing, and nearly
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seamless from top to bottom. And unlike many German singers I’ve
heard, her voice had no “still tones” in it—and by that I mean whistle-like,
so-called “white” tones that have almost no vibrato. Hers had a rich, lovely quality that shimmered like a Latin voice. And she was involved in
what she was singing; it was not in her nature to be anything but a serious
artist, a communicator, a disciplined medium between the composer and
the audience.78
Many years after Ponselle heard Schumann-Heink for the first time and had forged her
own triumphant career, one of the last dying wishes of the aged Wagnerian powerhouse
was for Ponselle to sing for her. Ponselle obliged sometime before the woman’s death in
December of 1936.79
Before Ponselle launched her career as one of the most famous divas of the
twentieth century, she and her sister Carmela created a successful vaudeville act, known
in the business as the Ponzillo Sisters or The Tailored Italian Girls.80 According to the
leading Ponselle expert James Drake, their first audition together took place most likely
in the summer of 1915, sometime after the girls disobeyed their domineering father in
order to pursue a musical career in New York City.81 Carmela, ten years older than Rosa
and also an accomplished singer, had already established her solo vaudeville act in 1912,
and the younger Ponselle worked as a pianist in a movie theater for silent films. The
sister duo was the most enduring act managed by the agency Hughes & Smith, whose
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other famous clientele included Fred and Adele Astaire. From 1915 until 1918 the
Ponzillo Sisters were major headliners for the Keith Vaudeville Circuit, the most prominent entertainment network in the industry.
Sister acts had always been a popular attraction in vaudeville theaters, but what
elevated Carmela and Rosa above the others was the content that they offered—operatic
arias—rather than standard popular tunes or operetta. Ponselle listed “Barcarolle” from
Jacques Offenbach’s Les Contes d’Hoffmann (1881) and “Musetta’s Waltz” from
Giacomo Puccini’s La Bohème (1896) as examples of the repertoire for their twentyminute act. They also presented popular tunes of the day, such as “Comin’ thro the Rye,”
arranged by Ponselle herself with added fioiture in parallel thirds for the duet.82
Although she never spoke much of her days as a vaudeville singer once her opera career
was in full swing, nor was she asked about it often, Ponselle never attempted to hide her
past. In fact, it was during this time in her life that she acquired her confidence as a stage
performer and her developed keen business skills.83 When Carmela and Rosa’s
vaudeville careers were coming to an end due to their unwillingness to accept less than
$1,000 per week as a salary, she declared to their booking manager: “You mark my
words, Eddie, one day you’re going to have to pay ten dollars a seat to hear us at the
Metropolitan.”84 On the night of her début at the Met, Eddie Darling sauntered into her
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dressing room, placed a ten-dollar bill in front of her, and proclaimed boisterously,
“Okay, kid. You won your bet!”85
Following the dissolution of their contracts with the Keith Vaudeville Circuit, the
sisters began serious vocal training with William Thorner, a famous New York City
pedagogue with close ties to the celebrity singers and management of the Met; until this
point Ponselle had never received formal voice lessons. The event that changed her life
was the day that the illustrious tenor Enrico Caruso came to Thorner’s studio to hear
Ponselle in a private audition; at this time, authorities at the Met were desperately seeking
a Leonora for their pending production of Verdi’s La forza del destino (1862). In
attendance for this trial performance also was Adamo Didur, Rosa Raisa, and Raisa’s
husband, Giacomo Rimini.86 Ponselle and her sister sang the well-known arias from
works such as Il trovatore, La Gioconda, and Aïda—all of which were rather courageous
choices because, at that point, both Rosa and Carmela had almost no formal vocal
training. The four witnesses to their audition were impressed thoroughly, more so with
Rosa. The only concern that Caruso expressed was her lack of experience on the opera
stage. Within three days following “The Caruso Afternoon,” as the sisters called that first
fateful audition, Rosa and Carmela were invited to the Metropolitan Opera for a formal
audition with the Director Giulio Gatti-Casazza; Caruso had decided to gamble on the
vaudeville duo after all.87
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When the sisters concluded their audition, one that featured the same repertoire
that they sang in Thorner’s studio for Caruso and company, Gatti ordered Ponselle to
return to the Met in a week prepared to sing “Casta diva” and “Pace, pace mio Dio” from
Forza, two arias with which she had no experience. Because she was unfamiliar with
either piece, Ponselle agreed; in hindsight, she commented sarcastically, “He might as
well have given me the Koran to learn from memory.”88 In her memoirs Ponselle
credited Romano “Nino” Romani, an Italian composer and conductor known as Puccini’s
“protégé,” for his coaching and advice to prepare her for her Met auditions.89 Her second
audition took place on 4 June 1918; before the final cadenza of “Casta diva,” Ponselle
fainted and, in her words, “Not gracefully, as in one of the prolonged swoons once
popular in the movies, but practically flat on my face with almost no warning.”90 In spite
of this embarrassing incident, Gatti offered her a contract immediately for the 1918-1919
season that specified the roles Leonora of Forza, Rezia of Carl Maria von Weber’s
Oberon, and Ponselle’s longtime coveted role—Santuzza of Mascagni’s Cavalleria
rusticana. In a private meeting with Caruso following Ponselle’s audition, Gatti
confided:
This won’t be an ordinary debut. . . . Because she is an American, and because she has never sung in opera at all, the critics will make it a blackand-white matter. Either she will succeed magnificently, or she will fail
abysmally. If she is a success, the doors of the Metropolitan will be
opened to other American singers because she will have made it possible.
She’ll be a heroine to them, and rightly so.91
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The night of her début at the Met, 15 November 1918, Ponselle experienced severe
anxiety, with the headline resulting “Vaudeville Singer Dies at Met Debut” flashing
through her mind; fortunately, her performance as Leonora was nearly flawless, in part
thanks to the steadfast strength of Caruso who sang the part of Don Alvaro.92
For her début Ponselle received some of the most sensational reviews of any
singer new to the Met, especially because of, as Gatti suspected, her American heritage
and her lack of prior experience. A critic for the New York Herald, although he deemed
Verdi’s opera as second- or third-rate at best, had nothing but praise for the Met’s newest
prima donna:
It is seldom indeed that one can, with any measure of confidence, herald
the advent of a new star in the operatic firmament. Such a star, unless my
critical acumen has gone completely astray, I conceive to be Miss Rosa
Ponselle, who appeared before a Metropolitan audience for the first time
in the rôle of Leonora. When I consider this young lady . . . who saw an
operatic score for the first time only nine months ago and received her
entire musical operatic instruction in this country, did what she did both
musically and dramatically with the rôle of Leonora on Friday night, her
performance strikes me as little short of marvellous. Here is a real and
natural aptitude and a sense of the stage and its requirements which
amounts to genius. An operatic neophyte, who for the first time before an
exacting Metropolitan audience plays and sings with such authority, such
ease, such command of her artistic equipment, should certainly go far. For
so impressive an operatic début is as unusual as it is significant and interesting, and I cannot think that I can go far wrong in predicting for Miss
Ponselle a brilliant operatic career. I hail her, therefore, as one of the most
promising artists that [sic] has sung at the Metropolitan Opera House, as
Mr. Caruso said, in twenty years, and also as a most encouraging example
of our national artistic possibilities.93
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James Huneker of The New York Times added more insight into Ponselle’s sound in his
review; he described her voice as one of
natural beauty that may prove a gold mine; it is vocal gold, anyhow, with
its luscious lower and middle tones, dark, rich, and ductile. . . . Brilliant
and flexible in the upper register . . . a sweet, appealing, sympathetic
voice, well placed, well trained. The note of monotony in tone color that
occasionally intruded may be avoided.94
His only other true complaint was the awkwardness of her gait, caused by the long boots
she was obligated to wear, and her “angular” gestures.95 In spite of her overwhelming
apprehension and few minor imperfections, on the night of her operatic début Ponselle
achieved what no American had ever accomplished: a phenomenal performance in a
major venue. This was not only an important break in her career but also a significant
event in the history of opera in the United States.
Although Ponselle essentially acquired her prima donna status overnight, not
every critic was convinced of her longevity as a star performer and speculated as to
whether her first season with the Met was due to beginner’s luck. One such individual
was William James Henderson, known for his curmudgeonly and unforgiving nature; he
published an article in the New York Sun with the headline “Praise and Publicity Endangers Rosa Ponselle’s Career,” in which he warned her against continuing with heavy
dramatic roles, especially in Verdi’s operas, because her voice did not yet have the size or
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the training to withstand such strain.96 In a later opinion piece Henderson admonished
other critics for comparing Ponselle with such “incomparable artists as Patti and
Lehmann!”97 To him this was simply “ridiculous” in the sense that Ponselle was by no
means a “finished mistress of vocal technique”; he was concerned that the abundance of
exaggerated praise would cause her to abandon the further development of her voice.98
These comments from Henderson carried considerable weight because he was one of the
few music critics of the day who also studied the art form academically; his opinions
were well respected and widely read.99 In spite of Henderson’s observations that
Ponselle’s performances “deteriorated” as the 1918-1919 season progressed, Gatti still
renewed her contract for the following year.
Ponselle did not attempt the role of Bellini’s high priestess until nearly a decade
into her career with the Met, even though Gatti had surmised after her first audition,
“Maybe we’ll have another Norma on our hands.”100 During the years between her Met
début and her first performance as Norma, Ponselle’s anxiety and paralyzing perfectionism at times took a toll on her work, especially in the wake of Caruso’s death on 2
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August 1921. Because the press had labeled her as “Caruso’s discovery” and half of her
performances during the first two years of her career were opposite him, her identity as
an singer was inherently tied to him.101 In letters written to her close friend, the violinist
Kenneth Miller, in 1922, Ponselle described her condition as “depressed, nervous, and
fidgety”; she explained to him that she was “simply worked to death” and admitted to
taking medication daily for her anxiety.102
A great cause of her performance anxiety was her unstable upper register, which
resulted in an irrational fear of high Cs. Henderson criticized her at the onset of her
career, alleging, “Miss Ponselle does not approach her upper register correctly. . . . She
does not seem to have any notion of what is going to happen when she starts to ascend
above the staff.”103 In an effort to remedy this perceived vocal flaw, Ponselle took the
advice of the late Caruso, practicing what she referred to as keeping “a square throat”
when singing the high notes, in which “The palate is high and the back of the tongue flat.
. . . Keep the tone dark.”104 Although her laborious training sessions yielded major
improvements, she was not satisfied until she earned the following praise from one of her
colleagues at the Met, Nina Zirato: “In all my career, I never heard a more seamless and
beautifully balanced dramatic soprano voice than hers. . . . No other dramatic soprano in
my memory could maintain the evenness of tone quality from the highest to lowest notes,
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especially with so large a voice.”105 In spite of her nearly flawless technique, singing
above a high B flat continued to cause Ponselle anxiety, especially later in her career as
her confidence waned. According to Zirato, after Ponselle added Norma to her repertory
she carried two, possibly three, scores with her to every rehearsal and performance of
different key transpositions, depending on the intensity of her anxiety on any given
day.106 At times she even switched scores between acts of a single performance.
When Tullio Serafin heard Ponselle for the first time during the 1924-1925
season at the Met, he announced to Gatti: “This will eventually be a Norma voice.”107
When Gatti approached Ponselle the following year about beginning studies of Norma,
even though she noticed there were a number of high Cs in the score, she acquiesced.
Her agreeable attitude was most likely in large part due to her then recent triumph as
Giulia in Spontini’s La Vestale (1807), which she introduced to the Met on 12 November
1925; Gatti and Serafin utilized this opera, strictly in the Classical style, as a training tool
to lighten Ponselle’s voice for the intricate fioriture of Bellini’s work. She spent two
years preparing the role, studying mainly with Serafin, who would later work with Callas
and Romani; like so many sopranos who preceded and followed Ponselle, she admitted
that it was the most difficult role in her entire career.108 According to Ponselle, “Casta
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diva” and the duets with Adalgisa, such as “Mira, O Norma,” were not necessarily a
challenge for her because they fit into her vocal range quite comfortably.109 Sometimes,
depending on her levels of anxiety, Ponselle was known to transpose the score down by
half a tone; her voice type could have been described more accurately as that of a mezzosoprano.
The aspect of bringing the character to life dramatically was not as difficult for
Ponselle because to her Norma was not a “living character” like Santuzza, Violetta, or
Carmen; the only emotion that she highlighted in her description of the Druid priestess
was that of “despair” over the “fate of her children” in her final confession.110 When
comparing Norma to the heroine of Ponchielli’s La Gioconda (1876), her second most
exacting role in her opinion, Ponselle described Gioconda as “savage” and “full of
violence,” while Norma is “classical. . . . Norma feels emotions just as strongly as
Gioconda but [in Norma] you have to turn every phrase with elegance, no matter how
dramatic. Then, too, the coloratura in Norma is formidable for any soprano with a big
voice.”111 In light of Ponselle’s opinions on the character of Norma, it is reasonable to
assert that, while her voice possessed a higher degree of agility than that of Lehmann, her
powers as a dramatic actress were most likely similar to the German’s more reserved and
noble style. Because the way in which she described the emotional content involved in
the role as more one-dimensional, likening Norma to the standard “cookie-cutter”
scorned woman character, her interpretation differed greatly from especially Pasta and
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Callas’s renditions, for they were most recognized for the palpable and instinctual
displays of passion. The performances of Malibran, Grisi, and Tietjens also fell more in
line with those of Pasta and Callas as far as their approaches to dramatic acting.
When Ponselle made her début as Norma on 16 November 1927, it generated a
significant amount of attention; the majority of major New York newspapers provided
coverage of the event, and the audience members at the Met held their breath as they
waited anxiously to hear their American diva in an opera that had been absent from their
stage for thirty-five years (see Illustration 5.3 for a poster advertising the event). Her
anxiety leading up to the performance had reached a whole new level, and following one
of the final rehearsals she verbally assaulted Serafin with this stinging accusation:
“You’re the person who has ruined me! You’ve destroyed my voice! Are you willing to
admit that you are responsible for wrecking my career?”112 On opening night Ponselle
must have channeled her doubts and fears into her performance because the reviews were
almost unanimously positive, even from Henderson, her nemesis in the press.
Of the opera as a whole, Henderson complained of the “pitiably cheap and commonplace stuff in the melodic content” and remarked snidely, “The long-famous Druid
march has come down the years footweary and dusty. There is no reason why we should
not be candid about the matter and admit that John Philip Sousa would have been
ashamed to father such infantile prattle.”113 Once he finished insulting Bellini’s merits as
a composer, he admitted begrudgingly, “It can be said that she [Ponselle] added to her
repertoire an embodiment which will increase her fame and which deepens the impres-
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sion created in recent seasons that the ripening of her talent has been the result of a
growing sincerity of purpose and earnest study.”114 Henderson did declare that Ponselle’s “Casta diva” was “a genuinely beautiful piece of singing,” which is not surprising
because that was the one piece of music from the Bellini canon in which he could find no
fault.115
Figure 5.3. Poster Advertising Ponselle’s First Performance as Norma at the
Metropolitan Opera.116
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It can be confirmed that Ponselle sang this cavatina in F, the same key as Pasta;
this aria would not be restored to the original key of G until Callas took the stage as
Norma twenty-one years later.117 The cabaletta “Ah! bello a me ritorna” of scena “Casta
diva” was also transposed down an additional half tone to E major, and many of the high
Cs in this piece, as well as throughout the entire score were eliminated.118 As Ardoin
pointed out in his article, it is impossible to know at this point in time exactly what
changes Ponselle made to the role during a live performance. Not only did the transpositions of individual numbers and acts change based on her mood, there were most likely
discrepancies between her staged performances and her recordings. Because a full
recording of Ponselle as Norma has not yet been made available, or possibly does not
exist, there is no way to ascertain the true differences conclusively.
Henderson also noticed that “there was much simplification and curtailing of the
time-honored cadenzas,” but at the same time gave Ponselle the benefit of the doubt
because it was no longer commonplace for every singer to be trained properly in the
florid style.119 Another critic shared the same sentiments, contending that Ponselle did
not yet achieve the ideal portrayal of the heroine that required the “wild ferocity of the
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tigress” as Norma is torn apart with feelings of betrayal, ire, desperation, and wrath.120 In
this same article for the New York Herald Tribune, Lawrence Gilman provided an
effective description of what the role of Norma entails and a goal for which any singer
attempting a performance as this character should strive to achieve:
As the Norma is required to not only convey these stormy emotions
through her skill and power as an histrion, but she must somehow contrive to utter them through the medium of Bellini’s merciless ornamentation—she must know how to give significance to roulades, to turn embroidery into lyric speech, to make a frill not seem a frill but a spontaneous effervescence of dramatic song—to turn lace work into living fire and brocades into poems. And at all times, whether she is voicing the serene, exalted loveliness of the mood of “Casta diva,” or the anger and despair of
“Oh, non tremare,” she must sing the florid passages with the meticulous
finesse, the delicate precision, the purity of style required by those who
dare the perilous upper reaches of these Italian skies.121
For both Gilman and Henderson, Ponselle’s performance did not quite “fill these
complex and tyrannous requirements,” meaning that she did not match the powerful
renditions of her predecessors.122 When recalling Chorley’s descriptions of Pasta and
Grisi in the role, Ponselle, by comparison, lacked “that fury of the discarded mistress, the
deserted mother,” and “the stature of the tragic heroine [is] missing in this quieter, but
very touching performance.”123 There were certain scenes in the opera that played to
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Ponselle’s strengths, however, and Gilman and Henderson’s reviews were not filled with
negative criticism alone; both journalists agreed that the success of the performance was
owed solely to Ponselle on stage and Serafin in the pit. It is important to remember that
the average operagoer was not as well versed in the history of the tradition as some of the
critics writing at that time. Many people, even the less-informed journalists, were unaware of the details surrounding the art of Pasta, Grisi, and Malibran, and few individuals
could recall distinctively Lehmann’s Norma; with the lack of knowledge of the history of
this opera the audience simply accepted Ponselle’s performance for what it was—a
sensitive and beautifully rendered representation of Bellini’s most popular heroine.124
Although she was accused of “ragged” and “blurred” passagework125 and
“monotonous” recitative,126 these flaws should not be cited to diminish what Ponselle did
accomplish the night of her Norma début. While Henderson’s praise was limited to a
brief comment about her “Casta diva,” Gilman was slightly more effusive with his
compliments in the following passage:
Yet this impersonation has rare and excelling virtues. How truly and sensitively felt was Miss Ponselle’s embodiment of the Norma of the earlier
scenes—the gravely hieratic Norma of “Casta diva,” a figure of lovely and
gracious dignity in the moonlight of the sacred grove; how exquisite the
sentiment and the tonal beauty with which she invested that ageless and
ravishing apostrophe to the pale goddess! How touching and simple she
was in the scenes with her children; how movingly she sang the noble
melody of “Toneri figli,” one of the greatest airs in all opera; and how she
conquered by the restraint (which was there most admirably fitting) of her
124
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final scene of magnanimous self-sacrifice, when she tears the sacred
wreath from her forehead and declares herself the guilty one!127
Another compelling instance of Ponselle’s portrayal of Norma came from the diva herself
in a description of the final scene in which the High Priestess of Gaul admits the violation
of her chastity vows to her people; many accounts of her approach to this climactic
moment recall her treatment of the words “Son io!” as being sung on a “prolonged high
pianissimo.”128 Ponselle shared her feelings during this moment with James Drake in the
following passage: “I had to hold back [my emotions] all through Norma, but especially
in that scene. I had to fight back tears! When you think about it, Norma has all the
emotions a woman can have. There is religious devotion, passion, friendship, a mother’s
love, self-sacrifice—all those emotions in one role.”129 If Ponselle had unleashed more
of the raw feeling that she intuited in these comments to Drake, then, perhaps, the critics
would have been more convinced of her art and accepted it as a genuine representation of
the role as Bellini intended it.
Although Ponselle delivered many more triumphant Norma performances—
thirty-four in total throughout the span of her career—in other American cities besides
New York, such as Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cleveland, and Baltimore, the next most
significant performance beyond her début in the role took place in London at Covent
Garden in 1929. As her manager Libbie Miller put it: “On this side of the Atlantic, there
wasn’t another soprano who could touch Rosa after she did Norma. Yet Raisa, Muzio,
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Jeritza, and the others had made their reputations not just over here but in Europe too.”130
After she determined that she would never be able to keep her anxiety under control in
Italy and had turned down an offer from Muzio to perform in Buenos Aires, Ponselle
decided that London would provide the most comfortable environment for her début on
the international stage.131 When she presented her Norma to Londoners on 28 May 1928,
an opera not heard since Lehmann sang it there thirty years prior, the reactions of the
critics implied that Ponselle had improved greatly in the role since her début at the Met,
especially in terms of her skills as a tragedienne.132 In a memoir disseminated in the
Opera periodical fifty-three years later, Ida Cook, who was in the audience that night,
recalled the event with vivid detail:
It is more than half-a-century since that night, but I see her still—that
beautiful, utterly commanding figure—as she took her stand under the
dusty cardboard tree, which immediately became the totally realistic oak
from which she was to cut the mistletoe. She delivered the first phrases of
anger and reproof in tones of ringing authority, and then began the “Casta
diva,” with that perfectly supported pianissimo, that rock-like steadiness
of tone, that flawless legato. It was like someone weaving a spell and, one
and all, we succumbed to it. To such a degree that at the end of the aria,
despite the rule then operating at Covent Garden forbidding applause
during an act, the silence was shattered by a storm of cheering and
clapping in which even the orchestra joined.133
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Another defiance of London custom occurred that night when Ponselle was singled out at
the conclusion of the opera to receive a standing ovation that lasted for several minutes.134
When Ponselle first arrived in London, she was warned by another prominent
soprano, Dame Nellie Melba, of the “no applause” etiquette of Covent Garden. The
“special cable to The New York Times” reporting from London stated, “Mme. Melba was
with Miss Ponselle shortly before the performance, cheering her up and warning her of
the ways of London opera audiences”; the positive connotation of the phrase “cheering
her up,” however, was a drastic misinterpretation of this exchange, most likely due to the
biased nature of the publication and the journalist’s loyalty to England’s beloved prima
donna.135 Melba was notorious for her vicious and territorial treatment of other female
rivals,136 especially those whom she perceived to be a threat; her reception of Ponselle
was cold, dismissive, and, when she decided to speak at all, quite rude.137 She spitefully
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reminded the American, now on her turf, that “This isn’t the Metropolitan,” and even she,
“the great Melba,” never received applause after an aria.138 Ponselle never knew for sure
if Melba ever attended any of her Norma performances, a role that the pompous Australian never herself attempted, although it was rumored that she showed up secretly. Had
she paid Ponselle her respect, Melba would have witnessed the audience of Covent
Garden applaud ecstatically for no less than six minutes—Edith Prilik, Ponselle’s
secretary, timed it—following her “Casta diva,” and at many other times throughout the
performance. Ponselle returned to the United States as an international star.
By the end of her career, which concluded in early retirement, Ponselle had established herself as one of the reigning divas of the twentieth century. Her final performance was in, of all cities, Cleveland as the title character in Georges Bizet’s Carmen
(1875), even though The Grove Book of Opera Singers cited this opera as “her only
notable failure.”139 This same source also provided a description of her voice, which
sheds light on how contemporary historians consider her as a singer: “Ponselle’s voice is
generally regarded as one of the most beautiful of the century. She was universally
lauded for her opulence of tone, evenness of scale, breadth of range, perfection of
technique and communicative warmth.”140 In an article that Ida Cook wrote to honor
Ponselle’s time spent in London, she remembered Callas once asking the question: “I
think you know, Eeda [sic], that to me Ponselle was probably the greatest singer of us
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all—but can you tell me how we differed on stage?”141 Cook responded with “Ponselle
was like a goddess. One understood immediately why the tribe [Druids] people
practically worshipped her, and one shared the emotion with them. So that when she
proved to be an intensely human, fallible woman the shock was almost as great for
oneself as for her followers.”142 In contrast, Callas acted the role of Norma as a woman
entirely, leaving the goddess dimension out of her interpretation, at least according to
Cook. Many scholars agree that the classic florid style of singing expired with Patti,
Melba, and Ponselle at the latest; even when Lehmann had taken the stage in Norma, the
elaborate fioriture and so-called simple orchestration of Bellini was considered
antiquated. Both Lehmann and Ponselle’s renditions of the Druid priestess were
ultimately influenced by the shifting preferences of operagoers for the Wagnerian and
verismo styles, as well as their early operatic training, or in Ponselle’s case, the lack
thereof. From the time in which Ponselle assumed the role for the last time, another
worthy Norma would not be heard until the dawn of the Callas Phenomenon sixteen years
later, thus signifying the revival of the bel canto tradition.
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CHAPTER VI
“LA DIVINA”:
THE CALLAS PHENOMENON
This is the voice to say yes to—
harsh, choked, dark,
smoked, veiled, black,
vaulting, slashing,
charred, metallic, raw,
hot-marbles-mouthed,
wrathful-heart-stopping,
deadened-before-dying,
little-girled, gaudy, bottled,
thick, opaque, rapt,
shrilling, cascading,
E in alto to low F sharp,
chesting way up beyond A
glottaled, noble, gloating. . .
-William Aide1
Background
Maria Callas was no ordinary opera singer. She was a true pioneer, dusting off
long forgotten works and restoring them to the stage for the world to witness. Of the
operas she performed that never fell out of the popular canon, Callas elevated them to a
new level unbeknown by her contemporary audiences because of her concrete devotion to
interpreting the music as written and her exceptional, almost surreal, talent as an actress.
By common concurrence, even today, Callas was an artist of the first order; even those
possessing only the most basic knowledge about opera recognize her name. Although
Callas’s last stage appearance was fifty-one years ago and she died in 1977, she still
remains one of the most influential operatic figures of the twentieth century and beyond,
1
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with her legacy immortalized through her discography and the immense quantity of
writings about her in existence. More significant than these physical materials
commemorating Callas are the awareness and respect for her art that survive in the
memories of today’s opera community, especially those of current sopranos.
The circumstances of Callas’s childhood aided in the development of a shaky selfconfidence, one that would follow her for the rest of her life. Near the end of her career,
in a 1957 issue of the Italian magazine Oggi, Callas confessed: “Even today, although I
am generally regarded as a presumptuous person, I am never certain of myself, and I am
frequently tortured by doubts and fears.”2 Callas’s negative feelings about her childhood,
especially concerning her relationship with her mother, Evangelia Dimitriadis,3 are well
documented throughout her interviews and writings.4 In a revealing letter written to
Alma Bond, author of The Autobiography of Maria Callas: A Novel, the singer divulged
the cause of her indignation and resentment toward her mother, which she harbored for a
lifetime, in the following passage:
Since my rejection of my mother mystifies everyone including the press,
the first heap of papers tells of our relationship from the moment I was
born to the present day. I am angry with her for many reasons, but most of
all because she took over my childhood and kept me from knowing who I
am. It has been said that I am a singer with a thousand voices. I think I
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am a soul with a thousand selves. Hopefully, this potpourri of paper will
cast some light on why I feel so nonexistent except when I am on stage.5
While it is not the purpose of this study to discuss Callas’s personal life at length, her
unhappy childhood and strained relationship with her mother, as evidenced in the above
passage, most likely contributed to her extraordinary powers as a tragedienne. Callas did
not just play a role on stage: she became the role. Because she was robbed of the chance
to discover her true self as a young girl and grew into womanhood without a realized
identity, then, perhaps, this is why she so intensely assumed the character of the heroines
that she brought to life on stage.
When Callas was born, her parents lamented that she was not a replacement of
their son, Vasily,6 who had died as an infant when the typhus endemic swept through
their hometown in Greece.7 Her mother refused to lay eyes on her or hold her for the first
four days of her life.8 Callas internalized this harsh rejection in her early years; it soon
became a constant theme throughout her life. Because she always felt unwanted,
emotions that were amplified especially by her mother’s obvious preference for her older
sister Jackie, Callas assumed a fierce work ethic and a perpetual desire for perfection that
permeated all aspects of her life in an attempt to mask her insecurities. Throughout their
childhoods the sisters participated in several stage performances, mostly in contests
designed to showcase young prodigies; their mother cultivated high ambitions and hopes
for her daughters’ futures as theatrical artists. Unfortunately, competition causes
5
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comparison, and Callas often referred to herself as “the ugly duckling” of the family,
citing her obesity, acne, and thick glasses as evidence.9 In a wistful recollection of her
childhood, Callas bitterly admitted that “I felt I was loved only when I sang.”10
Following her eighth-grade graduation in 1937, Callas, along with her mother and
sister, returned to Greece in order to fulfill Evangelia’s wish to acquire further musical
training for her daughters without her husband’s objections.11 Before Callas could begin
her studies she faced major obstacles: the two main schools—the Athens Conservatory
and the National Conservatory—both required a basic secondary education as well as a
rudimentary understanding of music theory. Her formal education ended at the
conclusion of the eighth grade, and she possessed scant knowledge of music theory.12 In
addition, neither conservatory accepted students under the age of sixteen; Callas was only
thirteen years old at the time. Eventually, after weeks of her mother’s scheming, Callas
was presented with the opportunity to audition for Maria Trivella, a vocal instructor at the
National Conservatory. Without hesitation Trivella accepted Callas as a private student
and years later remembered their early sessions in the following manner: “The gemlike
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quality of her voice was apparent from her first lessons. . . . However, as soon as she
started doing exercises I realized that she was not a contralto, as I had been told, but a
dramatic soprano.”13 When reflecting on the quality of her voice during her nascent
stages as a singer, Callas shared her recollections, which were similar to Trivella’s
assessment:
The timbre was dark, almost black—when I think of it I think of thick
molasses—and I also had problems with the limits [of my voice] in the
upper register. All my efforts, then and later . . . were directed toward
lightening the tone and acquiring the tonal colors I would need for many—
a great many—of the roles I dreamed of.14
Callas attended lessons with Trivella daily and practiced her vocal technique an
additional five to six hours per day. She made such remarkably rapid improvements that
Trivella, along with Yorgos Karakandas, the head of the opera school at the National
Conservatory, convinced the principal, Manolis Kalomiris, to admit her in spite of her
young age as a student for the 1937-1938 academic year on a full scholarship.
One of the most often repeated attributes of Callas as an operatic performer, her
phenomenal skills as an actress, were immediately apparent to her new instructors. In his
memoirs Karakandas remembered that “Her voice was good but immature. . . . The first
thing that struck me was her strong desire to get somewhere, to be a good actress.”15
During her first few years at the National Conservatory Callas attended opera classes
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taught by Karakandas, who valued the worthiness of a performance by one’s acting
abilities. Several years later, he asserted boldly, “I taught her—and she followed my
advice, which is the main reason she became famous.”16 As demonstrated by this claim,
it was, perhaps, Karakandas’s arrogance combined with Callas’s stubbornness that caused
their relationship to turn antagonistic. In addition to these opera classes, Trivella worked
tirelessly with Callas to improve her skills as an actress, particularly with increasing the
flexibility and fluidity of her bodily movements, such as arm gestures and collapsing
dramatically because so many operatic heroines are required to faint or die onstage.
One cannot ascertain definitively Trivella’s influence on Callas because the latter
failed to acknowledge her first teacher in the bulk of her memoirs and interviews. Even
after she received unanimous honors at the proficiency examinations of the National
Conservatory at the conclusion of her first year of studies, Callas denounced the
institution: “At the National Conservatory I had everything, but they never showed me,
never taught me anything. Whatever I did, they just said, ‘Well done!’ or ‘Very
good!’”17 Even though she is remembered for her demanding expectations, Callas’s
scathing remarks might not be without merit because the most steadfast remembrances at
this time recall that her voice, while overwhelming in volume and girth, lacked a sense of
control; it was also plagued by excessive vibrato.18 Nonetheless, Callas was invited to
make her official public début in Athens at a concert celebrating American Independence
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Day on 4 July 1938.19 According to the program, “Mis [sic] Mariana Kalogeropoulou
will sin [sic] Greek and American songs,” but one spectator recalled vividly that, for her
encore, Callas performed “Casta diva” from Norma.20 If this individual’s account is
accurate, then the young singer would have been only fourteen years old when she gave
her first public rendition of the aria that was to become her signature.
Officially dissatisfied with her lessons with Trivella, Callas sought out a new
teacher. During the summer of 1938 Callas, or, perhaps, her mother convinced the
esteemed Spanish coloratura soprano Elvira de Hidalgo (1891-1980) to allow her to
audition for private voice lessons. In an oft-quoted passage, de Hidalgo described this
first encounter with the young Callas in the following honest recollection:
[She had] an artistic personality like a river in flood. It is terrible what a
woman like that can do. I remember she made that impression on me at
once, the very first time I met her. . . . In those days she called herself
Marianna Kaloyeropoulou. She was fourteen years old and a great lump
of a girl. . . . I must say, when I first saw her I was none too enthusiastic.
She was tall, fat, and rather gauche, with a very spotty complexion. Her
clothes were very ordinary, almost slovenly. . . . Her eyes, large and deepset, were the most expressive things about her, but they were hidden behind very thick glasses. . . . When she opened her mouth I was dumbstruck. Maria sang with exceptional power, she had a voice like a trombone. It was rough, but with a very individual timbre, quite extraordinary.
It thrilled me immediately. All at once I felt an odd liking for the girl. It
was as if her singing had touched some strange chord in me. I felt that I
had to help her, and that only I could do it.21
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Callas began to attend lessons secretly with de Hidalgo while, at the same time,
continuing her studies with Trivella at the National Conservatory.22 The sooner that
Callas had a diploma in voice studies, then the sooner she would be able to participate in
professional stage productions. She was actually awarded her first role as a leading lady
before she was graduated at the age of fifteen years old. In a production sponsored by the
National Conservatory as a year-end student showcase, which occurred on 19 March
1939 at The Olympia Theater in Athens, Callas sang the part of Santuzza in Mascagni’s
Cavalleria rusticana (1890).23 As a colleague of hers observed, “She had a voice that
was real dramatic soprano in the middle of her range, a mezzo in the lower notes, and a
lyric soprano at the top!”24 The majority of the comments surrounding her first performance recalled her unique, albeit not necessarily beautiful, voice and her memorable
skills as an actress.25
In the fall of 1939 Callas officially auditioned to study with de Hidalgo at the
Athens Conservatory, the superior rival of the National Conservatory. Although the
school officials were hesitant to admit Callas, the determined teacher offered to accept
her as a pupil at no cost. The writings concerning de Hidalgo are exceedingly scarce,
most of which focus on her career as a pedagogue with Callas as her most famous
student.
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Prior to her well-known days as a vocal instructor de Hidalgo enjoyed a short, yet
successful, career on the operatic stage, which took flight when she was sixteen years old
with her renowned rendition of Rosina from Il barbiere di Siviglia at the Teatro di San
Carlo in Naples. As early as the age of twelve, she began voice studies with two
esteemed Spanish sopranos, Conchita Bordalba and María Barrientos at the Barcelona
Conservatory. She moved eventually to Milan to study with Melchior Vidal, who
belonged to the Italian “school” of the famed author of The Technics of Bel Canto
(1905),26 Giovanni Battista Lamperti (1839-1910).27 In the preface to his book Lamperti
asserted that “this [vocal] method had been tested by time, and that I can trace it back to
the Italian singing-masters Gasparo Pacchierotti (d. 1821), Giovanni Battista Velluti (d.
1861), and others.”28 This connection between Lamperti and Vidal is significant because
it creates a direct lineage between de Hidalgo and the bel canto tradition that traces back
to the castrati and to Pasta, who then passed along the same vocal method, or
“schooling,” to Callas.29
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Once admitted to the Athens Conservatory, which was not an easy task as the
majority of the faculty except for de Hidalgo considered her to be more trouble than she
was worth, Callas immersed herself fully into her studies of the art of bel canto. When
she became an official student of the Conservatory, she possessed major vocal flaws that
de Hidalgo addressed, even though various detractors over the years would claim that to
be untrue. The first major issue, one by which Pasta was also plagued, was the noticeable
difference among her three registers—chest, middle, and head voice—which is an
undesirable characteristic for any singer. Her transitions between her vocal ranges were
blatantly audible, and due to her unique timbre, the color and tone varied in each part of
her instrument. The other major problem with which Callas was forced to grapple was
the troublesome tremolo, often referred to as a “wobble,” especially apparent in her high
notes.30 Although Callas was never able to overcome these imperfections fully, through
her studies with de Hidalgo she improved drastically, most notably with the expansion of
her range. While it cannot be confirmed, it is possible that the root of Callas’s troubles
was the result of her overstraining her voice, both as a young girl and as an adult. When
she worked with de Hidalgo, and even beforehand, Callas forced herself to attempt roles
from Norma, Il trovatore, and similar works before her voice had matured enough to
handle such demanding music.31
In spite of the possibility that the repertoire that de Hidalgo assigned to Callas
may have caused irreparable damage, Callas insisted that her teacher was only following
30
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her instincts and provided her with materials best suited to her voice. Callas believed that
her vocal range categorized her initially as a mezzo or contralto, much like Pasta and
Malibran in the early stages of their careers.32 The study of these more complicated roles
assisted Callas in strengthening her head voice and chest voice, both qualities necessary
for successfully executing a dramatic soprano role. In a telling comparison to the former
prime donne assolute of the nineteenth century, Callas reflected on her achievements as a
student of de Hidalgo and made a blunt declaration: “Let’s state this plainly. My voice
has one main repertoire, that of Bellini, Donizetti, and Rossini, and it comprehends more
than one of the modern categories of voices. It is soprano. Period! Pasta and Grisi did
Normas and Fidelios, and I’m only doing what they did.”33 Not only was she able to soar
as the leading heroines of the bel canto masters, Callas championed the roles created by
later composers such as Verdi, Puccini, and Mascagni. Through her studies with de
Hidalgo, Callas discovered how to exploit her vocal flaws—such as her non-uniform
timbre and distinct registers—in order to customize her sounds depending on the specific
character or emotion she wished to express through her singing.
To acquire the proper technique necessary for performing authentically in the bel
canto style, both de Hidalgo and Callas believed that one must persevere through an
entire “schooling,” consisting of a strict regiment of vocal exercises.34 Callas speculated
that her beloved teacher was one of the last to receive this specific type of training. This
claim cannot be corroborated, but it does not, however, detract from the notion that
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Callas received genuine instruction in how to reproduce a manner of singing that had lost
its popularity by the mid-nineteenth century. Her documented thoughts in regards to
what bel canto entails further support the validity of her practices, as detailed in the
following statements:
This training is not just ‘beautiful singing’; that is a literal translation.
Rather, bel canto is a method of singing, a sort of straitjacket that you
must put on. You learn how to approach a note, how to attack it, how to
form a legato, how to create a mood, how to breathe so that there is a
feeling of only a beginning and ending. . . . Above all, bel canto is expression. A beautiful sound alone is not enough. . . . Aren’t there certain
books that must be read between the lines in order to have their full
meaning? Singers must do the same with the scores; we must add what
the composer would have wanted, a thousand colors and expressions.35
In addition to attacking pitches with accuracy, effectuating a flawless legato line, and
possessing a seemingly endless breath support, Callas also developed a lighter, more
flexible voice through her studies with de Hidalgo. The teacher was known to create
technical exercises for each of her students according to their needs and passed them
along orally.36 In later interviews and during her master classes taught at Juilliard,
however, the only pedagogical methods that Callas cited were the vocalises constructed
by Giuseppe Concone (1801-1861) and Heinrich Panofka (1807-1887).37 In her words,
“these are the singer’s bible,”38 meant to teach one “the way of bel canto,”39 with a wide
array of etudes concerned with concepts such as chromatic scales, trills or mordents,
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acciaccature, and legati.40 The manuals compiled by Concone and Panofka supposedly
address so many characteristics of bel canto that Callas insisted that, if one studies their
exercises consistently, then one would be prepared for any detail to be encountered in an
actual opera score.41
When the Germans invaded Greece in 1941, Callas was forced to remain in
Athens until the war concluded in 1945. During that time she continued her studies with
de Hidalgo and maintained a position with the National Theater, first as a member of the
chorus and then as a soloist. Callas first caught the attention of the professional opera
company after her sensational performance in the lead role of Puccini’s Suor Angelica, a
production staged entirely by de Hidalgo for her students. Her next great success on the
stage occurred on 27 August 1942, when she starred in Tosca in Klafthmonos Square,
Athens’s open-air theater.42 Two years later, in the summer of 1944, Callas secured her
fame in Greece as Leonore in Beethoven’s Fidelio. The critics almost unanimously
agreed that she delivered an excellent performance, one that was “extremely well
disciplined in the purest Beethoven style” and generally regarded as “an excellent
incarnation of Leonore.”43
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Once the war ended and she finally felt comfortable with her reputation in Greece,
Callas left the country that she had called home for eight years and returned to New York
City to reunite with her father. At the age of twenty-one Callas had performed seven
leading roles in fifty-six performances, had given seven solo recitals, and was featured in
fourteen concerts.44 When she was unable to establish a career in the United States due
to a conflict with the Metropolitan Opera, Callas resettled in Italy, where she made her
début at the Arena di Verona as the leading lady in Amilcare Ponchielli’s La Gioconda
(1876) under Tullio Serafin (1878-1968), the conductor who would become her advocate,
just as he had been for Ponselle.45
Callas as Norma
Although it is plausible for one to believe that the career of an operatic soprano
with the degree of fame and fortune acquired by Callas exploded immediately following
her Verona début, in actuality she enjoyed only modest success as Gioconda. At that
point in time her voice was still too harsh and thick for most connoisseurs to tolerate,
much less enjoy.46 The support, encouragement, and mentorship of Serafin, as well as
the financial aid and romantic devotion of Giovanni Battista Meneghini, her future
husband, is what kept Callas’s career afloat and allowed her to concentrate on improving
44
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the pleasantries and beauty of her voice. When reminiscing about her first conductor,
Callas explained, “He taught me that in everything there must be expression, there must
be a justification, he taught me exactly the depth of music. . . . I really, really drank all I
could from this man.”47 The advice and guidance that Callas received from Serafin when
learning new roles, ones that remained in her repertory for the remainder of her career,
influenced her development as both a singer and an actress. It may have been de Hidalgo
who first directed her eager student towards the bel canto tradition, but it was Serafin
who ultimately provided Callas with the first opportunities to master these roles on stage.
Even though her first triumphs on the Italian stage were as Richard Wagner’s Isolde,
Brünnhilde, and Kundry, after her breakthrough performances as Norma in 1948 and
Elvira from Bellini’s I puritani in 1949, Callas never performed in another staged work
of the famed German composer from that year forth.48
The first time that Callas sang as Norma on 30 November 1948, the critics began
to recognize her gift for interpreting operatic roles from the singing traditions of the past.
In one of the leading Florentine newspapers, a critic responded enthusiastically to
Callas’s triumph: “This young artist has already attained the highest levels of the Italian
bel canto, fine singing.”49 From the nature of this commentary, it is reasonable for one to
47
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assert that the hundreds of hours that Callas spent studying with de Hidalgo, as well as
repetitively drilling the vocal exercises of Concone and Panofka, ensured her success in
this type of role. In the following passage yet another reviewer’s account further
supports this contention:
[She possesses] unusual flexibility all through the range, markedly so in
delicate nuances. Therefore Norma appears almost an entirely different
character from the one we are accustomed to hearing; softer, more
feminine—a Norma that does not strike so much as moves us.50
Serafin noticed a similar change in his observations: “I believe that at the end of her first
Norma, Callas’s impact was so great that henceforth the audience, at least in their
subconscious, were changing their approach to opera.”51 Once European audiences,
especially in Italy, recognized the full depth of Callas’s talents and her affinity for the
dormant style of florid song, the manner in which operatic singing was heard and
approached changed drastically.
Over a decade later a journalist for the Saturday Review reinforced the reactions
of those in Florence, insisting that Callas’s sound displayed “almost nothing in common
with any other artists we admire. Her voice has all the characteristics of a ‘vocal
instrument’ of earlier times. She sings as, in all probability, they sang a century ago.”52
Within a few short months following her Norma début, in the wake of her juxtaposed
renditions of Brünnhilde and Elvira—a technical feat that no other soprano had ever
50
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achieved in such an immediate succession—frenzied reports spread throughout the
operatic world of the birth of a new phenomenon. Callas turned back the hand of time
and reclaimed Norma and other bel canto operas for the strong lyric soprano voice, as
possessed by Pasta, Malibran, and Grisi, rather than allowing these works to continue to
be portrayed simply as light coloratura roles that lacked dramatic substance.
Amid her preparation for her first professional appearance as Norma, Callas
quickly recognized that this experience would serve as a pivotal moment in her career
and that this role would serve as one of the cornerstones of her extensive repertory.53
One of the reasons, perhaps, that she was so drawn to Bellini’s heroine was the fact that
she felt a compelling connection with Norma’s emotions and actions. In a revealing
interview later in her career Callas admitted, “Norma resembles me in a certain way. She
seems very strong, very ferocious at times. Actually, she is not, even though she roars
like a lion.”54 She set out to embody this specific role with such a fierce dedication that
her other operatic engagements at the time, such as Turandot and Aida, paled in
comparison. Callas realized that it would require much more than technical mastery of
Bellini’s intricate vocal lines to bring Norma to life. As with every other part that she
performed, Callas transformed herself into the role itself, developing an intimate connection with each aspect of her character and acquiring a strong taste for each nuance of her
emotional palette. Through intense study and contemplation, Callas succeeded in
portraying Norma as both a public political figure whose community was on the brink of
war and simultaneously depicting her private inner turmoil, resulting from being caught
in the throes of love and betrayal. This accomplishment should come as no surprise
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because as one of the major influential stars of the operatic world, her status and power
gained her the respect of others, similar to Norma’s abilities as a leader. In stark contrast,
details of her personal life—such as her infamous affair with Aristotle Onassis, her
notorious outbursts and walkouts, and her estranged relationship with her family—earned
her scathing criticism from the media. Her private indiscretions and crises arguably
paralleled Norma’s inner conflict between love and duty, a result of her broken chastity
vows, the concealment of her two children born as a product of her sins, and the dilemma
of sacrificing herself or her former lover.
The methods employed by Callas when undertaking a new role are recounted in
numerous publications. Through a process that she referred to as “straitjacketing,” she
familiarized herself with every detail of the score, as if studying it in a conservatory
setting, committed to memory the entire score note-for-note as written by the composer,
and payed special attention to the specific fioriture in an effort to remain loyal to the
composer’s original intentions as well as to the bel canto style.55 Once she completed the
score dissection, Callas rehearsed with a pianist to ensure that her understanding of the
rhythm and pitches were accurate. Due to a severe case of myopia, she also attended all
of the conductor’s rehearsals with the orchestra to ensure that she not miss any of her
entrances and so that she could map her movements on the stage. According to de
Hidalgo, without glasses, Callas was unable to see more than a meter in front of her.56
This handicap benefitted extraordinarily Callas’s ability to memorize an entire operatic
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work, including orchestral interludes and other vocal parts, a habit she had developed
during her studies in Greece.
Callas maintained firmly that, only once a singer has mastered the written
components of the score, could he or she add extra embellishments to melodic lines.57 In
a fashion similar to Pasta, her proclaimed “sister-in-art,” Callas took extra care to plan
each note and gesture meticulously—improvisation on stage was strictly forbidden.58
When determining the nature of the fioriture to incorporate into each scene of any opera,
she searched for inspiration first in the music and then in the libretto. According to
Callas, “every embellishment must be put to the service of music, and that if you really
care for the composer and not just for your own personal success, you will always find
the meaning of a trill or a scale that will justify a feeling of happiness, anxiety,
sadness.”59 Callas possessed an innate understanding of the undeniable relationship
between the voice and emotion, with each being the ideal embodiment of the other. She
restored the voice to its former status as an instrument meant to service the emotional
drama, as it was when Pasta and Malibran dominated the stage. Not only did she elevate
vocal expression to new heights, Callas also strengthened the value placed on the text:
every word and phrase received significant consideration in an effort to create the most
well-rounded and lifelike character possible. The illuminating words of Walter Legge, a
recording producer who worked with Callas on several occasions, illustrate perfectly
these concepts:
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Although she was preoccupied all her career with bel canto, that is, beautiful singing, she was one of the few Italian artists in my memory who
quite deliberately produced significant signs of a particular dramatic intensity or meaning on a syllable or even on a single consonant—sometimes
over a long phrase to convey dramatic meaning. She herself often said,
“After all, some of the texts we have to sing are not distinctive poetry. I
know that to convey the dramatic effect to the audience and to myself I
must produce sounds that are not beautiful. I don’t mind if they are ugly
as long as they are true.”60
In essence, Callas’s performance practices contradicted those belonging to her recent
predecessors: technique was inferior to emotion, and vocal beauty was sacrificed for
dramatic effect.
The transcripts of her master classes taught at the Juilliard School of Music
between October of 1971 and March of 1972 are some of the most reliable accounts of
Callas’s approach to the role of Norma, particularly for scena “Casta diva.”61 She openly
admitted to her students that this aria was one of the most difficult in her entire repertoire,
not only because as a singer one is so exposed and vulnerable, but also because it occurs
so early in the opera that one has not yet eased fully into the performance. Even at the
height of her career Callas related to a reporter, “With an opera like Bellini’s Norma . . . I
work as though I had never sung it before . . . the more you do it, the less you want to.”62
In contrast to the notion that “Casta diva” is a one-dimensional prayer for peace, Callas
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asserted that several minute details create this continuous mood, evidenced in these
telling instructions:
In this scene Norma is dominating the savage, ferocious people she serves
as priestess. They are crying for battle with the occupying Romans, but
Norma wishes to avoid war at all costs. She has broken her vows as
priestess, taken a Roman lover, Pollione, and borne him two children.
She must somehow avoid open conflict yet keep her people appeased.
This she does through the ritual of “Casta diva.”63
Callas described the nature Norma’s opening recitative as sung by a woman desperate to
buy time. To quell her people’s aggression, the priestess prophesizes that their Roman
enemies will bring about their own destruction before they will be required to take action.
Norma is motivated more so by her own secret agenda—to keep her affair with Pollione
concealed from her people—rather than protect the Druids from the destruction of war.
This scene epitomizes Norma’s strength as a leader as she attempts to quiet the demanding cries of the soldiers, with “Casta diva” being a result of her power and influence. The
aria’s “peaceful” and “silvery”64 lines, in a sense, serve as a distraction from the constant
thirst for war, with Norma manipulating her subjects into a state of tranquility.
In addition to describing the emotional content embodied in “Casta diva,” Callas
provided incredibly precise instructions for how a singer should approach the vocal lines
to achieve a worthy performance. First and foremost, one must deliver “a good, clean
attack on the A of ‘Casta.’ This is one of the basics of bel canto—attacking a note
straight on. The attack must always be solid and well supported, even if you are singing
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pianissimo.”65 She also advised her students to pay extra attention to Bellini’s written
ornamentation, with the opening line of this aria serving as a prime example. After years
of dedicating her life to the study of Bellini, Rossini, and Donizetti, Callas concluded that
one significant difference among these composers is that Bellini favored scalewise embellishments unless specified in the score. With his bel canto contemporaries, it is safe
for one to assume that the majority of their ornaments were chromatic. In order to
highlight this unique quality of Bellini’s musical style, Callas ensured that each note was
placed exactly as he had written it.66
Throughout her career many individuals attempted to describe the wide array of
Callas’s vocal qualities and what set her apart from other singers of the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Of the few women still performing roles from the bel canto
tradition, the majority are considered by scholars to be light coloratura sopranos, such as
de Hidalgo. This type of singer specializes in highly florid passage work, overflowing
with intricate embellishments and scales; their voices were commonly described as agile
and clear, with seamless transitions between registers. Callas’s instrument was categorized as that of a dramatic soprano due to its dark and heavier nature. Traditionally, at
least during the previous six decades, her type of voice was considered ill suited for the
bel canto melodies overwrought with delicate fioriture created by her beloved Italian
composers. The following commentary of Walter Legge provides thoughtful observations on Callas’s voice, which aids in explaining how she was able to fuse successfully
flexibility and delicacy, a main focus of her studies with de Hidalgo, with her naturally
large and, at times, unruly sound:
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The center of her voice was basically dark-hued, her most expressive
range, where she could pour out her smoothest legato. Here she had a
peculiar and highly personal sound, often as if she were singing into a
bottle. . . . Her rib cage was also unusually long for a woman of her
height. This, together with what must have been her well-trained
intercostal muscles, gave her unusual ability to sing and shape long
phrases in one breath without visible effort. Her chest voice she used
mainly for dramatic effects, slipping into it much higher than most singers
with similar range when she felt text or situation would gain by it.67
It is impossible to explain how the course of history would have changed had she not
studied with a light coloratura soprano who further enforced an attraction for bel canto
repertory, but it is reasonable to speculate that, especially when considering Legge’s
descriptions of her voice, Callas possessed the same qualities necessary for excelling as a
Wagnerian soprano had she not been so influenced by de Hidalgo.
Another aspect that Callas emphasized in her master class, a characteristic for
which she was often exalted, was the necessity of a smooth and fluid legato. Each
embellishment must sound like one mechanical gesture with no single note standing out;
the coloring of the voice should remain consistent throughout, as well. In her instruction
of the passage as Norma is sighing over the chorus singing between the two verses of
“Casta diva,” Callas drilled into her students the importance of exact pitch placement
when performing the descending chromatic scales, suggesting that they aspire to deliver
the lines as an instrumentalist would.68 The following description by Legge describes
vividly Callas’s legato technique and supports that she practiced what she preached:
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Her legato line was better than any other singer because she knew that a
legato must be like a telegraph wire or telephone wire, where you can see
the line going through and the consonants are just perched on it like the
feet of sparrows. She used the consonants with great effect, but basically
the legato line was held so that you could hear that all the time and were
not aware of the interruption of the consonants except for their dramatic
purpose.69
On a separate occasion, a critic who witnessed one of her La Scala Norma performances
compared Callas’s legato to that of a stringed instrument: “Her agility was breathtaking . .
. and her descending glissandi gave the audience cold shivers down their backs.”70
Following her first London appearance at Covent Garden on 8 November 1952, an
American journal deemed Callas as “the Norma of our time, just as Ponselle and Grisi
were of theirs.”71 During the height of her career in the 1950s, she was untouchable and
seemingly able to will her voice to achieve any technical and theatrical feat to which she
challenged it.
The impeccable technique and vocal control Callas possessed would have been
rendered insignificant, however, had it not been for her endless efforts to marry the music
to the dramatic expression of human emotions. In the words of Italian music critic
Eugenio Gara:
Her secret is in her ability to transfer to the musical plane the suffering of
the character she plays, the nostalgic longing for lost happiness, the anxious fluctuation between hope and despair, between pride and supplication,
between irony and generosity, which in the end dissolves into a superhuman inner pain.72
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While Callas saturated every role she undertook with this extreme amount of dramatic
intensity, Norma was the opera that showcased her talents arguably to the highest degree
because of the wide array of emotional fluctuation and instability embodied in this
character. Her abilities are immortalized in a tribute by Serafin himself when he
declared, “Maria Callas always succeeds in getting completely inside a part, she can
create a character in the round with her voice and the meaning with which she endows
her words.”73 In spite of the vicious debates surrounding the beauty of her voice and her
abilities as a singer, one undeniable aspect of Callas as a performer was her power as a
dramatic actress who rendered her audiences into a state of hypnosis and awe every time
she walked out onto the stage.
The last time in which Callas participated in a full production of Norma took
place at the Paris Opéra on 24 May 1965.74 Although her vocal capabilities had suffered
severely, her skills as a tragedienne during this final season of her career soared to new
heights, as described by Harold Rosenthal: “She raged, she pleaded, she was in complete
command of the stage, and had an electrifying effect on her companions. The audience
went mad, and rightly so, for once again the Callas magic had worked.”75 The fact that
from the first to the eighty-ninth performance of Norma she continued to discover hidden
Italian musicologists—Fedele D’Amico, Eugenio Gara, Rodolfo Celletti, Gianandrea Gavazzeni, Giorgio
Gualerzi, and Luchino Visconti.
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facets within the role speaks volumes not only to the complexity of the character but also
to Callas’s unwavering dedication to and respect for her art. After working with her for
over a year during the Paris Normas, the production designer Franco Zeffirelli concluded,
For me, especially in Norma, Maria was a bridge, an absolute bridge of
150 years. She was the miraculous bearer of scents and values that were
long lost and forgotten. She made them live again, repolished them and
re-created them for us. I am sure she sang Norma as no one has ever sung
the role, including its creator, Giuditta Pasta. I don’t think even Pasta
could have brought the justice to the piece that Maria did.76
Regardless of whether one agrees with Zeffirelli in regards to his claims of Callas’s
superiority over Pasta, one surely cannot deny that the talents possessed by these two
iconic prima donnas established them as champions of the bel canto tradition in their
respective centuries.
Even her most vehement opponents agreed that Callas forever changed the course
of operatic history, with the impact of her example still felt today. By reinstating Norma
and other early nineteenth-century operas into mainstream repertory Callas provided new
opportunities for future singers to experience different performance styles and to expand
their résumés. She created a window peering back through time to the age when Pasta
dominated the stage by resurrecting an art form that had long become dormant. As
current singers are embarking on their own operatic careers and shaping their own
personalized performance styles, they will be forever indebted to Callas for unearthing
these bel canto treasures and placing them in the forefront of the operatic repertoire.
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CHAPTER VII

THE CURRENT STATE OF BEL CANTO
Madame Catalani is the first of the queens of song that I have seen ascend
the throne of popular favor, in the course of sixty years, and pretty little
Adelina Patti the last; I have heard all that reigned between the two, and
above them all Pasta appears to me pre-eminent for musical and dramatic
genius—alone and unapproached, the muse of tragic song.1
—Fanny Kemble, Records of a Girlhood (1879)
She [Pasta] was a great tragic actress . . . all noble passions belonged to
her; and her very scorn seemed equally noble, for it trampled only on what
was mean. . . . When she made her entrance on the stage . . . she waved
forth her arms, and drew them quietly together again over her bosom, as if
she sweetly, yet modestly, embraced the whole house. And when, in the
part of Medea, she looked on the children she was about to kill, and tenderly parted their hair, and seemed to single her very eyes in lovingness
with theirs, uttering, at the same time, notes of the most wandering despairing sweetness, every gentle eye melted into tears. . . . In every other
respect, perfect truth, graced by idealism, was the secret of Pasta’s
greatness. She put truth first always; and, in so noble and sweet a mind,
grace followed it as a natural consequence.2
—Leigh Hunt, The Autobiography of Leigh Hunt (1850)
But all defects admitted, sufficient grandeur of style, breadth of phrasing,
decision of accent, and dignity and brilliancy of execution combined, remained to justify the utmost warmth with which we would recommend
this distinguished woman as a model to all artists of the younger world. . .
. There was more of the Queen in her Anna Bolena as on Thursday evening she swept the stage for the last time than any or all her successors have
been able to call up: a royalty of bearing totally independent of face and
person, over which Time has no power.3
—Henry Chorley, on Pasta, The Athenœum (13 July 1850)
One can only, with any certainty, understand the effect the lady made on
her contemporaries, and know what she sang. If one had to select a single
artist in recent memory to compare with Pasta, it would have to be Maria
Callas, who triumphed in three roles created by Pasta: Norma, Anna
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Bolena, and Amina. With her unique, highly individualized voice Callas
mesmerized her listeners—by a single inflection, accent, word, or phrase.
Likewise Pasta possessed a unique voice. . . . Both Pasta and Callas
required the stage to unleash the full potential of their instruments.4
—Kenneth Stern, Giuditta Pasta: A Life on the Lyric Stage (2011)
Bartoli says, “I found some parallels between her voice, since she was a
mezzo. I’m a mezzo, and I was so fascinated by this lady.” Besides singing with an extraordinary vocal range, Malibran also composed music,
played several instruments and embroidered well. Malibran drew crowds
on the streets of Europe and, when necessary, stood up to power. She refused to perform for the king of Naples until he ended a ban on applause
in a local theater. Bartoli calls Malibran a true diva. “She was the first
pop singer. A pop mega-star without media possibilities.”5
—Cecilia Bartoli (2007)
With a name of Malibran there is associated an interest, alike personal and
artistic, rarely equaled and certainly unsurpassed among the traditions
which make the records of the lyric stage so fascinating. Daring originality stamped her life as a woman, her career as an artist, and the brightness with which her star shone through a brief and stormy history had
something akin in it to the dazzling but capricious passage of a meteor. If
Pasta was the Siddons of lyric drama, unapproachable in its more severe
and tragic phases, Malibran represented Garrick. Brilliant, creative, and
versatile, she sang equally well in all styles of music, and no strain on her
resources seemed to overtax the power of an artistic imagination which
delighted in vanquishing obstacles and transforming native defects into
new beauties, an attribute of genius which she shared in equal degree with
Pasta, though it took on a different manifestation.6
—George T. Ferris, Great Singers (1881)
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A quarter of a century is a long reign for any queen, a brilliant one for an
opera queen in these modern days, when the “wear and tear” of stage-life
is so exacting. For so long a time lasted the supremacy of Mme. Grisi, and
it was justified by a remarkable combination of qualities, a great physical
loveliness, a noble voice, and dramatic impulse, which, if not precisely
inventive, was yet large and sympathetic.7
—George T. Ferris, Great Singers (1881)
Norma is Giulia Grisi, and never, for sure, did Irminsul have a priestess
more lovely or better inspired. She surpasses the ideal. When she makes
her entrance, upright and proud in the folds of her tunic, the golden sickle
in her hand, a coronet of vervain on her head, her face a mask of pale marble, her black brows and her eyes a greenish blue like that of the sea, an
involuntary cry of admiration fills the theater; what shoulders and what
arms! They are surely those that the Venus de Milo lost! Norma is Giulia
Grisi’s triumph. No-one who has not seen her in this role can say that he
knows her; in it she shows herself to be as great a tragédienne as she is
perfect a singer. The art of song, passion, beauty, she has everything; suppressed rage, sublime violence, threats and tears, love and anger; never did
a woman so pour out her soul in the creation of a role.8
—Théophile Gautier (1844)
The Director feels that with the following list of artists nothing more need
be said. Of one, however, a special word may not be out of place, since
she may without exaggeration be said to constitute the last link of that
chain of glorious prime donne commencing with Catalani. It is seldom
that Nature lavishes on one person all the gifts which are needed to form a
great soprano: a voice whose register entitles it to claim this rank is of the
rarest order. Melodious quality and power, which are not less essential
than extended register, are equally scarce. Musical knowledge, executive
finish, and perfect intonation are indispensable, and to these the prima
donna should add dramatic force and adaptability, together with a large
amount of personal grace. Even these rare endowments will not suffice
unless they are illumined by the fire of genius. By one only of living
artists has this high ideal been reached—by Mdlle. Titiens.9
—James H. Mapleson, Mapleson Memoirs (1888)
Therese Titiens was one of the hardest worked and hardest working of all
Victorian singers. Always reputed to be genial, straightforward and gen7
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uine, she was a faithful and conscientious artist who only rarely disappointed the public. . . . News of her tragic death brought a widespread
feeling of personal bereavement. Although there was never a Titiens fever
to match Lindomania, and unlike some of her counterparts she never became a “Dame,” she endeared herself to an international public. . . . Let
her be remembered as the “noble Hungarian,” for of noble nature she
surely was. Let her be respected as Her Majesty’s prima donna, for in perfecting her art she gave so many years of enjoyment to those who were
honoured to witness her. Let her be known as the silent soprano, for her
voice was a picture painted on a passing breath of time.10
—Susie Timms, Titiens: Her Majesty’s Prima Donna (2005)
How decisive an actor’s or singer’s personal appearance may be in determining the final sum of his effectiveness—much more than talent, technique, and schooling—can be observed in Lilli Lehmann in a twofold
sense. Nature denied her penetrating strength and sumptuousness of
voice, and thus deprived her of the strongest, most immediate means of
passionate communication, but it endowed her with a personality predestined not only for the stage but particularly for tragic and noble roles. . . .
In Lilli Lehmann, refined artistic schooling outweighs strong immediacy
of feeling. Her creations do not represent the improvisations of great
natural force; they are rather products of a superior mind which finds its
way to the core of every interpretive problem and discloses the inner
treasure in unblemished perfection.11
—Eduard Hanslick, “Lilli Lehmann and Immoral Coloratura” (1885)
I found her an extraordinarily interesting woman, but inclined to be rather
severe in her judgment of other artists and their vocal methods. In short,
her own standard was perfection; and she demanded no less from all opera
singers who professed to work upon similar lines.12
—Hermann Klein, on Lilli Lehmann,
Great Women Singers of My Time (1931)
Who can describe that sound in words? Powerful? Yes, but creamy and
subtle and a hundred other things. Communicative? Yes, straight to the
soul. But what does that mean to somebody who never heard her? When
we start talking about art on that level—singing, painting, prose, poetry,
art in any form—we’re not talking physics, friends. Language doesn’t
capture voices and souls. There were others before Ponselle and others
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after her. I heard Cigna, Milanov, Callas, Farrell, and the others—I knew
them, I conducted most of them, and they all had their form of greatness.
But after I heard Ponselle, if you wanted to talk to me about dramatic
soprano, don’t talk to me about anybody else. Talk to me about her.13
—Leonard Bernstein (1947)
Serafin once said that there were three voices that he considered to be
miracles: Caruso’s, Ruffo’s, and Rosa Ponselle’s. Their voices could not
have been taught by any teacher or coach. You’re either born with that
kind of a voice or you’re not.14
—James A. Drake, Rosa Ponselle: A Centenary Biography (1992)
The extraordinary success of Maria Callas appears, at first glance, one of
the strangest phenomenons in the world of performance of our time.
Unique among sopranos, the reputation of this prodigious singer has
crossed the limits normally set for even the most prestigious and great
operatic artists. Other singers, of course, have succeeded in provoking
enthusiastic reactions and even in unleashing passion, but this has always
been within the relatively limited confines of opera lovers. The case of
Callas is completely different. Her name today is familiar even to those
who have no real contact with opera nor with the art of singing in
general.15
—René Leibowitz, Les temps modernes (1959)
Callas was superhuman. She was on a whole other plane. She really was
a Diva—the goddess—and the rest of us are basically her handmaidens.16
—June Anderson (2012)
Maria Callas remains an icon with an instantly recognizable voice. But
she was also the first opera singer to be equipped with the ingredients of
international celebrity: charisma, glamour, wealth, she had it all, together
with the touches of scandal and tragedy that made her story so compelling.
Since her time, every female opera singer has been measured against this
powerful role model. . . . Callas modernized our métier. Her life was a
13
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tireless creative search. She was one of the first to recognize the importance of being an actress as well as a singer, and was uncompromising in
her belief that, in order to achieve a complete dramatic performance, all
aspects of the operatic genre require equal attention. She was a pioneer in
restoring forgotten repertoire and in exploring new ways of musical interpretation. To this day, I find that many of her exemplary recordings are
astounding.17
—Cecilia Bartoli (2006)
It is common knowledge that singing in terms of the Romantic composers,
and bel canto in terms of the pre-Romantics, was reborn, not through the
action of musicologists, opera historians, or orchestra conductors, but
through the advent of one singer: Maria Callas. The upheaval in historical
evaluation, repertoire, technique, and interpretive taste set in motion by
Callas is still going on. It was a musicological revolution even more than
a vocal one. The starting-point was the restoration of a pre-verismo (and
in some respects also pre-Verdi) voice production which cleared the way
for four basic achievements. . . . Essentially, Maria Callas succeeded in
reviving the so-called dramatic soprano with agility of the first half of the
nineteenth century, and this automatically meant drawing the attention of
the public and some of the critics not only to what ought to be the proper
way of performing operas like Norma, Lucia, La sonnambula, and I
puritani, which had never been dropped from the repertoire, but to works
which for more than a century had been regarded as dead and buried.18
—Rodolfo Celletti, A History of Bel Canto (1983)
Don’t talk to me about rules, dear. Wherever I stay I make the goddamn
rules.19
—Maria Callas
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Conclusion
Although the so-called Golden Age of Song ended after the castrati voice type
fell from fashion, the bel canto tradition still thrives today because of the efforts and
advocacy of Maria Callas.20 Not only did many critics, scholars, and colleagues declare
that she sang as the prime donne assolute of the nineteenth century had sung, with specific comparisons to Pasta, but Callas herself also asserted that, with her given repertory,
she was attempting to follow in the footsteps of Pasta and Grisi.21 To attempt to describe
the sound of a voice that no living person has ever heard is a daunting task, but, in order
to comprehend fully the impact of Callas’s performance practices, one must reconstruct a
concise definition and vision of how her predecessors may have sounded and appeared on
stage. When Callas’s renditions of certain roles, especially Norma, are compared with
the versions of Lehmann and Ponselle, it becomes exceptionally clear that she did,
indeed, revive the bel canto tradition that had lain essentially dormant since 1877 with the
death of Tietjens. There were, of course, still a small number of singers between Tietjens
and Callas who sang roles from the bel canto repertory, such as Lehmann, Ponselle,
Claudia Muzio, and Rosa Raisa. While various aspects of the bel canto style were still
respected, certain characteristics—the intricate fioriture and dramatic expression in
particular—were no longer observed. Because so few singers were performing roles
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according to the bel canto tradition during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, this style and the operas associated with it disappeared from the repertory.
The one characteristic for which Pasta was most praised and revered was her
exceptional skill as a tragedienne. When her career began, audiences had grown
accustomed to the flawless songbird voices of those sopranos who had come before her,
mainly of Angelica Catalani (1780-1849).22 Nearly identical to Callas’s experiences over
a century later, Pasta’s success was not achieved until audiences adjusted to the voice of a
singer willing to sacrifice aesthetic beauty for the sake of dramatic expression. Instead of
showcasing her vocal tricks in a display of self-indulgent virtuosity, a trend that reduced
opera to nothing more than a costumed recital in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, Pasta was most often commended for the amount of soul that she poured into
her performances.23
Of course, for the majority of her career Pasta did participate in the common
practice of interpolating arias from other operas into new ones; the last known example of
this practice for her occurred in 1830, when she inserted “Or sei pago, o ciel tremendo”
of Bellini’s La straniera (1829) into his Il pirata (1827).24 Once composers such as
Bellini and Donizetti began composing operas for her voice specifically, not surprisingly
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Pasta’s employment of “baggage-arias” ceased.25 One of the most extraordinary and
notorious incidents of aria insertion was committed by Malibran when in 1832 she
replaced the entire finale scene of Bellini’s I Capuleti e i Montecchi (1830) with the one
from Nicola Vaccai’s Giulietta e Romeo (1825).26 Not only did many of her
contemporaries follow her example, declaring their performances of I Capuleti e i
Montecchi as “’alla Malibran’ rather than ‘alla Bellini,’” but Ricordi even published
Vaccai’s finale scene as an appendix to its edition because this practice had become so
common.27 When Grisi began her career, particularly for an engagement at the Teatro la
Fenice in Venice in 1833, her contract contained a clause that revoked her freedom to
interpolate arias and to refuse the music she was assigned.28 By the time Tietjens took
the stage, the use of “trunk arias,” once a stipulation of a prima donna’s contract, had
long become extinct and remains so in present times.
Although I pointed out in the chapters discussing Pasta, Malibran, Grisi, and
Tietjens that the performances of these women displayed many nuanced differences, they
still adhered strictly to proper bel canto practices. This assertion can be inferred from the
multiple observations collected describing the intricate and well-executed fioriture incor25

An insertion aria is also referred to as a “trunk aria” or “arie de baule.” Stendhal provided further insight
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porated into their singing, as well as their legendary skills as dramatic actresses. The predominant attribute of Pasta and Malibran was undoubtedly their wide palettes of emotional expression, whereas Grisi and Tietjens were lauded more for their flawless vocal
technique and pure intonation. Regardless of the perceived flaws of these four women,
contemporaneous critics unanimously agreed that each one was the reigning Norma of
her time, often comparing their renditions with those of their predecessors. More often
than not, the new Norma was considered superior to those who went before her. The
various primary sources addressing these four singers were invaluable in creating a
clearly defined timeline of Norma performances within the first forty years of the opera’s
existence.29
While there is no evidence that Lehmann was familiar with Grisi or Tietjens’s
Norma, she was aware of the latter’s reputation through the testimony of London’s
impresario James Mapleson. The fact that Tietjens and Grisi were celebrated almost
equally for the beauty of their voices and powers as actresses, with the former attribute
more often observed than the latter, can be viewed as describing a middle or transitional
period from Pasta and Malibran to Lehmann and Ponselle. When Lehmann and Ponselle
took the stage as Norma, only fragments of authentic bel canto style were present, but,
like Tietjens and Grisi, the two singers were still exalted for their aesthetically pleasing
voices. In the Norma renditions of Lehmann and Ponselle the fioriture were strained and
seemingly forced, or omitted altogether. Both women were also criticized for failing to
add a sense of dramatic and emotional depth to their performances and for ultimately
turning Bellini’s masterpiece into something staid and understated. At this point, the
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works of Bellini, his contemporaries, and many of his predecessors were considered
antiquated and monotonous, especially in the wake of the immense popularity of Wagner,
Verdi, and Puccini. The Normas of Lehmann and Ponselle, while they received great
acclaim, did not do much to change audience opinion of the opera in general. In the case
of Lehmann, critics asserted that one of the only reasons that audiences were so enthusiastic in response to her Norma was because they were so impressed that a principal
Wagnerian soprano could manage to “pull off” Bellini as well.30
Table 7.1. The First Known Norma Performances of the Seven Women in This Study
Giuditta Pasta
Maria Malibran
Giulia Grisi

26 December 183131
23 February 1834
25 June 1835

Thérèse Tietjens
Lilli Lehmann
Rosa Ponselle

1853-185832
1885
16 November 1927

Maria Callas

30 November 1948

Teatro alla Scala, Milan
Teatro di San Carlo, Naples
Her Majesty’s Theater,
London
Vienna
Vienna
The Metropolitan Opera,
New York City
Teatro Comunale di Firenze
(Florence)

One of the primary reasons that Callas can be rightfully credited with restoring
the bel canto tradition is, due to her almost unparalleled skills as an actress, she demonstrated to audiences that the “old-fashioned” operas of Rossini, Bellini, Donizetti, and
their forerunners were, indeed, exciting and filled with dramatic potential. Because of
her expressive powers Callas was able to revive or rejuvenate successfully so many
works that had been nearly eliminated from the operatic repertory. In addition to the
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newly infused theatrical attributes of her performances, Callas also adhered strictly to the
intentions of the composers for each score that she studied. As she instructed to master
class students at Juilliard, and similar to Pasta, Callas dissected every opera that she
studied, learning it note-for-note before adding any embellishments to the melodic
lines.33 According to the practices of Pasta and Callas, every ornamented gesture was
obligated to serve the drama and to remain faithful to the emotional content of each
particular scene as determined by the music.
Although Callas was one of the most celebrated divas of the twentieth century,
she was also the most controversial; while she is still, for the most part, a household
name, her reputation is not based on unanimous praise. In a candid interview with John
Ardoin, she asked him “Did you like my voice the first time you heard it?” After he
answered reluctantly that he did not, she replied: “Generally, I upset people the first time
they hear me, but I am usually able to convince them of what I am doing.”34 Because the
versions of Norma and other bel canto works performed during the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries omitted certain melodic aspects of the composers’ scores, a
practice to which audiences had grown accustomed, the additional challenge for Callas
rested in the average viewer’s inability to comprehend fully the historical dimensions of
her performances. Because she reverted to a singing style that had been extinct for over a
century, one never heard by any living witnesses, Callas was obliged to work harder than
most performers to convince audience members of the merit of her art. In other words,
“Callas’s more complex, confrontational instrument seemed eager to provoke the status
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quo”: her attitude and performances upset many faithful opera enthusiasts.35 The
achievements of Callas rested in her abilities to expose audiences to such a range of
emotions connected to certain characters by unlocking the full dramatic potential of a
role—in particular in the operas of Bellini and Donizetti, as well as Puccini’s Tosca—that
few had realized was possible in the first place. While the bel canto style required her
singing and gestures to be planned and executed meticulously, just as Pasta had done
before her, the magic of Callas was in her ability to seem arrestingly human at the same
time.
Considering the sheer magnitude of Callas’s success and fame, it is worth
considering how the prime donne of the latter half of the twentieth century contended
with her looming presence, even after her death in 1977. The first significant successor
to Callas was Dame Joan Sutherland (1926-2010), who was christened as “La Stupenda”
by a Venetian audience in 1960 after a performance as Handel’s Alcina at the Teatro La
Fenice.36 Of all the prime donne in the twentieth century, Sutherland was Callas’s only
rival for the title of “The Voice of the Century,” a sobriquet that the famed Italian tenor
Luciano Pavarotti deemed fit for the former, his frequent partner on stage and in concert.37 In an illuminating article on Sutherland’s impact on opera, an unknown author for
Opera Britannia explained her gifts in the following manner:
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Sutherland is unusual for the sheer combination of attributes which mark
her out as being truly unique in an already crowded field of outstanding
exponents. Firstly, we have a voice of truly heroic dimensions singing bel
canto. It is doubtful if any soprano in this repertoire has fielded quite so
much power and tone as Dame Joan, and this includes Callas and Tetrazzini. . . .38 Secondly, we have that extraordinary and much written about
technique, which by any standards is little short of astonishing. Whether
producing mind boggling divisions, arpeggios, appogiaturas, pinpoint
staccati, colossal high notes which lose no quality in delivery, or that unequalled trill, every arsenal of the coloratura is supremely in her command. Finally, we have that distinctive and instantly recognisable timbre.
This combination is certainly unprecedented in the 20th century. . . . Consequently it is to the various incarnations of the “Golden Age” of singing
that one must refer when looking for singers similarly endowed.39
In her immense dedication to the bel canto repertory, along with that of her husband
Richard Bonynge, who made his career conducting her operatic performances for nearly
four decades, Sutherland took what Callas had started with her revival of this long lost
tradition and essentially finished it. Because of the stark contrast between their voices,
with Sutherland’s considered as more aesthetically pleasing and technically capable, the
Australian diva’s exploration of the bel canto operas, although approached with the same
respect and diligence as her predecessor, “almost willfully resisted the Callas model.”40
In spite of Callas’s monumental success in Bellini’s operas, such as Norma, La
sonnambula, and I puritani, Sutherland and Bonynge still faced the same challenges that
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dated back to the careers of Lehmann and Ponselle: the critics and some audience members still preferred the works of Wagner and Verdi and dismissed those of the “gentle
Sicilian” as “trivial” and too idealistic.41 Sutherland also was forced to contend with
mixed reviews in regards to her acting. In London, for instance, her Amina was criticized
at first for her treatment of certain melodies for the sake of “dramatic effect”; in the years
to come, however, Sutherland was often censured for her unwillingness to sacrifice the
vocal line for the purpose of expression, especially when compared with Callas.42 She
was advised to follow the examples of Amelita Galli-Curci (1882-1963), Tetrazzini, and
Melba, but Bonynge had more enticing plans for her.43 Through his extensive research of
forgotten music, Bonynge discovered an impressive collection of fioriture dating back to
Pasta, Malibran, and Grisi; he had even obtained an original score of I puritani, in which
Bellini had rewritten a “bravura” finale scene for Malibran specifically. Sutherland and
her husband adapted the scene further to match her personality—the embellishments for
Malibran already “fit like a glove”—and gave the premiere of this newly uncovered
edition at the Gran Teatro del Liceo in Barcelona on 30 December 1960. During her final
performance, as an encore, she sang Amina’s “Ah, non giunge” knee-deep in flowers
from adoring fans.44 A few short years later, on 17 October 1963, Sutherland performed
as Norma for the first time in Vancouver. This performance, truly a milestone in her
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career, was met with great acclaim due in part to the seamless blending of her voice with
mezzo-soprano Marilyn Horne who played Adalgisa.45
Another significant champion of the bel canto tradition in the twentieth century is
the world-renowned Spanish soprano Montserrat Caballé (born 1933). She not only performed the majority of Callas’s signature roles but added several more operas to her bel
canto repertoire. When compared with her Greek predecessor, however, the criticism
was not always favorable. In the words of Peter G. Davis: “It was probably having to
learn and memorize so much music that led to Caballé’s inconsistent and at times rather
casual performance style, clearly modeled on Callas’s dramatic intent but lacking the
older singer’s focus and almost demonic concentration.”46 Nonetheless, Caballé, along
with Callas and Sutherland, reigned as one of the prime donne assolute of the twentieth
century. Her first performance as Norma occurred on 8 January 1970 at the Gran Teatro
del Liceo in Barcelona, the city of her birth. According to her biographers, “There was a
general feeling that Caballé might just prove to be the true successor to Maria Callas in
the role, which the Greek soprano had last sung . . . in March 1965.”47 When comparing
her with the sopranos who sang Norma during the decade following Callas’s retirement,
most notably Sutherland and Elena Suliotis, Pullen and Taylor contended that the former
“lacked temperament” while the latter “suffered from an excess of it”; these flaws
“effectively prevented either from giving the kind of fully rounded performance that
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Norma demands.”48 In spite of Davis’s comments in regards to Caballé’s inferiority to
Callas, the former was known to approach an opera score in an almost identical fashion
as did her predecessor. For both of these women the music determined the meaning of
the words, and it was this belief that inspired their performances and set Caballé apart
from nearly every singer of the “post-Callas generation.”49 Following Caballé’s first two
Norma performances she received this glowing review: “Here was a Norma . . . a wholly
bel canto Norma whose music was poured out in a seamless flow of tone, with fioriture
that were unforced and always meaningful. . . . With this second performance, Caballé
left no doubt that the Norma of the [19]70s had arrived on the scene.”50 While Caballé’s
success was a result of diligent efforts to maintain a loyal relationship with the works of
bel canto composers, she credited Callas with providing new opportunities for her and her
contemporaries to achieve greatness: “Callas opened the door for all the singers in the
world, a door that had been closed. Behind it was sleeping not only great music, but
great ideas of interpretation. She has given us the chance, those who follow her, to do
things that were hardly possible before her.”51 Other divas, conductors, and opera enthusiasts of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries still, like Caballé, put Callas on a
pedestal declaring that she reset the standard for “what opera should be.”52
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Not only does a mystical fascination with Callas still exist to this day, but so, too,
does one exist for Norma, which is still perceived as the apex of any soprano’s repertory.
The American soprano Shirley Verrett, who sang in Norma at the Metropolitan Opera in
1979, declared: “The problem with Norma is finding another role to follow it. There is
no other Norma, and I’m beginning to wonder if any other role can ever give a singer as
much satisfaction.”53 Although other sopranos of this time, such as Renata Scotto and
Cristina Deutekom, do not agree that Norma is as demanding vocally as other roles
written by Bellini and others, there has been a unanimous agreement that the most
daunting challenge of her character lies in her conflicting personalities and the full range
of human emotions required to bring her to life.54
Among the most significant and groundbreaking productions of Norma in recent
years featured the Italian-born Cecilia Bartoli (born 1966) in the title role; it took place at
the Salzburg Whitsun Festival in 2013. This production is of great historical importance,
in spite of the modern staging, for its employment of the newest critical edition of
Bellini’s score and a period-instrument ensemble.55 At first the idea of Bartoli, who is
often classified as a light coloratura mezzo-soprano, taking on a role that requires such
sheer force and stamina caused a scandalous controversy in the opera world. Due to her
extensive study of bel canto works prior to learning Norma, most notably the operas of
Handel, Mozart, and Gluck, Bartoli quelled the harsh accusations and barbs of the critics
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with a phenomenally triumphant performance as Bellini’s heroine.56 Even more recently
than Bartoli, the American soprano Angela Meade (born 1977) made a successful début
as Norma in a concerted performance at the Caramoor Center for Music and the Arts in
2010 under the baton of Will Crutchfield; she sang the same role in her first staged
production at the Metropolitan Opera in 2013.57 Before she delivered these performances, her “Casta diva” from a 2007 audition at the Met gained much attention;
witnesses wondered if she would be the next great Norma of her generation.58 With
singers like Bartoli and Meade of such immense talent and an affinity for bel canto, as
well as the tireless efforts of those individuals like Crutchfield, a musicologist and
conductor who has built a career as a champion of the works from this tradition,59 this
specialized style of singing and approach to opera developed by Bellini, Donizetti,
Rossini, and their predecessors continues to thrive today.60
Although she may have been unaware of the larger context of her approach to
operatic performance, Callas’s devotion to and respect for the intentions of the composers
whose works she studied made her a professional ally of several generations of musico-
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logists as well as a proponent for the Early Music Movement after World War II. She
expressed the oft-adopted mindset to “let the music speak for itself” and declared that,
given her repertoire and criteria for interpretation, she was simply following in the
footsteps of the nineteenth-century divas such as Pasta and Grisi. The merits of Callas’s
art, like so many performances and recordings of the twentieth century made with the
goal of historical accuracy, raised the question of what constitutes “authenticity,” a word
that was often abused and misinterpreted during this period.
In 1978 the Austrian conductor Nikolaus Harnoncourt made the important
distinction that “being true to the score [Notentexttreue],” like Callas practiced, was
different from “being true to the composition [Werktreue], for scores are just as imperfect
in terms of pitch, duration and tempo and do not display the ‘spirit’ of the music.”61
Although Callas relied on more than just the physical score to determine her interpretation of a role, often depending on the mood conveyed by the music to dictate her
expressive choices, Harnoncourt also declared that an absolute faithfulness to the
composition was an unreasonable expectation because he believed that, after one collects
all information necessary for the reproduction of a piece of music, one should “use all his
abilities to make this work understandable for today’s time.”62 The latter part of Harnoncourt’s statement was never a conscious factor in Callas’s interpretations, but, perhaps,
her enduring fame and constant triumphs were justified because of the human qualities of
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her performances and the way in which audiences of her time were able to relate to her
realistic portrayal of basic emotions.
By the late 1980s the term “authenticity” as it applies to music was disclaimed by
the majority of scholars and musicians because of the realization that, while it is possible
for one to deliver a “historically informed performance,” an attempted replica of a work
from a different century is virtually impossible.63 Not only is an “authentic” rendering of
a composition unattainable, the American musicologist Donald Grout cautioned musicians that such an obsession “could mislead one to regard knowledge of the past as a
substitute for imagination in the present.”64 A contemporary of Grout, Putnam Aldrich,
made one of the most compelling observations as to why performances of early music
will never be entirely authoritative: “True authenticity is obviously a chimera. . . . The
performer of Baroque music . . . finds that what he needs most in his struggle towards
authenticity is the ability to equip his audience with Baroque ears.”65 This statement is
most likely why Callas’s interpretations of Norma and other bel canto operas were at first
so controversial; although she was considered by many to sing as they did a century
before her time, audiences of the twentieth century had been exposed to a wide array of
musical sounds since Pasta dominated the stage. Therefore, Callas contradicted their
expectations of what opera is because Pasta’s performance methods had long been
extinct, and it was and still is impossible for anyone to ascertain in an uncontrovertible
manner what singers of the nineteenth century looked and sounded like due to the
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absence of recording technology during that period. Any assertions made in regards to
what the voices and dramatic powers of the women considered in this study were like are
based purely on educated conjectures as a result of extensive research. Because the
majority of the sources collected to describe the singers of the nineteenth century were
eyewitness and earwitness testimonies, which can vary between individuals because their
observations were highly subjective, no one can authoritatively recreate in words an
accurate account of the performances of Pasta, Malibran, Grisi, and Tietjens. This fact
alone supports the argument that a truly “authentic” historical performance of Norma will
remain an illusion. Such an understanding should not discourage performers from
seeking historically informed interpretations as Callas and her successors did. Instead, in
order for works such as Norma to remain a staple of the operatic canon, musicians and
scholars must continue to strive to discover the balance between respecting original
performance practices while at the same time delivering a portrayal that is relevant to
current times.
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Appendix A
GIUDITTA PASTA AS NORMA: LIVE PERFORMANCES1
1831
26 December –
31 December

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala

Alessandro Rolla, conductor
4 performances
6 performances (Act II only)2
1832

1 January –
8 April

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala

Alessandro Rolla, conductor
24 performances

10 April

“

Concert, “Casta diva” and Act II

22 August –
6 September

Bergamo,
Teatro Riccardi

11 performances

26 December –
31 December

Venice, Teatro
La Fenice

3 performances
1833

1 January –
26 March

“

23 performances

23 May

London, The
King’s Theater,
Antient Concert,
“Casta diva”

Vincenzo Bellini, piano

20 June
22 June
25 June
28 June
29 June

London, The
King’s Theater

1

All information has been complied from Kenneth A. Stern, “Appendix A,” Giuditta Pasta: A Life on the
Lyric Stage (Palm Springs, CA: Operaphile Press, 2011), 500-17.
2

The second act of Norma was paired with the first act of Rossini’s Otello; Pasta was also a prominent
Desdemona and performed the role 161 times in her life. See Kenneth A. Stern, Giuditta Pasta, 348.
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30 June –
3 August

5 performances (10 performances
total in London in 1833)
1834

7 April –
16 April

Venice,
Teatro d’Apollo

6 performances

14 September –
26 October

Bolonga,
Teatro Comunale

10 performances
1835

24 January –
4 March

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala

11 performances
1840

18 September
28 September

Vienna,
Concerts, “Casta diva”

19 October

Warsaw
Concert, “Casta diva”

8 November

St. Petersburg,
Imperial Palace
Concert, “Casta diva”
1841

8 January
23 January
30 January

Moscow,
Hotel Yard,
Concerts, “Casta diva”

15 February –
26 April

St. Petersburg,
Bolshoi Theater

2 performances

10 July –
24 August

Berlin

4 performances
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Appendix B
MARIA CALLAS AS NORMA: LIVE PERFORMANCES1
1948
30 November
5 December

Florence, Teatro
Comunale

Tullio Serafin, conductor
1949

7 March

Turin, RAI Radio
Broadcast, “Casta diva”
and “Ah! bello a me”

Francesco Molinari-Pradelli,
conductor; Orchestra of RAI,
Turin

17 June
19 June
25 June
29 June
9 July

Buenos Aries,
Teatro Colón

Tullio Serafin, conductor

“
Concert, “Casta diva”

“

1950
13 January
15 January
19 January

Venice, Teatro
La Fenice

Antonino Votto, conductor

23 February
26 February
2 March
4 March
7 March

Rome, Teatro
dell’Opera

Tullio Serafin, conductor

16 March
19 March
22 March
25 March

Catania, Teatro
Massimo Bellini

Umberto Berrettoni, conductor

1

All information has been collected from Arthur Germond, “Performance Annals,” found in Henry
Wiskneski, Maria Callas: The Art behind the Legend (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1975), 253-384. An
asterisk indicates that there is a partial or full live recording available of that specific live performance.
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23 May*
27 May

Mexico City,
Palacio de Bellas
Artes (Opera
Nacional)

Guido Picco, conductor

1951
15 February
20 February

Palermo, Teatro
Massimo

Franco Ghione, conductor

21 April

Trieste, Teatro
Giuseppe Verdi
Concert, “Casta diva”

Armando La Rosa Parodi,
conductor

11 June

Florence, Grand
Hotel, Concert,
“Casta diva”

Bruno Bartoletti, piano

7 September

São Paulo, Teatro
Municipal

Tullio Serafin, conductor

12 September
16 September

Rio de Janeiro
Teatro Municipal

Antonino Votto, conductor

3 November
6 November
17 November
20 November

Catania, Teatro
Massimo Bellini

Franco Ghione, conductor

1952
16 January
19 January
23 January
27 January
29 January
2 February
7 February
10 February
14 April

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala

Franco Ghione, conductor
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8 November
10 November
13 November
18 November*
20 November

London, Royal
Opera House,
Covent Garden

Vittorio Gui, conductor

1953
9 April
12 April
15 April
18 April

Rome, Teatro
dell’Opera

Gabriele Santini, conductor

15 June
17 June
20 June
23 June

London, Royal
Opera House,
Covent Garden

John Pritchard, conductor

19 November
22 November
23 November
29 November

Trieste, Teatro
Giuseppe Verdi

Antonino Votto, conductor

1954
1 November
5 November

Chicago, Civic
Opera House

Nicola Rescigno, conductor
1955

29 June*

Rome, RAI Studios
Radio Broadcast

Tullio Serafin, conductor;
Orchestra and Chorus of RAI,
Rome

7 December*
11 December
14 December
17 December
21 December
29 December

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala

Antonino Votto, conductor

1956
1 January
5 January
8 January

“

“
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29 October
3 November
7 November
10 November
22 November

New York,
Metropolitan
Opera House

Fausto Cleva, conductor

27 November

Philidelphia,
Academy of Music

Fausto Cleva, conductor;
Metropolitan Opera Company

17 December

Washington D.C.,
Italian Embassy
Concert, “Casta diva”

Theodore Schaefer, piano

1957
13 January

Chicago, Civic
Opera House
Concert, “Casta diva”

Fausto Cleva, conductor;
Chicago Symphony Orchestra

2 February
6 February

London, Royal
Opera House,
Covent Garden

John Pritchard, conductor

31 December*

Rome, RAI Studios,
Television Appearance,
“Casta diva”

Orchestra of RAI, Rome

1958
2 January2

Rome, Teatro
dell’Opera

Gabriele Santini, conductor

24 March

Madrid, Cinema
Monumental,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Giuseppe Morelli, conductor;
Orquesta de Camara

23 September*

London, Chelsea
Empire Theater,
Concert, “Casta diva”

John Pritchard, conductor

19 December*

Paris, Opéra,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Sebastian, conductor

2

This performance was cancelled after Act 1 because Callas fell ill.
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1960
24 August
28 August

Epidaurus,
Ancient Greek
Theater

Tullio Serafin, conductor;
Greek National Opera Company
1961

30 May*

London, St. James’s
Sir Malcolm Sargent, piano
Palace, Concert, “Casta diva”
1963

17 May*

Berlin, Deutsche
Oper, Concert,
“Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Orchester der Deutschen Oper

20 May

Düsseldorf, Rheinhalle,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Niedersächsisches Symphonieorchester

23 May*

Stuttgart, Liederhalle,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Südfunk Symphonieorchester

31 May*

London, Royal
Festival Hall,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Philharmonia Orchestra

9 June

Copenhagen,
Falkoner Centret,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Danmarks Radiosymfoni Orkester

1964
22 May
25 May
31 May
6 June
10 June
14 June
19 June
24 June

Paris, Opéra

Georges Prêtre, conductor
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1965
14 May*
17 May*
21 May*
24 May
29 May*3

3

Paris, Opéra

Georges Prêtre, conductor

The last act was cancelled because Callas fell ill.
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Appendix C
MARIA CALLAS AS NORMA: RECORDINGS1
1949
7 March

Turin, RAI Radio
Broadcast, “Casta diva”
and “Ah! bello a me”

Francesco Molinari-Pradelli,
conductor; Orchestra of RAI,
Turin

8 November

Turin, RAI Recording,
“Casta diva” and “Ah!
bello a me”

Arturo Basile, conductor;
Orchestra of RAI, Turin

1954
23 April –
3 May

Milan, Cinema
Metropol,
Recording

Tullio Serafin, Conductor; Orchestra
and Chorus of La Scala, released
in United States by Angel Records
(November 1954), CD-3517
1955

29 June

Rome, RAI Studios,
Radio Broadcast

Tullio Serafin, conductor; Orchestra
and Chorus of RAI, Rome

1957
31 December

Rome, RAI Studios,
Television Appearance,
“Casta diva”

Orchestra of RAI, Rome

1958
23 September

London, Chelsea
Empire Theater,
Concert, “Casta diva”

John Pritchard, conductor

19 December

Paris, Opéra,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Sebastian, conductor

1

All information, except for the 2014 release, has been collected from Arthur Germond, “Performance
Annals,” found in Henry Wiskneski, The Art behind the Legend, 253-384.
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1960
5 September 12 September

Milan, Teatro
alla Scala,
Recording

Tullio Serafin, conductor;
Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala
Released in United States by Angel
Records (October 1961),
CD-3615
1961

30 May

London, St. James’s
Palace, Concert,
“Casta diva”

Sir Malcolm Sargent, piano

1963
17 May

Berlin, Deutsche
Oper, Concert,
“Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Orchester der Deutschen Oper

23 May

Stuttgart, Liederhalle,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Südfunk Symphonieorchester

31 May

London, Royal
Festival Hall,
Concert, “Casta diva”

Georges Prêtre, conductor;
Philharmonia Orchestra

2014
22 September

Paris,
headquarters

A digitally remastered set of Callas’s
entire discography released by
Warner Classics; contains Norma
recordings from 1954 (CD0825646341115), 1960 (CD082564340842)
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